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1 PART A – SUMMARY OF THE PLAN 

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE PLAN 

 
Integration 
 
This plan integrates into one document, developer charges and contributions 
required for; 
(a) water supply and sewerage as per the provisions of section 64 of the Local 
Government Act 1993 (the LG Act); and 
(b) public services and public amenities as per the provisions of section 94 of the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (the EP&A Act) 
 
An integrated plan was seen to be beneficial, so that the basis for developer charges 
and contributions can be viewed in one document. 
 
Principles 
 
The principles of developer charges, are summarised in the NSW Government 
publication “Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and 
Stormwater” (December 2002) as follows. 
 

“Developer Charges for water supply and sewerage (section 64 contributions) 
and section 94 contributions involve the same underlying principle – 
development creates a demand for services, and it is therefore equitable that 
new development pays a contribution towards the capital cost of infrastructure 
and facilities required to meet the demand. Developer charges serve two 
related functions: 
(i) they provide a source of funding for infrastructure required for new 

urban development; and 
(ii) they provide signals regarding the cost of urban development and thus  

encourage less costly forms and areas of development.” 
 
Furthermore in relation to section 94 developer charges the following principles 
apply: 
 
Principle 1: Section 94(1) of the EP&A Act permits Council to require the dedication 
of land free of cost, the payment of a monetary contribution, or both, if a development 
for which development consent is sought will or is likely to require the provision of or 
increase the demand for public amenities and public services within the local 
government area (LGA). 
 
Principle 2: Section 94(3) of the EP&A Act additionally authorizes Council to require 
a monetary contribution towards recoupment of the cost of providing the public 
amenities or public services (being the cost as indexed in accordance with the 
regulations) if the Council has provided public amenities or public services within the 
area in preparation for or to facilitate the carrying out of development in the area, and 
development for which development consent is sought will, if carried out, benefit from 
the provision of those public amenities or public services. 
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Nexus  
 
An increase in the Shire's population and development creates additional demand for 
Council provided services, which should be met by the incoming population resulting 
from increases in density, as well as new development or redevelopment. All 
development that results in an increase in demand for the provision of facilities within 
the shire including urban and rural subdivision, residential and rural housing, tourist 
accommodation, education establishments, industrial and commercial facilities will be 
levied to meet these increased demands. At the Council’s discretion there may be 
discounts applied to the Developer Charges where a demonstrated community 
benefit results as indicated in clause 2.11. For Council to be able to levy a 
contribution as a condition of development consent, the contribution must be 
assessed in accordance with this plan. This plan establishes the nexus between the 
expected types of development in that area and the demand for the provision of 
facilities within the Snowy River Shire. In this contributions plan, nexus is 
demonstrated in the following terms: 
 
(i) Causal nexus - the need for the facility or service must be a direct result of the 
development being levied. Increases in population and other facilities in the Shire (eg 
tourist facilities) lead to an increase in demand for facilities and services. Assessment 
of growth in population and Equivalent Tenements (approximately 84 new ETs per 
year) has been outlined in detail in section 3 of this document. Within individual 
sections of this plan (that is, Appendices 1 to 9 as described in 1.2 below) specific 
impacts of population and ET growth are outlined. 
 
(ii) Spatial nexus - the service or facility must be near enough in physical terms to 
provide benefit to the development. In each of the Appendices to this plan, 
contributions have only been calculated for catchments which will benefit from the 
service or facility. Therefore, a number of different approaches have been used 
specific to the particular circumstances. These approaches include: 
 A Shire wide charge where the benefit of the service or facility is spread across 

the Shire 
  A charge specific to a catchment or group of catchments where only that 

catchment or group will benefit from the service or facility 
 A charge reducing according to the distance from the facility   

 
(iii) Temporal nexus - the service or facility must be provided within a period of time 
to be of benefit to the development. In this plan only planned or likely capital projects 
up to the next 5 or 6 years are included for contributions calculations purposes.  
 
Apportionment 
 
As indicated in the section above, development creates a demand for services, and it 
is therefore equitable that new development pays a contribution towards the capital 
cost of infrastructure and facilities required to meet the demand.  To do otherwise 
would result in either inadequate/deteriorating services being available for the whole 
community or existing ratepayers having to provide extra funds to enable 
infrastructure and facilities to be put in place to ensure satisfactory standards.  
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Where both existing and new developments will benefit from a service or facility then 
the costs are apportioned. This apportionment takes place in a number of ways. 
 
In the case of water and sewer (s64), the calculation process (based on DLWC 
guidelines) uses both existing and new developments calculated as Equivalent 
Tenements (ET’s) to determine the contributions charge. 
 
In s94 calculations, where both existing and new developments share the benefits of 
the facility or service in the catchment, then generally the calculation is based on new 
developments (calculated as ETs) divided by total of existing and new ETs to obtain 
the contribution per ET. 
 
Where the facility or service is required by, or only, benefits the new development 
then the development charge is based on the total cost of the facility or service.   
 
Discounting of water and sewer contributions in Adaminaby, Berridale and 
Dalgety 
 
Calculations of developer contributions for water and sewer take into account full 
asset value of the capital items. However the developer contributions to be charged 
under s64 for Adaminaby and Berridale have been discounted by the Council in 
accordance with the NSW Government guidelines. The value of the discount is 
specified in the relevant Development Servicing Plan (DSP). 
 
There are no developer charges for water and sewer under s64 in this plan for 
Dalgety. 
 
Appendices and tables  
 
This plan includes a number of appendices. Each appendix covers a different 
component of the required contributions and details the work schedules, works costs 
as well as calculation methods.  
 
A table showing contributions by area and category is provided in section 1.3.  
 
A table showing contributions by development type and area is provided in section 
1.4. 
 
These are provided as summary tables only. Details are contained in the individual 
Appendices within the plan as listed in the table in section 1.2 as follows. 
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1.2 SUMMARY OF APPENDICES TO THIS PLAN 
Category 
 

Description of Appendices  
 

Comments 

Water and 
Sewer 

Appendix 1 
Appendix 1 consists of 5 Development Services Plans 
(DSP) based on the catchments for which development is 
planned to occur 
DSP 1 – Jindabyne Catchment for Water & Sewer 
DSP 2 – East Jindabyne Catchments for Water & Sewer 
DSP 3 – Tyrolean Village Catchment for Water & Sewer 
DSP 4 – Berridale Catchment for Water & Sewer 
DSP 5 – Kalkite Catchment for Water & Sewer 
DSP 6 – Alpine Sands/Willow Bay Catchment for Water 
and Sewer 
DSP 7 – Adaminaby Catchment for Water and Sewer 

These calculations are based 
on the provisions of s64 of the 
Local Government Act 1993 on 
the principles outlined in NSW 
Department of Land & Water 
Conservation document  
“Developer Charges Guidelines 
for Water Supply, Sewerage 
and Stormwater” December 
2002 
These Developer Charges 
Guidelines were issued by the 
Minister for Land and Water 
Conservation pursuant to 
section 306 (3) of the Water 
Management Act 2000.  

Roadworks 
   

Appendix 2 
Principles for roadworks calculations have been developed. 
Particular roadworks have been identified and charges per 
km of use identified. This Appendix also includes South 
Jindabyne Access System which was Appendix 7 in the 
previous Contributions Plan.  

Calculations based on the 
provisions of s94 of the 
Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979 and the 
Development Contributions 
Practice Note issued by the 
Department of Infrastructure 
Planning and Natural 
Resources in July 2005. 

Community 
Services and 
Facilities 

Appendix 3 
Community Services and Facilities in these calculations 
include various facilities to serve the community  

 
s94 Contributions – see 
comments under Appendix 2 

Regional 
Waste 
Management 

Appendix 4 
Facilities and services in these calculations include 
Jindabyne Regional Waste Management facility, transfer 
stations across the Shire, smaller landfill rehabilitation and 
collection systems. 

 
s94 Contributions – see 
comments under Appendix 2 

Bushfire 
Services 

Appendix 5 
Facilities and services in these calculations include power 
supply to brigade sheds, communications improvements, 
OH & S facilities, replacement of tanker fleet from 2005 - 
2014  

 
s94 Contributions – see 
comments under Appendix 2 

Parking Appendix 6 
Facilities and services included in these calculations are 
Jindabyne CBD’s Thredbo Terrace and Kalkite St car 
parks. 

 
s94 Contributions – see 
comments under Appendix 2 

Open Space 
and Public 
Art 

Appendix 7 
Facilities and services in these calculations involve a Shire 
wide Open Space Strategy, Open Space facilities and 
Works of Public Art.  

 
s94 Contributions – see 
comments under Appendix 2 

Sports and 
Recreation 
Facilities 
 

Appendix 8 
Various sports and recreation facilities have been included 
in the calculations under this Appendix.  

 
s94 Contributions – see 
comments under Appendix 2 

Jindabyne 
Area Shared 
Pathways 

Appendix 9 
Facilities and services in these calculations are based on 
Jindabyne Shared Pathway Strategy – Stage 1 as adopted 
by Council on 18 December 2001 and subsequently 
updated - includes facilities for Jindabyne, Kalkite, East 
Jindabyne, Willow  Bay and Tyrolean Village catchments. 

 
s94 Contributions – see 
comments under Appendix 2 
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1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS BY AREA AND BY CATEGORY 
Based on the costs and calculations in Appendices 1 to 9 (attached) the contributions required for the various catchments are as follows: 

Contribution per lot or ET for the Catchment 

Willow Bay Tyrolean Adaminaby 

 Jindabyne 
East 
Jindabyne Low zone 

High zone/ 
SPS 6 Low zone 

High 
Zone 
/SPS 6 Berridale Kalkite 

No Scenic 
Drive 
SPS 

Scenic 
Drive 
SPS  Dalgety  

Shire 
Within 10 
Km of 
Jind PO 

Shire 
outside 
10 km 
of Jind 
PO 

Appendix 1 - Water $4663 $4003 $8,623 $15661 $5765 $15624 $7061 $4890 $13384 $13384    
Appendix 1 - Sewer $5575 $8550 $4844 $10694 $6044 $11895 $5984 $6333 $340 $1678    
Appendix 2 – 
Roadworks; specific 
charges for sub 
catchments identified in 
Appendix 

Wollondibby 
Rd, South 
Jindabyne 
Access, 
Avonside Rd 
and Hilltop Rd 

     

Coolamaton
g, Rockwell 
& 
Bobundara 
Roads 

 Yens Bay Rd & Scenic 
Drive 

Hickeys 
Rd 

Mowamba 
Bridge   

Appendix 3 - 
Community Services & 
Facilities 

$492 $492 $492 $492 $492 $492 $492 $492 $490 $490 $492 $492 $492 

Appendix 4 - Regional 
Waste Management $591 $591 $591 $591 $591 $591 $591 $591 $591 $591 $591 $591 $591 

Appendix 5 - Bushfire 
Services $143 $143 $143 $143 $143 $143 $143 $143 $143 $143 $143 $143 $143 

Appendix 6 - Parking  Kalkite St – Jindabyne  $3160  per car space; Thredbo Terrace – Jindabyne $4093 per space; $27597 per coach Parking Bay 

Appendix 7 - Open 
Space & Public Art $124 $149 $119 $119 $149 $149 $119 $119 $119 $119 $119 $119 $119 

Appendix 8 - Sport 
and Recreation 
Facilities 

$91 $82 $82 $82 $82 $82 $0 $68 $0 $0 $0 $68 $0 

Appendix 9 - 
Jindabyne area shared 
pathways 

$57 $72 $72 $72 $27 $27 $0 $78 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 

Totals (excluding App 
2 -Roads & App 6 - 
Parking) $11,736 $14,082 $14,966 $27,854 $13,293 $29,003 $14,390 $12,714 $15,067 $16,405 $1,345 $1,413 $1,345 
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1.4 CONTRIBUTION RATES BY DEVELOPMENT TYPE AND AREA 
Based on the costs and calculations in Appendices 1 to 9 (attached) the contributions required for the various development types within a catchment are as 
follows: 
 

Willow Bay Tyrolean Adaminaby 

Type of 
Dwelling/ 
Premises 

Unit of 
Measure for 
Contribution 

Jindabyne @ 
$11,736 per 
ET 

East 
Jindabyne 
@ $14,082 
per ET 

Low zone 
@ 
$14,966 
per ET 

High 
zone/ 
SPS 6 @ 
$27,854 
per ET 

Low 
zone @ 
$13,293 
per ET 

High 
Zone 
/SPS 6 
@ 
$29,003 
per ET 

Berridale 
@ $14,390 
per ET 

Kalkite 
@ 
$12,714 
per ET 

No 
Scenic 
Drive 
SPS @ 
$15,067 
per ET 

Scenic 
Drivve 
SPS @ 
$16,405 
per ET  

Dalgety 
@ 
$1,345 
per ET 

Shire 
Within 
10 Km 
of Jindy 
PO @ 
$1,413 
per ET 

Shire 
outside 
10 km 
of Jindy 
PO @ 
$1,345 
per ET 

Subdivision lot $11,736 $14,082 $14,966 $27,854 $13,293 $29,003 $14,390 $12,714 $15,067 $16,405 $1,345 $1,413 $1,345 
Dwellings  - 1 
bedroom bedroom $6,690 $8,027 $8,531 $15,877 $7,577 $16,532 $8,202 $7,247 $8,588 $9,351 $767 $805 $767 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 2 bedrooms $8,333 $9,998 $10,626 $19,776 $9,438 $20,592 $10,217 $9,027 $10,698 $11,648 $955 $1,003 $955 

Dwellings - 3 or 
4 bedrooms 

3 or 4 
bedrooms $11,736 $14,082 $14,966 $27,854 $13,293 $29,003 $14,390 $12,714 $15,067 $16,405 $1,345 $1,413 $1,345 

Dwellings - > 4 
bedrooms bedroom $11736 + 

$3403/ br >4 

$14082 + 
$4084/br 
>4 

$14966 + 
$4340/br 
>4 

$27854 + 
$8078/br 
>4 

$13293 
+ 
$3855/b
r > 4 

$29003 
+ 
$8411/b
r > 4 

$14390 + 
$4173/br 
>4 

$12714 
+ 
$3,687/b
r >4 

$15067 
+ 
$4,369/b
r >4 

$16405 
+ 
$4,757/b
r >4 

$1345 + 
$390/br 
>4 

$1413 + 
$410/br 
>4 

$1345 + 
$390/br 
>4 

Lodges, motels, 
B & B, holiday 
dwellings 

room $3,403 $4,084 $4,340 $8,078 $3,855 $8,411 $4,173 $3,687 $4,369 $4,757 $390 $410 $390 

Child care 
centres 

per 20 children 
> 20 $11,736 $14,082 $14,966 $27,854 $13,293 $29,003 $14,390 $12,714 $15,067 $16,405 $1,345 $1,413 $1,345 

20 day 
students $11,736 $14,082 $14,966 $27,854 $13,293 $29,003 $14,390 $12,714 $15,067 $16,405 $1,345 $1,413 $1,345 Educational 

Establishment 6 boarders $11,736 $14,082 $14,966 $27,854 $13,293 $29,003 $14,390 $12,714 $15,067 $16,405 $1,345 $1,413 $1,345 
Camping 
Grounds site $3,403 $4,084 $4,340 $8,078 $3,855 $8,411 $4,173 $3,687 $4,369 $4,757 $390 $410 $390 

Tourism 
facilities 

per motel room 
and/or impact 
of day visitors 
or large rooms 

$3,403 per  
motel type 
room 

$4,084 $4,340 $8,078 $3,855 $8,411 $4,173 $3,687 $4,369 $4,757 $390 $410 $390 
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Commercial   Overall Contributions will be calculated based on principles and charges outlined in relevant Appendices of Appendices 1 - 10. 

Industrial   Overall Contributions will be calculated based on principles and charges outlined in relevant Appendices of Appendices 1 - 10. 
Major other 
Developments > 
$500,000 

 Where a particular development does not fit within the descriptions outlined above (eg mixed development) then contributions will be calculated based on the 
principles and charges outlined in relevant Appendices of Appendices 1 - 10 

 
Notes: (1) Totals exclude items under Appendix 2 (for specific roads) and Appendix 6 (Parking). (2) Where a new development is to take place on the site 
of an existing or approved development, a credit against the contributions to be levied will be made. The calculation principles are outlined in section 2.14 of this 
document. (3) Where a development straddles the boundary of two catchments then the charges will be based on those applying to the catchment in which the 
majority of the development is based. 
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2 PART B – ADMINISTRATION 

2.1 NAME OF THIS DEVELOPMENT CONTRIBUTIONS PLAN 
This development contributions plan is called the Snowy River Shire Council 
Development Contributions Plan 2008. 
 

2.2 AREA THE PLAN APPLIES 
This plan applies to all land within the Snowy River Shire, with the exception of land 
contained within the Kosciusko National Park, as shown on the Maps in Section 3.  
 

2.3 PURPOSE OF THIS CONTRIBUTIONS PLAN 
The purpose of the development contributions plan is to: 
 provide an administrative framework under which specific public facilities 

strategies may be implemented and coordinated, and 
 ensure that adequate public facilities are provided for as part of any new 

development, and 
 allow for the imposing of conditions under section 94 (s94) of the Environmental 

Planning and Assessment Act 1979 in accordance with this plan, and 
 assist the Council to exercise its functions under section 64 (s64) of the Local 

Government Act 1993 (cross referenced to sections 305 to 307 of the Water 
Management Act 2000 and DLWC Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and 
Stormwater December 2000), and 

 provide a comprehensive strategy for the assessment, collection, expenditure 
accounting and review of development contributions on an equitable basis, and 

 ensure that the existing community is not burdened by the provision of public 
amenities and public services required as a result of future development, and 

 enable the Council to be both publicly and financially accountable in its 
assessment and administration of the development contributions plan. 

 

2.4 COMMENCEMENT OF THE PLAN 
This development contributions plan has been prepared to be consistent with the 
provisions of: 
 s64 of the Local Government Act, section 306 (3) of the Water Management Act 

and the ‘Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and 
Stormwater’ released by the NSW Government in December 2002; and 

 s94 of the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979 and Part 4 of the 
EP&A Regulation. 

 
This plan takes effect from the date on which public notice was published  
(1st September 2008), consistent with clause 31(4) of the EP&A Regulation. 
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2.5 RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER PLANS AND POLICIES 
This development contributions plan repeals the previous plan entitled Snowy River 
Contributions Plan 2005 and any subsequently approved Appendices. The 
outstanding balances of contributions collected under previous plans will be rolled 
into relevant accounts of this plan and will be utilised to support the works schedules 
in this plan.  
 
This means that unspent contributions collected under previous plans, will be utilized 
to achieve the same objectives, even if the specific facilities change as a result of 
new information and analyses. 
 
The development contributions plan supplements the provisions of the Snowy River 
Local Environment Plan 1997, Snowy River Rural Local Environmental Plan 2007 , 
Snowy River Development Control Plan 1998, Snowy River Rural Development 
Control Plan 2008 and any subsequent amendments to those plans.  
 

2.6 GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
Glossary of terms applicable to this plan is listed in Part D of this document. 
 
2.7 WHEN IS THE CONTRIBUTION PAYABLE 
A contribution is payable: 
 in the case of a consent to development being subdivision – before the issue of a 

subdivision certificate to the applicant; 
 in the case of a consent to development where a construction certificate is 

required – before the issue of a construction certificate to the applicant; 
 in the case of Complying development under Division 3 of Part 4 of the EP&A 

Act, - prior to commencement of works; 
 in the case of a consent to any other development – before development is 

commenced. 
 

2.8 CONSTRUCTION CERTIFICATES AND THE OBLIGATION OF 
ACCREDITED CERTIFIERS 

In accordance with section 94EC of the EP&A Act and Clause 146 of the EP&A 
Regulation, a certifying authority must not issue a construction certificate for building 
work or subdivision work under a development consent unless it has verified that 
each condition requiring the payment of monetary contributions has been satisfied. 
 
In particular, the certifier must ensure that the applicant provides a receipt(s) 
confirming that contributions have been fully paid and copies of such receipts must 
be included with copies of the certified plans provided to the council in accordance 
with clause 142(2) of the EP&A Regulation.   Failure to follow this procedure may 
render such a certificate invalid. 
 
The only exceptions to the requirement are where a works in kind, material public 
benefit, dedication of land or deferred payment arrangement has been agreed by the 
council.  In such cases, council will issue a letter confirming that an alternative 
payment method has been agreed with the applicant. 
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2.9 DEFERRED / PERIODIC PAYMENT 
Deferred or periodic payments may be permitted in the following circumstances: 
(a) compliance with the provisions of Clause 1.4 is unreasonable or 

unnecessary in the circumstances of the case,  
(b) deferred or periodic payment of the contribution will not prejudice the 

timing or the manner of the provision of public facilities included in the 
works program, 

(c) where the applicant intends to make a contribution by way of a planning 
agreement, works-in-kind or land dedication in lieu of a cash contribution 
and council and the applicant have a legally binding agreement for the 
provision of the works or land dedication, 

(d) there are circumstances justifying the deferred or periodic payment of the 
contribution. 

 
If the Council does decide to accept deferred or periodic payment, it may require the 
applicant to provide a bank guarantee by a bank for the full amount of the 
contribution or the outstanding balance on condition that:  
 the bank guarantee be by a bank for the amount of the total contribution, or the 

amount of the outstanding contribution, plus an amount equal to thirteen (13) 
months interest plus any charges associated with establishing or operating the 
bank security 

 the bank agrees to unconditionally pay the guaranteed sum to the Council if the 
Council so demands in writing not earlier than 12 months from the provision of 
the guarantee or completion of the work 

 the bank must pay the guaranteed sum without reference to the applicant or 
landowner or other person who provided the guarantee, and without regard to 
any dispute, controversy, issue or other matter relating to the development 
consent or the carrying out of development 

 the bank's obligations are discharged when payment to the Council is made in 
accordance with this guarantee or when the Council notifies the bank in writing 
that the guarantee is no longer required 

 where a bank guarantee has been deposited with Council, the guarantee shall 
not be cancelled until such time as the original contribution and accrued interest 
are paid. 

 
2.10 CAN THE CONTRIBUTION BE SETTLED ‘IN-KIND’ OR THROUGH A 

MATERIAL PUBLIC BENEFIT? 
 
The Council may accept an offer by the applicant to provide an “in-kind” contribution 
(ie the applicant completes part or all of work/s identified in the plan) or through 
provision of another material public benefit in lieu of the applicant satisfying its 
obligations under this plan. The Council may accept such alternatives in the following 
circumstances: 
(a) the value of the works to be undertaken is at least equal to the value of 

the contribution that would otherwise be required under this plan; and 
(b) the standard of the works is to the Council’s full satisfaction; and 
(c) the provision of the material public benefit will not prejudice the timing or 

the manner of the provision of public facilities included in the works 
program; and 

(d) where the value of the work in kind is greater than the assessed 
contribution Council may give the developer a credit towards future 
contributions required as a consequence of future development 
applications (within the same catchment). Alternatively, the Council may 
enter into an agreement to transfer future contributions levied for the item 
provided, to the developer. Such an agreement would generally be 
subject to an appropriate sunset clause. 
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The value of the works to be substituted must be provided by the applicant at the 
time of the request and must be independently certified by a Quantity Surveyor who 
is registered with the Australian Institute of Quantity Surveyors or a person who can 
demonstrate equivalent qualifications. 
 
The Council will require the applicant to enter into a written agreement for the 
provision of the works. Acceptance of any such alternative is at the sole discretion of 
the Council. The Council may review the valuation of works or land to be dedicated, 
and may seek the services of an independent person to verify their value.  In these 
cases, all costs and expenses borne by the Council in determining the value of the 
works or land will be paid for by the applicant. 
 

2.11 DISCOUNTS 
The Council may consider discounts of contributions (up to 50%) for developments, 
or components of developments where a demonstrated community benefit results.  
The types of developments which may be considered include:  heritage items, crisis 
housing, affordable housing and childcare.  It should be noted that in this 
contributions plan there are no charges for the first 20 children in a child care facility. 
 

2.12 REVIEW OF THE CONTRIBUTION RATES 
To ensure that the value of contributions reflects the costs associated with the 
provision of public services and facilities, the Council will review the plan (including 
all appendices), and amend the contribution rates on the following basis: 
 
(a) The contribution rates will be adjusted at July 1 each year by reference to 

the Canberra All Groups Index for the previous calendar year (January to 
December), excluding the impact of the GST. The contribution rates will 
be indexed on an annual basis in accordance with the following formula: 
 
$CA  + $CA  x  ([Current Index - Base Index]) 
    [Base Index] 
 
Where: 
 
$CA is the contribution at the time of adoption of the plan expressed in 
dollars; 
 
Current Index [CPI – Canberra All Groups Index] is the value as published 
by the Australian Bureau of Statistics available at the time of review of the 
contribution rate; 
 
Base Index [CPI – Canberra All Groups Index] is the is the value as 
published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics as at December 31, 2007 
 
Note: In the event that the Current CPI is less than the previous CPI the 
Current CPI shall be taken as not less than the previous CPI. 

 
(b) Annual review of completed works and amendment of schedules as 

necessary. 
 
(c) Major reviews and repeal of the plan when required. 
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2.13 HOW ARE CONTRIBUTIONS CALCULATED AT TIME OF PAYMENT? 
The contributions payable will be calculated on the basis of the rates that are 
applicable at time of payment in the following manner: 
 
$CP     =   $CDC + [$CDC  x ($CQ - $CC)] 
    $CC 
 
Where 
 
$ CP is the amount of the contribution calculated at the time of payment  
 
$ CDC is the amount of the original contribution as set out in the development 
consent 
 
$ CQ is the contribution rate applicable at the time of payment  
 
$ CC is the contribution rate applicable at the time of the original consent 
 

2.14 ARE THERE ALLOWANCES FOR EXISTING DEVELOPMENT? 
Contributions will be levied according to the estimated increase in demand. An 
amount equivalent to the contribution attributable to any existing (or approved) 
development on the site of a proposed new development will be allowed for in the 
calculation of contributions. In assessing the contribution of existing development the 
following assumptions will be used: 
 
 dwelling houses and single vacant allotments – 1 Equivalent Tenement (ET) per 

dwelling or lot; 
 other dwellings – 1 bedroom units – 0.57 ET per dwelling;  2 bedroom dwellings – 

0.71 ET per dwelling; 3 or 4 bedroom units – 1 ET per dwelling; 
 tourist development – 0.29 ET per motel type room or 0.15 ET per bed in a large 

room 
 commercial / office space – 0.1 ET per 100 square metres of gross floor area; 
 retail space – 0.1 ET per 100 square metres of gross floor area. 

 
Where a development does not fall within any of the items noted above, the council 
would determine the credit on the basis of the likely demand that the existing 
development would create. 
 

2.15 POOLING OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
This plan provides no constraints on how s64 funds raised can be applied, other than 
that water supply developer charges must be used for water supply purposes and 
sewer supply developer charges used for sewerage purposes within the 
requirements of a particular Development Servicing Plan.  (See Appendix 1) 
 
This plan expressly authorises monetary s94 contributions paid for different purposes 
to be pooled and applied (progressively or otherwise) for those purposes.  The 
priorities for the expenditure of the levies are shown in the works schedule of 
Appendices 2 to 10. 
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2.16 SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
A development application that is submitted after the adoption of this plan shall be 
assessed in accordance with the provisions of this plan. 
 
A development application that has been submitted prior to the adoption of this plan 
but not determined, shall be assessed in accordance with this plan. 
 
Developer contributions payable by way of a condition of a condition of consent of a 
development application that has been determined prior to the adoption of this plan 
but for which that condition has not been satisfied, shall be levied contributions in 
accordance with the provisions of this plan. 
 
2.17 WHAT CRITERIA ARE TO BE USED FOR INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT OF 

CONTRIBUTIONS? 
This clause applies to development identified in the contributions tables included in 
Section 1 of this plan as being 'subject to individual assessment'.  An individual 
assessment of such developments will be undertaken giving consideration to: 
 the specific characteristics of the proposed development; 
 the location and proximity to existing services; 
 the demand for services generated by the development; and 
 the provision of services required to meet this demand. 

 
This assessment will be consistent with the methodology specified within Appendices 
1 to 9 of this plan. As an alternative, the Council may consider a negotiated 
development agreement which would outline the obligations of the applicant (and 
successors in title) and the Council, and provide a schedule of works to be 
undertaken at a rate commensurate with the proposed development. 
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3 PART C - CATCHMENT GROWTH RATES AND MAPS 

3.1 CATCHMENT GROWTH RATES 
As Snowy River Shire has a high proportion of temporary accommodation and 
residents, it is not appropriate to simply use current and projected permanent 
population figures to assess development growth rates and charges. Use of 
Equivalent Persons (EP) and related Equivalent Tenements (ET) in the calculations 
reflects the high proportion of temporary accommodation in the Shire. The basis of 
ETs in this plan has generally been developed from: 
 a Council survey of land use and facilities in mid 1997,  
 development approvals between mid 1997 and June 2007, and  
 projected growth rates and capacity for development based on current 

development proposals and council officers’ assessment of the capacity for 
development over the next twenty years    

 
As a result of this analysis current and projected growth rates were developed and 
are summarised in the following table. 
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Location Equivalent Tenements 
(ET) - includes 
commercial/ tourist 
etc as at end June 
2007 

Equivalent Tenements - comments on calculations of ETs at June 2007 Equivalent 
Tenements 
growth  - next 20 
years 

Equivalent Tenements - comments on 
calculations of ETs growth for next twenty 
years. 

Jindabyne (incl 
residential 
estates such as 
Cobbin) 

2954 A survey by council officers and a review of Council records indicated that 
there were 2453 ETs in mid 1997. From a review of SRSC DA files for new 
lots, multi-unit development, tourism developments and dual occupancy there 
were an additional 501 ETs between 1998 and June 2007, giving a total of 
2954 ETs at end June 2007. 

3956 ETs at end 
June 2027 

Assumes that growth in ETs in next 20 years 
will be consistent with growth of past ten years. 

East Jindabyne 263 From Council survey and records there were 211 ETs in mid 1997. From a 
review of SRSC DA files for new lots, multi-unit development, tourism 
developments and dual occupancy there were an additional 52 ETs between 
1998 and June 2007, giving a total of 263 ETs at end June 2007. 

313 ETs at June 
2017; 323 ETs at 
June 2027  

4 new lots (ETs) per year for ten years - 
reaches expected EJ capacity unless there is 
rezoning; plus 20 extra ETs due to dual 
occupancy over next 20 years, based on rate of 
dual occupancy conversion in the last ten 
years. 

Willow Bay 
(includes Alpine 
Sands) 

116 No ETs in 1997, 116 ETs created from 1999 to 2007   261 ETs at June 
2017, 341 at June 
2027 

Link Management estimated 209 ETs would be 
serviced by SPS 6, but this is not all of Willow 
Bay. Land use study in 1997/98 indicated 
potential for 261 ETs in Willow Bay by 2017 but 
based on SRSCV will assume additional 8 ETs 
(half previous year rate) per yr in new areas 
(including dual occupancy) per year till 2027 

Tyrolean Village 183 From survey and council records there were 142 ETs in mid 1997. From a 
review of SRSC DA files there were an additional 41 ETs between 1998 and 
June 2007, giving a total of 183 ETs at end June 2007. 

251 ETs at June 
2027 

2 new lots (ETs) per year for twenty years to 
reach ultimate current capacity plus 28 extra 
ETs due to dual occupancy over next 20 years, 
based on rate of dual occupancy conversion in 
the last ten years. 

Kalkite 179 From survey and council records there were 164 ETs in mid 1997. From a 
review of SRSC DA files there were an additional 15 ETs between 1998 and 
June 2007, giving a total of 179 ETs at end June 2007. 

229 ETS at  June 
2027 

1 new lots (ET) per year for twenty years plus 
30 extra ETs due to dual occupancy over next 
20 years, based on rate of dual occupancy 
conversion in the last ten years. 
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Location Equivalent Tenements 
(ET) - includes 
commercial/ tourist 
etc as at end June 
2007 

Equivalent Tenements - comments on calculations of ETs at June 2007 Equivalent 
Tenements 
growth  - next 20 
years 

Equivalent Tenements - comments on 
calculations of ETs growth for next twenty 
years. 

Berridale 772 From survey and council records there were 729 ETs in mid 1997. From a 
review of SRSC DA files there were an additional 43 ETs between 1998 and 
June 2007, giving a total of 772 ETs at end June 2007. 

858 ETs as at 
June 2027 

86 new ETs over next twenty years based on 
growth in ETs over previous ten years. 

Adaminaby 245 Town population of approximately 230 in 2004 (Snowy River Shire Social 
Plan 2003-04, section 2.3). Based on population of 230 and using as a basis, 
Berridale ET/permanent population ratio of approx 1 to give June 2004 ETs 
(ie 230). From a review of SRSC DA files there were an additional 15 ETs 
from 2005 to 2007, giving a total of 245 as at June 2007. 

300 ETs as at 
June 2027 

55 new ETs over next twenty years based on 
average growth of previous nine years 

Dalgety 68 Population of 65 in 2004 (Table 6 of Snowy River Shire Residential Planning 
Project Report by SGS Economics and Planning, October 2005). Based on 
population of 65 and using, as a basis, Berridale ET/permanent population 
ratio of approx 1 to give June 2004 ETs (ie 65). From a review of SRSC DA 
files there were an additional 3 ETs from 2005 to 2007, giving a total of 68 as 
at June 2007. 

88 ETs at June 
2027 

Assume 1 new ET per year which is consistent 
with previous ten years 

Shire Outside 
Catchments 

1019 Permanent Population (PP) was estimated to be 2008 in 2004 (from table 6 of 
SGS report & Adaminaby population of 230 as above). Based on 1996 
Census information, 2.8 persons occupy a three bedroom dwelling and this is 
equivalent to 1 ET. If there were only permanent population dwellings then a 
PP/ET ratio of about 2.8 would be used. However, as there is a moderate 
proportion of seasonal accommodation (Table 11 of SGS Study), use a 
conservative PP/ET ratio of 2 to give June 2004 ETs (ie 1004). There were 15 
New ETs from 2005-07 giving a total of 1019.  

1139 ETs at June 
2027 

Assumes average growth of 6 extra ETs per 
year in last 9 years will be maintained over next 
twenty years 

Total 5799  7485  
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3.2 CATCHMENT MAPS 
This plan applies to development in all of the catchments in the Shire.  These are: 
 
(a) Jindabyne; 
(b) East Jindabyne 
(c) Willow Bay 
(d) Tyrolean Village 
(e) Kalkite 
(f) Berridale 
(g) Adaminaby 
(h) Dalgety 
(i) Shire outside defined catchments but within 10km of Jindabyne Post 

Office 
(j) Shire outside defined catchments and not within 10km of Jindabyne Post 

Office 
(k)       Jindabyne car parking 
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4 DEFINITION OF TERMS 
ADWF Average Dry Weather Flow 
Annual Demand Total annual water consumption 
AWWF Average Wet Weather Flow 
BOD Biochemical oxygen demand. Used as a measure of the ‘strength’ of sewage 
Capital Cost The Present Value (MEERA basis) of assets used to service the 
development. 
Capital Charge Capital cost of assets per ET x Return on Investment (ROI) 
Factor. 
CPI Consumer Price Index – assumed to be the Canberra All Goods Index 
Developer Charge A charge levied on developers to recover part of the capital 
cost 
(DC) incurred in providing infrastructure to new development. 
Discount Rate The rate used to calculate the present value of money arising in the 
future. 
DSP Development Servicing Plan 
DCP Development Control Plan 
DLWC Department of Land and Water Conservation 
EP Equivalent Person – a theoretical value, generally used in the design of 
infrastructure. An EP refers to the generation of a demand for services, equivalent to 
the demand generated by a ‘standard’ dwelling. The use of EPs allows differing rates 
of demand generated by differing forms of development to be conveniently converted 
to a common value. 
ET Equivalent Tenement – a theoretical value, generally used in the design of 
infrastructure. An ET refers to the generation of a demand for services, equivalent to 
the demand generated by a ‘standard’ dwelling. The use of ETs allows differing rates 
of demand generated by differing forms of development to be conveniently converted 
to a common value.  
IPART Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal 
kL/d Kilolitres per day 
LEP Local Environmental Plan 
MEERA Modern Equivalent Engineering Replacement Asset 
ML/d Megalitres per day 
NHMRC National Health and Medical Research Council 
NPV Net Present Value 
OMA Operation, maintenance and administration (costs) 
Peak Day Demand Highest water consumption on one day in a year 
Post 1996 Asset An Asset that was commissioned by a water utility before 1 
January 1996 
PV Present value. The value now of money, or ETs in the future. 
Real Terms The value of a variable adjusted for inflation by a CPI adjustment. 
Reduction Amount The amount which the capital charge is reduced to arrive at the 
developer charge. This amount reflects the present value of the capital contribution 
that will be paid by the occupier of a development as part of future annual charges. 
ROI Return on investment. Represents the income that is, or could be, generated 
by investing money. 
PWWF Peak Wet Weather Flow 
PS Pumping Station 
Service Area An area served by a separate water supply system, an area served by 
a separate sewage treatment works, a separate small town or village, or a new 
development of over 500 lots. 
SR Service Reservoir 
SS Suspended solids, or the concentration of particles in sewage. Used as 
measure of the ‘strength’ of sewage. 
STW Sewage Treatment Works 
TRB Typical residential bill 
WTW Water Treatment Works 
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5 PART E – REFERENCES 
This plan was based on the following documents and inputs: 
 

• Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 1993 
• Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 1998  
• Snowy River Shire Council Management Plan 2002 – 2005 
• Snowy River Shire Social Plan 2003 – 2004 
• Snowy River Shire Residential Planning Project – Final Report 

October 2005 – SGS Economics & Planning 
• Direct input on status of development proposals and assets by 

SRSC staff 
• SRSC Asset Accounting System registers for Water & Sewer 

Assets 
• NSW Reference Rates Manual for Valuation of Water Supply, 

Sewerage and Stormwater Assets (NSW Government Ministry of 
Energy and Utilities June 2003) 

• NSW Government Land & Water Conservation Guidelines: 
Developer Charges for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater 
(December 2002) 

• Spreadsheets developed to conduct calculations in this study (held 
by SRSC) 

• Snowy River Open Space & Recreational Strategy (2006) 
• Snowy River Rural Local Environmental Plan 2007 
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APPENDIX 1 – DSP 1 
 

Development Servicing Plan for Jindabyne Catchment  
Water & Sewer 

 
Summary 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Jindabyne development 
areas served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, 
Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation, pursuant to 
section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
The area covered by this DSP is shown on the Jindabyne Catchment Map – See maps in the Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 
 
The timing and expenditures for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachments A 
and B. 
 
Standards of service to be provided in the DSP area are summarised in section 5. 
 
The water supply and sewerage developer charges for the area covered by this DSP have been calculated 
as follows: 
 

 Developer charges ($ per ET) 

Water Supply 
 

$4663 

Sewerage 
 

$5575 

 
 
Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 
In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted annually at 1 July on the basis of the 
movements in the CPI (based on Canberra All Groups Index) in the previous calendar year (Jan 1 to Dec 
31), excluding the impact of GST. 
 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required to 
support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 
 
The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply and 
sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
 

 



Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 
Appendix 1 – DSP 1 Jindabyne Water & Sewer 

1. Introduction 
Section 64 of the Local Government Act 1993 enables a local government council to levy developer 
charges for water supply, sewerage and stormwater. This derives from a cross-reference in that Act 
to section 306 of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
A Development Servicing Plan (DSP) is a document which details the water supply [and/or 
sewerage] developer charges to be levied on development areas utilising a water utility’s water 
supply [and/or sewerage] infrastructure. 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Jindabyne 
development areas served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water 
Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation 
pursuant to section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
This DSP supersedes any other requirements related to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges for the area covered by this DSP. This DSP takes precedence over any of Council’s codes 
or policies where there are any inconsistencies relating to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges. 
 
 

2. Administration 
 

DSP Name DSP No.1 for Jindabyne Water & Sewer 

DSP Area 

The area covered by this DSP is shown on the 
Jindabyne Catchment Map – See Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this 
DSP is attached.  

DSP Boundaries 

The basis for defining the DSP area boundaries is as 
follows: 

• Water - This is an area served by a separate 
Jindabyne water supply system as defined in 
the catchment map. 

• Sewer – This is an area common to the water 
supply area and served by Jindabyne sewerage 
treatment works plus associated works in the 
Jindabyne catchment 

Payment of Developer 
Charges 

Developer charges are payable as follows: 

Subdivision – at release of Certificate of Subdivision 

Buildings – at release of approved Construction 
Certificate 

Development – at release of development application 
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3. Demographic and Land Use Planning Information 

 
 3.1 Growth Projections 

Growth projections for the number of Equivalent Tenements (ETs) are shown in the table below. 
These projections are based on information discussed in section 3 of the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 

 
As the Snowy River Shire has a high tourism component the current and projected number of ETs is 
more of an indicator of growth than permanent population. Also, although development is likely to 
occur in specific blocks, projections have been based on an even distribution over the planning 
years. This is regarded as a conservative approach.  

 
 

TABLE 1 – GROWTH PROJECTIONS FOR THE AREA COVERED BY DSP…… 
 

Year 
Ending 

Number of Equivalent 
Tenements  

Cumulative Number of ETs 
since 2006/07 

2006/07 2954  
2011/12 3205 251 
2016/17 3455 501 
2021/22 3705 751 
2026/27 3956 1002 

 
 

 3.2 Land Use Information 
This DSP should be read in conjunction with the Snowy River Local Environment Plan 1997 and the 
Snowy River Development Control Plan 1998 and any amendments. 

 
 

4. Water Supply and Sewerage Infrastructure 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed water supply headworks and water supply distribution 
works serving the area as shown on the Jindabyne catchment map (see maps in the Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  

 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed sewerage major works and non-major works serving the 
area as shown on the Jindabyne catchment map (see map in the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  
 
Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works serves the Jindabyne, East Jindabyne, Alpine Sands/Willow 
Bay and Tyrolean Village catchments. Costs have been shared between these catchments in 
proportion to the Equivalent Tenements in each catchment.
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4.1 Estimates of Capital Costs 

 The estimated capital cost of works serving the area covered by this DSP is shown in Attachment A 
for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 

 
 4.2 Timing of Works and Expenditure 
 The timing and expenditure for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachment 

A for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 
 
 

5. Standards of Service 
 System design and operation are based on targeting the following standards of service. 
 
 5.1 Water Supply 

 Treated water to 1996 NHMRC/ARMCANZ Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 98% of the 
time. 

 Minimum water pressure of 12 metres whilst conveying 6 litres per minute per residential 
connection under normal conditions for at least 90% of properties. 

 Water quality complaints less than 10 per 1,000 connected properties per annum. 

 Less than 2 unplanned interruptions per year greater than 12 hours.  

 Nil programmed interruptions greater than 12 hours. 

 Water restrictions applying for not greater than 10% of the time on average. 
 
 5.2 Sewage 

 Sewage effluent meeting Environment Protection Authority 90 Percentile Licence Limits (BOD, 
SS, Total N, NH3N, Oil and Grease, Total P, Faecal coliforms). 

 All sewer chokes removed and service restored within 24 hours. 

 Sewer overflows to the environment less than 1 per 10 km of mains pr year. 

 Odour complaints less than 5 per 1000 properties per year. 
 
 
6. Design Parameters 
 
 6.1 Water Supply 

Investigation and design of water supply system components is based on the Water Supply 
Investigation Manual (1986). This Manual was prepared by NSW Public Works and is now managed 
by the Department of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources. 

 
 6.2 Sewage 

Investigation and design of sewerage system components is based on the Manual of Practice: Sewer 
Design (1984) and the Manual of Practice: Sewage Pumping Station Design (1986). These Manuals 
were prepared by NSW Public Works and are now managed by the Department of Infrastructure 
Planning and Natural Resources. 
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7. Calculated Developer Charges 

 
 7.1 Summary 
 The developer charges for the area covered by this DSP are as follows: 
 

 Capital Charge 
($ per ET) 

Reduction 
Amount 

($ per ET) 

 
Plan 

Development 
and 

Administration 
($ per ET) 

See 
Attachment E 

Calculated 
Developer  

Charge 
($ per ET) 

Water – Jindabyne Catchment $4767 $159 $55 $4663 

Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment 
Plant Works 

$3074 $306 - $2768 

Jindabyne Sewerage Catchment 
works 

$2993 $241 $55 $2808 

Sewer – Jindabyne Catchment 
Total 

$6067 $547 $55 $5575 

 
 
 Developer Charges for different types of Development are shown in section 10. 

 
7.2 Capital Charge 

 The capital charges for the area served by this DSP have been calculated as follows: 
  

7.3 Capital Charge Calculations 
Capital Charge calculations were calculated using the spreadsheet as indicated below. Details, 
assumptions and outcomes for Water are provided in Attachment A and for Sewer in Attachment B. 

 

Componen
t 

Year 
Commissio

ned 

Effective  
year  

of    
commissio

ning for  
ROI1

Capital  
Cost  

Capacit
y2 

(ETs) 
 

Capital 
 Cost  
per  
ET  

Year  
when 
Capac
ity is 

Taken  
up 

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  
on 

investm
ent 

Factor 

Capital 
Charge  
per ET  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) = 
(2)/(3) (6) (7) = (6)-

(1)+1 (8) (9) = (5)x(8) 

Pre-1996 Works         

          

          

Post-1996 Works         

          

Total          

 
 In calculating Jindabyne Sewer Capital Charge there were two components, (1) the capital charge for 

the Sewerage Treatment Works which is shared with East Jindabyne, Alpine Sands/Willow Bay and 
Tyrolean Village, and (2) the capital charge for distribution works in the Jindabyne catchment. Both 
Components are shown in Attachment B. 

  
7.4 Reduction Amount 

 Council has adopted the Direct NPV method to calculate the Reduction Amount. The reduction 
amount is calculated as the renewal works and works to improve standards per ET, plus part of the 
net debt of the utility per ET. The reduction amounts have been calculated as follows: 
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7.5 Reduction Amount Calculations 
The Reduction Amount =   PV (renewals expenditure) per ET  
                                          + PV (works for improving standards) per ET 
                                          + Part of net debt serviced by annual charges per ET 

 
For SRSC, there is currently no net debt for the utility.  

 
Details of Reduction Amount calculations for Water are included in Attachment C, while for Sewer 
they are provided in Attachment D (both Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works and Jindabyne 
Sewerage Distribution) 
 
7.6 Reviewing/Updating of Calculated Developer Charges 
Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 

 
In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted on 1 July each year on the 
basis of movements in the CPI (based on the Canberra All Groups Index), in the preceding 12 
months to December, excluding the impact of GST. 

 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required 
to support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 
 
7.7 Reticulation Works 

 The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply 
and sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 

 

7.8 Funding of Essential Assets by Developer 
In some cases a developer may wish to proceed with a development before essential assets, such 
as a water main or reservoir, are in place. Provided that there are no other constraints to the 
development, construction of the essential assets may be approved. In such cases the assets will be 
sized by the utility in accordance with the requirements of the DSP and the full capital cost will be 
met by this developer. 
  
If the asset funded by this developer will serve other future development, the developer should be 
reimbursed when the utility collects developer charges from the future development. The utility and 
the developer must enter into an agreement stating how the developer will be reimbursed in the 
future. 
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8. Reference Documents 
 Background information and calculations relating to this DSP are contained in the following 

documents: 
 

• Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 1998 Appendix 1: Water & Sewer (adopted by 
Council on 20 April 1999) 

• Snowy River Shire Residential Planning Project – Final Report October 2005 – SGS 
Economics & Planning 

• SRSC Asset Accounting System registers for Water & Sewer Assets 
• NSW Reference Rates Manual for Valuation of Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater 

Assets (NSW Government Ministry of Energy and Utilities June 2003) 
• NSW Government Land & Water Conservation Guidelines: Developer Charges for Water 

Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater (December 2002) 
• Snowy Development Contributions Plan 2005 – approved By SRSC on May 16, 2006 
• Snowy River Shire Council Water and Sewer Asset Register as updated November 2007 – 

January 2008. 
• Spreadsheets developed to conduct calculations in this study (held by SRSC)  
 

 These documents contain detailed calculations for the capital charge and reduction amount, 
including asset commissioning dates, size/length of assets, MEERA valuation of assets, and financial 
modelling for calculation of reduction amounts. These documents can be reviewed in Council’s 
offices by appointment.  

 
9. Other DSPs and Related Plans 

 The SRSC Water and Sewer Contributions Plan contains the following DSPs (including this DSP): 
 DSP 1 – Jindabyne Catchment Water and Sewer 
 DSP 2 – East Jindabyne Water and Sewer 
 DSP 3 – Tyrolean Village Water and Sewer 
 DSP 4 – Berridale Water and Sewer 
 DSP 5 – Kalkite Water and Sewer 
 DSP 6 - Alpine Sands/Willow Bay Water and Sewer 
 DSP 7 – Adaminaby Water and Sewer 

 
These DSPs are included in Appendix 1 of SRSC Contributions Plan 2008. Also included in the 
SRSC Contributions Plan 2008 are Appendices 2 to 9 which cover various components of s94 
Development Contributions. 
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10.  Charges for different types of Development 

Type of Dwelling/Premises Unit of Measure for 
Contribution Equivalent Tenements Contribution Rate for 

Water @ $4663 per ET 
Contribution Rate for 

Sewer @ $5575 per ET 

Subdivision lot 1 $4,663 $5,575 
Dwellings  - 1 bedroom bedroom 0.57 $2,658 $3,178 
Dwellings - 2 bedrooms 2 bedrooms 0.71 $3,311 $3,958 

Dwellings - 3 or 4 bedrooms 3 or 4 bedrooms 1 $4,663 $5,575 

Dwellings - > 4 bedrooms bedroom 1 plus 0.29 per extra  
bedroom > 4 

$4,663  + $1,352  per b/r 
> 4 

$5,575 + $1,617 per b/r 
>4 

Lodges, resorts & motels room 0.29 $1,352   $1,617  

Child Care Centres per 20 children greater 
than 20 1 $4,663 $5,575 

20 day students 1 $4,663 $5,575 
Educational Establishments 

6 boarders 1 $4,663 $5,575 

Camping Grounds site 0.29 $1,352   $1,617  

Tourism facilities room and/or impact of 
day visitors 

0.29 per room or subject 
to individual assessment 
if significant numbers of 

day visitors 

$1,352  per room  
 or individual 
assessment 

$$1,617 per room 
 or individual 
assessment 

Commercial - offices 100m2 of floor space 0.1 $466 $558 

Commercial  - retail 100m2 of floor space 0.1 $466 $558 

Commercial - restaurants 100m2 of floor space 0.8 $3,730 $4,460 

Industrial - light industry lot 1 $4,663 $5,575 

Industrial - heavy industry Dependent on impact Subject to individual 
assessment 

Subject to individual 
assessment 

Subject to individual 
assessment 
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Attachment A – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Jindabyne Water 

 Component 
Year 
Commissioned 

Effective year of   
commissioning for  
ROI1  

Capital 
Cost 
(2007/08) 
($) 

Capacity2 
(ETs) 

Capital 
Cost per ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  when 
Capacity is 
Taken  up 
3 

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 
Factor 4 

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 
(2007/08) 

Asset No.   [1] [2] [3] [4] (5) = (3)/(4) [6] 
(7) = (6)-
(2)+1 [8] 

(9) = 
(5)x(8) 

 Pre-1996 Works          
2131 High Zone 2ML reservoir 1979/80 1995/96 708,199 3596 196.9 2019/20 25 1.39 275 
2158 Rising Main Duplication 1979/80 1995/96 614378 3596 170.9 2019/20 25 1.39 238 
2142 Pump Station Intake - High & low 1980/81 1995/96 412667 3596 114.8 2019/20 25 1.39 160 
2143 Pump Station Intake - Mech & Elec 1980/81 1995/96 934891 3596 260.0 2019/20 25 1.39 362 
2132 Jindabyne High Country 0.091ML Conc. 1989/90 1995/96 53613 3596 14.9 2019/20 25 1.39 21 
785 Barry Way 2.5ML Conc. 1986/87 1995/96 941851 3596 261.9 2019/20 25 1.39 365 
2159 Barry Way Zone - Rising Main 2 1986/87 1995/96 613688 3596 170.7 2019/20 25 1.39 238 
2160 Leesville Industrial Estate Carrier Main 1987/88 1995/96 225285 3596 62.6 2019/20 25 1.39 87 
2161          Leesville Reticulation 1987/88 1995/96 149753 3596 41.6 2019/20 25 1.39 58
 Leesville PS (2 x 30kW, 30l/s) 1987/88 1995/96 231840 3596 64.5 2019/20 25 1.39 90 
2162          Snoway Mains 1990/91 1995/96 321109 3596 89.3 2019/20 25 1.39 124
2146 Lakewood  Estate Mains 1984/85 1995/96 217496 3596 60.5 2019/20 25 1.39 84 
2164 Plateau Estate - Water Reticulation 1993/94 1995/96 278985 3596 77.6 2019/20 25 1.39 108 
2165 High Country Estate Mains 1989/90 1995/96 302955 3596 84.2 2019/20 25 1.39 117 
2166 Station Resort Gravity trunk main 375 1986/87 1995/96 457014 3596 127.1 2019/20 25 1.39 177 
2129 Lakewood (4 x 0.25) 1.0 MLConc. 1984/85 1995/96 237636 3596 66.1 2019/20 25 1.39 92 
2148 Lakewood Pump Station 1984/85 1995/96 285453 3596 79.4 2019/20 25 1.39 111 
2157 Old Town extensions by council 1984/85 1995/96 191534 3596 53.3 2019/20 25 1.39 74 
2144 Barry Way Zone - Pump Stn 1986/87 1995/96 1308762 3596 363.9 2019/20 25 1.39 507 
2145 High Country 2 X Pumps 1989/90 1995/96 46410 3596 12.9 2019/20 25 1.39 18 
           

           Post-1996 Works
2184          Mains 1996/97 1996/97 136184 3596 37.9 2019/20 24 1.96 74
2187           Pumping Plant 1996/97 1996/97 49690 3596 13.8 2019/20 24 1.96 27
2190           Chlorination Equipment 1997/98 1997/98 42294 3596 11.8 2019/20 23 1.91 22
2192           Control Equipment/Telemetry 1997/98 1997/98 128936 3596 35.9 2019/20 23 1.91 68
2201          Pumping Plant 1997/98 1997/98 61305 3596 17.0 2019/20 23 1.91 33
2248 Reservoirs- high & low zone roofs 2001/02 2001/02 292698 3596 81.4 2019/20 19 1.72 140 
2267 Mains - Barry Way Trunkmain 2003/04 2002/03 323888 3596 90.1 2019/20 18 1.67 151 
2256          Telemetry 2003/04 2003/04 102672 3596 28.6 2019/20 17 1.63 46
2245           Mains Delivery 2003/04 2003/04 46335 3596 12.9 2019/20 17 1.63 21
           
           Future Works

Plan New Trunk main to connect to the reservoir LV 2011/12 2011/12 300000 3596 83.4 2019/20 14 1.50 125 

Plan           New 2.0ML Reservoir 2010/11 2010/11 1500000 3596 417.1 2019/20 15 1.54 642

Plan Trunk Main to connect to High Zone Reservoir LV 2009/10 2009/10 250000 3596 69.5 2019/20 16 1.58 110 

           Total 4767
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Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96. For post 1995/96 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be same as year of expenditure.  
     
Note 2: Capacity Estimates have been based on peak demand of 3kL/ET as per DLWC guidelines (p26) & reservoir capacity 9.79 ML = 2930 ET     
But in 2010/11 a 2.0ML Reservoir is to be built; at 3kl/ET this is equivalent to an additional 666 ETS & therefore total capacity would be 3596 ETs    
       
Note 3: Based on 2954 ET as at 30 June 2007 and a growth of 50/yr then 3596 ETs is taken up in 2019/20       
  
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years); PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments  
           
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5    
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Attachment B – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Jindabyne Sewer 
B.1 – Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works (shared with East Jindabyne, Alpine Sands/Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village catchments) Capital charge 

  Component 
Year 
Commissioned 

Effective year 
of    
commissioning 
for  ROI1 

Capital Cost 
(2007/08) ($) 

Capacity2 
(ETs) 

Capital  
Cost  per 
ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 
Capacity 
is Taken  
up 2 

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 
Factor 3 

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 
(2007/08) 

    [1]       [2] [3] [4]
(5) = 
(3)/(4) [6]

(7) = (6)-
(2)+1 [8]

(9) = 
(5)x(8) 

                     
Asset No. Pre-1996 Works                   
2276 Treatment Works Twin 4000EP Bathurst Boxes 1980/81 1995/96 $2,289,350 4667 490.5 2023/24 29 1.47  720 
2277 Treatment Works Siteworks 8000EP 1980/81 1995/96 $449,500 4667 96.3 2023/24 29 1.47  141 
2278 Prelim Treatment 1980/81 1995/96 $868,000 4667 186.0 2023/24 29 1.47  273 
2279 Treatment Lagoons stage 1 1980/81 1995/96 $381,300 4667 81.7 2023/24 29 1.47  120 
2280 Treatment Lagoons stage 2 & road 1988/89 1995/96 $896,402 4667 192.1 2023/24 29 1.47  282 
2281 Sewerage Treatment - chemical 1988/89 1995/96 $194,733 4667 41.7 2023/24 29 1.47  61 
2282 Building Concrete works PE 1988/89 1995/96 $424,700 4667 91.0 2023/24 29 1.47  134 
                      
  Post-1996 Works                   
2350 Treatment Works 2001/02 2001/02 16587 4667 3.6 2023/24 23 1.91  7 
2329 Jindabyne Golf Course Effluent study 1999/2000 1999/2000 89813 4667 19.2 2023/24 25 2.00  39 
                      
  Future Works                   
Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Concept Study 2008/09 2008/09 $100,000 4667 21.4 2023/24 16 1.58  34 
Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 2009/10 2009/10 $1,000,000 4667 214.3 2023/24 15 1.54  330 
Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation 2012/13 2012/13 $3,000,000 4667 642.8 2023/24 13 1.45  934 
                      
  Total Capital Charge per ET for Jindabyne, East Jindabyne & Tyrolean Village for Jindabyne STW   3074 
  
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.  
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure  
  
Note 2: Jindabyne STW was built to have a capacity of 8000EP in 1981 but was enhanced to go to 10000EP. It is proposed  to upgrade  the STW in 2013 by  
adding an extra capacity of 4000EP. This gives an estimated EP capacity of the Jindabyne STW system of 14000 which is equivalent to 4667 ET.. 
With a total of 3516 ETs as at June 2007 (for Jindabyne @ 2954, East Jindabyne @ 263, Willow Bay @ 116, Tyrolean Village @ 183), and  
4871 ETs in June 2027 (3956 @ Jindabyne, 323 @ East Jindabyne, 341 at Willow Bay and 251 at Tyrolean Village). Growth averages 67.75 ET per yr. 
This indicates capacity of the sewerage system will be reached around 2023/24 
  
Note 3: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years) 
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments 
  
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5 
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B.2 – Jindabyne Catchment Sewerage Distribution Works Capital Charge 

 Component 
Year 
Commissioned 

Effective year of  
commissioning for  
ROI1 

Capital Cost 
(2007/08 $) 

Capacity2 
(ETs) 

Capital  
Cost  per 
ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 
Capacity 
is Taken  
up 2 

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 
Factor 3 

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08) 

          [1] [2] [3] [4]
(5) = 
(3)/(4) [6]

(7) = (6)-
(2)+1 [8]

(9) = 
(5)x(8) 

Asset         Pre-1996 Works Jindabyne 
only 

2290 Snoway Estate Sewer Mains 30/06/1991 1995/96 $697,254 3804 183.3 2023/24 29 1.47 269 

2291 Leesville Trunk Sewer Main 300 VC 30/06/1988 1995/96 $337,900 3804 88.8 2023/24 29 1.47 130 

2292 Leesville Industrial Estate Sewer UPV 30/06/1987 1995/96 $712,109 3804 187.2 2023/24 29 1.47 275 

2296 #6 Rising Sewer Main Sport 1988/89 1995/96 $218,513 3804 57.4 2023/24 29 1.47 84 

2297 Rising Sewer Mains 1 2 2A 1980/81 1995/96 $1,240,000 3804 326.0 2023/24 29 1.47 478 

2306 #1 Sewer Pump Station 2 x 25 KW 20 1979/80 1995/96 $294,500 3804 77.4 2023/24 29 1.47 114 

2307 #2A Sewer P/S 1980/81 1995/96 $496,000 3804 130.4 2023/24 29 1.47 191 

2308           #3Sewer P/S 1980/81 1995/96 $310,000 3804 81.5 2023/24 29 1.47 120

2309 #4 Sewer P/S 1980/81 1995/96 $620,000 3804 163.0 2023/24 29 1.47 239 

2310           #5Sewer P/S 1986/87 1995/96 $810,383 3804 213.0 2023/24 29 1.47 313

2311 #6 Sewer P/S Leesville /Spor 1989/90 1995/96 $77,500 3804 20.4 2023/24 29 1.47 30 

2312 Sewer Mains Additions -1995/96 1995/96 1995/96 $175,807 3804 46.2 2023/24 29 1.47 68 

           

           Post-1996 Works

2313 Sewer Mains Additions -1996/97 1996/97 1996/97 $226,408 3804 59.5 2023/24 28 2.16 128 

2316 Subsidised Sewerage Scheme 1997/98 1997/98 $1,019,043 3804 267.9 2023/24 27 2.11 564 

2317 Subsidised Sewerage Scheme 1998/99 1998/99 $178,987 3804 47.1 2023/24 26 2.05 97 

2320           Sewer Easements 1999/200 1999/200 $84,382 3804 22.2 2023/24 25 2.00 44

2328 Sewerage Pump Station - 1999/2003 2002/2003 2002/2003 $93,733 3804 24.6 2023/24 22 1.86 46 

2355 Pumping Station - 2004 onwar 2003/04 2003/04 $72,246 3804 19.0 2023/24 21 1.81 34 

2352 Telemetry - Sewer (Catchment  67.07%) 2003/04 2003/04 $59,695 3804 15.7 2023/24 21 1.81 28 

           

           Future Works

Plan Pump Station 2 upgrade & overflow storage 2009/10 2009/10 $400,000 3804 105.2 2023/24 15 1.54 162 

Plan Mains - Mitchell Ct 2011/12 2011/12 $400,000 3804 105.2 2023/24 13 1.45 153 

Plan Augment. Jind SPS # 6 2012/13 2012/13 $150,000 3804 39.4 2023/24 12 1.41 56 

Plan Jind SPS 1 upgrade 2011/12 2011/12 $120,000 3804 31.5 2023/24 12 1.41 45 

           

          Total 2993 
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.        
For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure      
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Note 2: Jindabyne STW was built to have a capacity of 8000EP in 1981 but was enhanced to go to 10000EP. It is proposed  to upgrade  the STW in 2013 by   
adding an extra capacity of 4000EP. This gives an estimated EP capacity of the Jindabyne STW system of 14000 which is equivalent to 4667 ET..    
With a total of 3516 ETs as at June 2007 (for Jindabyne @ 2954, East Jindabyne @ 263, Willow Bay @ 116, Tyrolean Village @ 183), and    
4871 ETs in June 2027 (3956 @ Jindabyne, 323 @ East Jindabyne, 341 at Willow Bay and 251 at Tyrolean Village). Growth averages 67.75 ET per yr.   
This indicates capacity of the sewerage system will be reached around 2023/24        
           
Note 3: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years)      
 PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments      
           
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5   
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Attachment C – Calculation of the Reduction Amount for Jindabyne Water 

PV of New ETs (ie Growth of 50 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount) -530

      

Assume: Renewal Expenditure occurs at end of life of asset - uses NSW Ref Rates Manual asset lives   

      

Relevant Assets to be renewed or upgraded in next 50 years:    

Asset No. Description Year built
Meera Renewal 
Cost Life of Asset Year of Replacement

      
Plan Intake station sand cleaning & bank stabilisation Renewal identified in plan  60,000 80 yrs 2008/09 

Plan  Intake draft tube corrosion protection HZLZ/BWZ Renewal identified in plan  50,000 50 yrs 2008/09 
Plan Pipe Replacement Snowy Ave     300,000 80 yrs 2008/09

     410,000 

      
Plan Water treatment Equipment BWZ     50000 25 2011/12
Plan Booster pump station M&E works LW     200000 25 2012/13
Plan Booster pump station M&E works HC     50000 25 2017/18

Plan Water treatment Equipment BWZ     100000 25 2019/20
Plan Intake pump station M& E works BWZ  500000 25 2024/25 
Plan Booster pump station M&E works LV     150,000 25 2027/28

      

Plan Booster pump station M&E works LW     200000 25 2037/38

Plan Booster pump station M&E works HC     50000 25 2042/43

Plan Water treatment Equipment BWZ     100000 25 2044/45

Plan Intake pump station M& E works BWZ  500000 25 2049/50 

 Booster pump station M&E works LV     150,000 25 2052/53

      
      

 NPV of Renewals      $561,374
      

 PV of new ETs      -530

 ET as at June 30 2007    2,954  

 PV of existing + new ETs    -3,534  

 Reduction Amount per ET      -$158.85
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Attachment D – Calculation of Reduction Amount for Jindabyne Sewer 
 
D.1 - Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works (shared with East Jindabyne, Tyrolean Village catchments) 
 

PV of New ETs for Jindabyne, E Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village  -686  

  (ie Growth of 67.75 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount)    

      

Asset No. Description     

  Year built Meera Renewal Cost Life of Asset Year of Replacement

Plan 
Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 

30/06/2010    1000000 20 yrs 2029/30

      

2276 Treatment Works Twin 4000EP 30/06/1981 2289350 50 yrs 2030/31 

2278 Prelim Treatment  30/06/1981 868000 50 yrs 2030/31 

2279 Treatment Lagoons stage 1 30/06/1981 381300 50 yrs 2030/31 

2277 Treatment Works Siteworks 8000EP 30/06/1981 449500 50 yrs 2030/31 
   3988150   

      

2350 Treatment Lagoons stage 2 & road 30/06/1989 896402 50 yrs 2038/39 

2282 Building Concrete works PE 30/06/1989 424700 50 yrs 2038/39 

      1321102

      

Plan 
Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 

2029/30     1000000 20 yrs 2049/50

      

 NPV of Renewals     $1,287,525 

      

 PV of new ETs    -686  

 ETs Jind, E Jind, Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village as at 30 June 2007  3516 

 Reduction Amount per ET     -$306.41  
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D.2 – Jindabyne Catchment Sewerage Distribution Works 

PV of New ETs (ie Growth of 50 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount) -530
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p38 

Relevant Assets to be renewed in next 50 years based on SRSC plan and life of assets as per NSW Ref Rates Manual : 

Asset No. Description Year built
Meera Renewal Cost 

($2007/08) Life of Asset Year of Replacement
Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) Pre 2008 200000 20 years 2015/16 
Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) Pre 2008 200000 20 years 2016/17 
Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) Pre 2008 200000 20 years 2017/18 
Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) Pre 2008 200000 20 years 2018/19 
Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) Pre 2008 200000 20 years 2019/20 

      
2352 Telemetry - Sewer (Catchment  67%) 3/12/2003 59695 20 yrs 2023/24 

      
Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) 2015/16 200000 20 years 2035/36 
Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) 2016/17 200000 20 years 2036/37 
Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) 2017/18 200000 20 years 2037/38 
Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) 2018/19 200000 20 years 2038/39 
Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) 2019/20 200000 20 years 2039/40 
2306 #1 Sewer Pump Station 2 x 25 KW 20 - structure  1979/80 206150 70 yrs 2049/50 
2297 Rising Sewer Mains 1 2 2A 30/06/1981     1240000 70 yrs 2050/51
2307 #2A Sewer P/S - structure 1980/81     347200 70 yrs 2050/51
2308 #3Sewer P/S - structure 1980/81     217000 70 yrs 2050/51
2309 #4 Sewer P/S - structure  1980/81     434000 70 yrs 2050/51

     2238200 
      

Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) 2035/36 200000 20 years 2055/56 
      

Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) 2036/37 200000 20 years 2056/57 
2310 #5Sewer P/S - structure 1986/87     567268 70 yrs 2056/57

     767268 
      

Plan SPS M & E Works ($1m over 5 years from 2015) 2037/38 200000 20 years 2057/58 
      

 NPV of Renewals      
     
    
    

$839,337
 PV of new ETs -530
 ETs as at 30 June 2007 2954
 Reduction Amount per ET  -$241
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Attachment E – Preparation, Review and Administration of Jindabyne Catchment Water & 

Sewer Plans 
 
Nexus  
 
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had to undertake a 
contribution study over the catchment area. The costs of this study were required in order to identify 
the types of public facilities for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting 
population, the cost of the required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" levied as a 
Section 64 contribution, the actual contribution rates and the preparation of the implementation 
schedules. These works and cost incurred are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's 
Environmental Services Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of these 
costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study, administration and any additional studies undertaken in the 
future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers under Section 64. The cost of 
future contribution plans, prepared in response to particular developments, should be recouped from 
the specific area. 
 
  
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement for Water or Sewer (note: Split equally 
between each)  
 

          =   C + R 
                                                 N 

                                                                     
                                                                     =           $60485 + $49000 
                                                                                      1002 x 2 
                         
                                                                     =           $55 per ET for Water or Sewer 
                                    
Where  
 
C = Proportion of Cost of 1998 Water & Sewer study based on Jindabyne’s proportion of Water & 

Sewer ETs (63% of $27,000 = $17010) plus external ($17000) and internal costs of 2005 study 
($6000), plus proportion of cost of current study (63% of $10000 for W & S asset revaluation plus 
63% for Jindabyne s64 costs proportion of total CP costs, assumed as 75%, of 2008 review = 
0.63 x 10000 + 0.63 x 0.75 x 30000  = $20,475). Total for past W & S studies is therefore = 
$60,485 

R = Cost of updates and administration during the next ten years (2008/09  – 2017/18):  8 annual 
updates/administration at a cost of $1000/ yr to update CPI & other factors plus a full review of 
this plan after approximately 5 & 10 years @ $20500 each based on 2008 study cost  = $49000 

N = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements created for Jindabyne Catchment over twenty years = 
1002 

 
 
 

 



 

APPENDIX 1 – DSP 2 
 

Development Servicing Plan for East Jindabyne  
Catchment Water & Sewer 

 
Summary 
 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the East Jindabyne area 
served by Snowy River Shire Council. These development areas are covered together in this DSP 
because some assets are shared. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, 
Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation, pursuant to 
section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
The areas covered by this DSP are shown on the East Jindabyne Catchment Map – See Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 
 
The timing and expenditures for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachments A 
and B. 
 
Standards of service to be provided in the DSP area are summarised in section 5. 
 
The water supply and sewerage developer charges for the areas covered by this DSP have been 
calculated as follows: 
 

 Developer charges East 
Jindabyne ($ per ET) 

Water Supply $4003 

Sewerage $8550 

 
 
Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 
In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted annually at 1 July on the basis of the 
movements in the CPI in the previous calendar year (Jan 1 to Dec 31), excluding the impact of GST. 
 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required to 
support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 
 
The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply and 
sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

Section 64 of the Local Government Act 1993 enables a local government council to levy developer 
charges for water supply, sewerage and stormwater. This derives from a cross-reference in that Act 
to section 306 of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
A Development Servicing Plan (DSP) is a document which details the water supply [and/or 
sewerage] developer charges to be levied on development areas utilising a water utility’s water 
supply [and/or sewerage] infrastructure. 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the East Jindabyne 
development area served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water 
Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation 
pursuant to section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
This DSP supersedes any other requirements related to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges for the area covered by this DSP. This DSP takes precedence over any of Council’s codes 
or policies where there are any inconsistencies relating to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges. 
 
 

2. Administration 
 

DSP Name DSP No.2 for East Jindabyne Water & Sewer 

DSP Area 

The areas covered by this DSP are shown on the East 
Jindabyne Catchment Map – See Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this 
DSP is attached. 

DSP Boundaries 

The basis for defining the DSP area boundaries is as 
follows: 

• Water - This is an area served by a separate 
water supply system 

• Sewer – This is an area common to the water 
supply area and served by Jindabyne sewerage 
treatment works plus associated works in the 
East Jindabyne catchment 

Payment of Developer 
Charges 

Developer charges are payable as follows: 

Subdivision – at release of Certificate of Subdivision 

Buildings – at release of approved Construction 
Certificate 

Development – at release of development application 
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3. Demographic and Land Use Planning Information 
 
 3.1 Growth Projections 

Growth projections for the number of Equivalent Tenements (ETs) are shown in the table below. 
These projections are based on information discussed in section 3 of the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 

 
As the Snowy River Shire has a high tourism component the current and projected number of ETs is 
more of an indicator of growth than permanent population. Also, although development is likely to 
occur in specific blocks, projections have been based on an even distribution over the planning 
years. This is regarded as a conservative approach.  

 
 

TABLE 1 – GROWTH PROJECTIONS FOR THE AREAS COVERED BY THIS DSP…… 
 

Year 
Ending 

Number of Equivalent 
Tenements  

Cumulative Number of ETs 
since 2006/07 

2006/07 263  
2011/12 288 25 
2016/17 313 50 
2021/22 318 55 
2026/27 323 60 

 
 

3.2 Land Use Information 
This DSP should be read in conjunction with the Snowy River Local Environment Plan 1997 and the 
Snowy River Development Control Plan 1998 and any amendments. 

 
 

4. Water Supply and Sewerage Infrastructure 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed water supply headworks and water supply distribution 
works serving the area as shown on the East Jindabyne catchment map (see map in the Snowy 
River Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  

 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed sewerage major works and non-major works serving the 
area as shown on the East Jindabyne catchment maps (see map in the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  
 
Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works serves the Jindabyne, East Jindabyne, Alpine Sands/Willow 
Bay and Tyrolean Village catchments. Costs have been shared between these catchments in 
proportion to the Equivalent Tenements in each catchment. 
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4.1 Estimates of Capital Costs 
 The estimated capital cost of works serving the area covered by this DSP is shown in Attachment A 

for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 
 
4.2 Timing of Works and Expenditure 
 The timing and expenditure for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachment 

A for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 
 
 
5. Standards of Service 
 System design and operation are based on targeting the following standards of service. 
 
5.1 Water Supply 

 Treated water to 1996 NHMRC/ARMCANZ Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 98% of the time. 

 Minimum water pressure of 12 metres whilst conveying 6 litres per minute per residential 
connection under normal conditions for at least 90% of properties. 

 Water quality complaints less than 10 per 1,000 connected properties per annum. 

 Less than 2 unplanned interruptions greater than 12 hours.  

 Nil programmed interruptions greater than 12 hours. 

 Water restrictions applying for not greater than 10% of the time on average. 
 
 5.2 Sewage 

 Sewage effluent meeting Environment Protection Authority 90 Percentile Licence Limits (BOD, 
SS, Total N, NH3N, Oil and Grease, Total P, Faecal coliforms). 

 All sewer chokes removed and service restored within 24 hours. 

 Sewer overflows to the environment less than 1 per 10 km of mains pr year. 

 Odour complaints less than 5 per 1000 properties per year. 
 
 
6. Design Parameters 
 
6.1 Water Supply 

Investigation and design of water supply system components is based on the Water Supply 
Investigation Manual (1986). This Manual was prepared by NSW Public Works and is now managed 
by the Department of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources. 

 
 
6.2 Sewage 

Investigation and design of sewerage system components is based on the Manual of Practice: Sewer 
Design (1984) and the Manual of Practice: Sewage Pumping Station Design (1986). These Manuals 
were prepared by NSW Public Works and are now managed by the Department of Infrastructure 
Planning and Natural Resources. 
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7. Calculated Developer Charges 
 
7.1 Summary 

 
The developer charges for the area covered by this DSP are as follows: 
 

 Capital Charge  
($ per ET) 

Reduction Amount 
($ per ET) 

 
Plan Development 

and Administration ($ 
per ET) 

See Attachment E 

Calculated Developer 
Charge 

($ per ET) 

East Jindabyne Water  $4243 $345 $105 $4003 

Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Plant $3074 $306 - $2768 

East Jindabyne Sewerage Catchment $6265 $587 $105 $5782 

Sewer – total for East Jindabyne $9339 $894 $105 $8550 

 
 Charges for different types of development are shown in section 10. 

 
7.2 Capital Charge 
The capital charges for the area served by this DSP have been calculated as follows: 
 
7.3 Capital Charge Calculations 

Capital Charge calculations were calculated using the spreadsheet as indicated below. Details, 
assumptions and outcomes for Water are provided in Attachment A and for Sewer in Attachment B. 

 

Componen
t 

Year 
Commissio

ned 

Effective  
year  

of    
commissio

ning for  
ROI1

Capital  
Cost  

Capacit
y2 

(ETs) 
 

Capital 
 Cost  
per  
ET  

Year  
when 
Capac
ity is 

Taken  
up 

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  
on 

investm
ent 

Factor 

Capital 
Charge  
per ET  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) = 
(2)/(3) (6) (7) = (6)-

(1)+1 (8) (9) = (5)x(8) 

Pre-1996 Works         

          

          

Post-1996 Works         

          

Total          

 
In calculating East Jindabyne Capital Charges there were two components, (1) the capital charges for the 
Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works which is shared with Jindabyne and Tyrolean Village, and (2) the 
capital charges for distribution works in the East Jindabyne catchment. Both components are shown in 
Attachment B. 
  
 
7.4 Reduction Amount 
Council has adopted the Direct NPV method to calculate the Reduction Amount. The reduction amount is 
calculated as the renewal works and works to improve standards per ET, plus part of the net debt of the 
utility per ET. The reduction amounts have been calculated as follows: 
 
7.5 Reduction Amount Calculations 
The Reduction Amount =   PV (renewals expenditure) per ET  
                                          + PV (works for improving standards) per ET 
                                          + Part of net debt serviced by annual charges per ET 
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For SRSC, there is currently no net debt for the utility.  
 
Details of Reduction Amount calculations for Water are included in Attachment C, while for Sewer they are 
provided in Attachment D (includes for Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works and East Jindabyne 
Sewerage Distribution) 

 
7.6 Reviewing/Updating of Calculated Developer Charges 
Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 
In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted on 1 July each year on the basis of 
movements in the CPI (based on the Canberra All Groups Index), in the preceding 12 months to 
December, excluding the impact of GST. 
 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required to 
support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 
 
7.7 Reticulation Works 
The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply and 
sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
 

7.8 Funding of Essential Assets by Developer 
In some cases a developer may wish to proceed with a development before essential assets, such as a 
water main or reservoir, are in place. Provided that there are no other constraints to the development, 
construction of the essential assets may be approved. In such cases the assets will be sized by the utility 
in accordance with the requirements of the DSP and the full capital cost will be met by this developer. 
  
If the asset funded by this developer will serve other future development, the developer should be 
reimbursed when the utility collects developer charges from the future development. The utility and the 
developer must enter into an agreement stating how the developer will be reimbursed in the future. 
 
8. Reference Documents 
Background information and calculations relating to this DSP are contained in the following documents: 
 

 Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 1998 Appendix 1: Water & Sewer (adopted by 
Council on 20 April 1999) 

 Snowy River Shire Residential Planning Project – Final Report October 2005 – SGS Economics 
& Planning 

 SRSC Asset Accounting System registers for Water & Sewer Assets 
 NSW Reference Rates Manual for Valuation of Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater Assets 

(NSW Government Ministry of Energy and Utilities June 2003) 
 NSW Government Land & Water Conservation Guidelines: Developer Charges for Water Supply, 

Sewerage and Stormwater (December 2002) 
 Snowy Development Contributions Plan 2005 – approved By SRSC on May 16, 2006 
 Snowy River Shire Council Water and Sewer Asset Register as updated November 2007 – 

January 2008. 
 Spreadsheets developed to conduct calculations in this study (held by SRSC)  

 
These documents contain detailed calculations for the capital charge and reduction amount, including 
asset commissioning dates, size/length of assets, MEERA valuation of assets, and financial modelling for 
calculation of reduction amounts. These documents can be reviewed in Council’s offices by appointment.  
 
9. Other DSPs and Related Plans 

The SRSC Water and Sewer Contributions Plan contains the following DSPs (including this DSP): 
 DSP 1 – Jindabyne Catchment Water and Sewer 
 DSP 2 – East Jindabyne Water and Sewer 
 DSP 3 – Tyrolean Village Water and Sewer 
 DSP 4 – Berridale Water and Sewer 
 DSP 5 – Kalkite Water and Sewer 
 DSP 6 - Alpine Sands/Willow Bay Water and Sewer 
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 DSP 7 – Adaminaby Water and Sewer 
 

These DSPs are included in Appendix 1 of SRSC Contributions Plan 2008. Also included in the 
SRSC Contributions Plan 2008 are Appendices 2 to 9 which cover various components of s94 
Development Contributions. 

 
10.  Charges for different types of development 

Type of Dwelling/ Premises Unit of Measure for 
Contribution Equivalent Tenements 

Contribution Rate for 
East Jindabyne Water 

@ $4003 per ET 

Contribution Rate for 
East Jindabyne Sewer 

@ $8550 per ET 

Subdivision lot 1 $4003 $8550 

Dwellings  - 1 bedroom bedroom 0.57 $2282 $4874 

Dwellings - 2 bedrooms 2 bedrooms 0.71 $2842 $6071 

Dwellings - 3 or 4 bedrooms 3 or 4 bedrooms 1 $4003 $8550 

Dwellings - > 4 bedrooms bedroom 1 plus 0.29 per extra  b/r > 
4 $4003 + $1161 per b/r > 4 $8550 + $2480 per b/r >4 

Lodges & motels room 0.29 $1161 $2480 

Child Care Centres per 20 children > 20 1 $4003 $8550 

20 day students 1 $4003 $8550 
Educational Establishments 

6 boarders 1 $4003 $8550 

Camping Grounds site 0.29 $1161 $2480 

Tourism facilities 

per motel type room 
and/or impact of large 

rooms or significant day 
visitors 

0.29 per motel room or 
subject to individual 

assessment if significant 
visitors/ large rooms 

$1161 or individual 
assessment 

$2480 or individual 
assessment 

Commercial - offices 100m2 of floor space 0.1 $400 $855 

Commercial  - retail 100m2 of floor space 0.1 $400 $855 

Commercial - restaurants 100m2 of floor space 0.8 $3202 $6840 

Industrial - light industry lot 1 $4003 $8550 

Industrial - heavy industry Dependent on impact individual assessment individual assessment individual assessment 
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Attachment A – Calculation of the Capital Charge – East Jindabyne Water 
 

 Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year of   
commissioning 

for  ROI1  
Capital Cost 
(2007/08) ($) 

Capacity2 

(ETs) 

Capital 
Cost per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 3

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

   [1] [2] [3] [4] 
(5) = 

(3)/(4)  [6]
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8] (9) = (5)x(8) 

Asset Pre-1996 Works 
                  

2135 2 x 0.17ML Reservoirs - EJ share 30/06/1983 1995/96 52377 323 162.2 2026/27 32 1.33  216 
2134 Kunama Reservoir - 2.5ML - EJ share 30/06/1992 1995/96 265978 323 823.5 2026/27 32 1.33  1098 
2167 Rising Main - EJ share 30/06/1992 1995/96 180842 323 559.9 2026/27 32 1.33  746 

2150 Intake 3 X - East Jindabyne Share 30/06/1992 1995/96 335734 323 1039.4 2026/27 32 1.33  1386 

                      

  Post-1996 Works                   

2195  Mains Delivery - EJ share 30/06/1998 1997/98 8141    323 25.2 2026/27 30 2.26 57 

2205 PH Correction Scheme - EJ Share 30/06/1999 1998/99 85848    323 265.8 2026/27 29 2.21 587 

2220 PH Correction Scheme - EJ Share 30/06/2000 1999/2000 5385    323 16.7 2026/27 28 2.16 36 

2234      Control Equipment/Telemetry 30/06/2001 2000/2001 3170 323 9.8 2026/27 27 2.11 21 

2203 Subsidised Scheme Cnl - East Jind share 30/06/1999 1998/99 14152 323 43.8 2026/27 29 2.21 97 
                      

  Total for East Jindabyne                 4243 
 
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.  
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure  
  
Note 2: East Jind, Will Bay/Alpine Sands & Tyrolean Village overall Capacity Estimates have been based on peak demand of 3kL/ET as per DLWC Guidelines 
 & total reservoir capacity 3.44 ML based on 2 x 0.17ML in 1983, 2.5ML Kunama Reservoir in 1992, 0.6ML Willow Bay High Zone in 2006/07. 
Therefore 3.44 ML = 1147 ET. However, costs have been proportioned to excludeTyrolean Village & WB.  
  
Note 3: Assumes 562 ET (for 263 for East Jindabyne, 116 for Willow Bay & 183 for Tyrolean Village) as at 30 June 2007 and 915 at June 2027 (323 for EJ, 341 for WB, 251 for TV) 
However capacity is 1147 - therefore at 2026/27 the proportion of take-up is 915/1147 = 0.80. Hence the capital cost is factored by 0.80 
  
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years) 
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments 

 
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5
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Attachment B – Calculation of the Capital Charge – East Jindabyne Sewer 
B.1 – Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works (shared with Jindabyne, Alpine Sans/Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village catchments) Capital charge 

  Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year 
of    

commissioning 
for  ROI1 

Capital Cost 
(2007/08) ($) 

Capacity2 

(ETs)

Capital  
Cost  per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 2

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 3

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08) 

    [1] [2] [3] [4] 
(5) = 

(3)/(4)    [6]
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8]
(9) = 

(5)x(8) 
                     

Asset No. Pre-1996 Works                   
2276 Treatment Works Twin 4000EP Bathurst Boxes 1980/81 1995/96 $2,289,350 4667 490.5 2023/24 29 1.47  720 
2277 Treatment Works Siteworks 8000EP 1980/81 1995/96 $449,500 4667 96.3 2023/24 29 1.47  141 
2278 Prelim Treatment 1980/81 1995/96 $868,000 4667 186.0 2023/24 29 1.47  273 
2279 Treatment Lagoons stage 1 1980/81 1995/96 $381,300 4667 81.7 2023/24 29 1.47  120 
2280 Treatment Lagoons stage 2 & road 1988/89 1995/96 $896,402 4667 192.1 2023/24 29 1.47  282 
2281 Sewerage Treatment - chemical 1988/89 1995/96 $194,733 4667 41.7 2023/24 29 1.47  61 
2282 Building Concrete works PE 1988/89 1995/96 $424,700 4667 91.0 2023/24 29 1.47  134 

                      
  Post-1996 Works                   

2350 Treatment Works 2001/02 2001/02 16587 4667 3.6 2023/24 23 1.91  7 
2329 Jindabyne Golf Course Effluent study 1999/2000 1999/2000 89813 4667 19.2 2023/24 25 2.00  39 

                      
  Future Works                   

Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Concept Study 2008/09 2008/09 $100,000 4667 21.4 2023/24 16 1.58  34 
Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 2009/10 2009/10 $1,000,000 4667 214.3 2023/24 15 1.54  330 
Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation 2012/13 2012/13 $3,000,000 4667 642.8 2023/24 13 1.45  934 

                      
  Total Capital Charge per ET for Jindabyne, East Jindabyne & Tyrolean Village for Jindabyne STW   3074 

  
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.  
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure  
  
Note 2: Jindabyne STW was built to have a capacity of 8000EP in 1981 but was enhanced to go to 10000EP. It is proposed  to upgrade  the STW in 2013 by  
adding an extra capacity of 4000EP. This gives an estimated EP capacity of the Jindabyne STW system of 14000 which is equivalent to 4667 ET.. 
With a total of 3516 ETs as at June 2007 (for Jindabyne @ 2954, East Jindabyne @ 263, Willow Bay @ 116, Tyrolean Village @ 183), and  
4871 ETs in June 2027 (3956 @ Jindabyne, 323 @ East Jindabyne, 341 at Willow Bay and 251 at Tyrolean Village). Growth averages 67.75 ET per yr. 
This indicates capacity of the sewerage system will be reached around 2023/24 
  
Note 3: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years) 
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments 

  
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5 
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B.2 – East Jindabyne Sewerage Distribution Works Capital Charge 

 Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year of  
commissioning 

for  ROI1
Capital Cost2 
(2007/08 $) 

Capacity3 

(ETs) 

Capital  
Cost  

per ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 3

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08) 

    [1] [2] [3] [4]
(5) = 

(3)/(4) [6] 
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8] 
(9) = 

(5)x(8) 
Asset Pre-1996 Works for East Jindabyne 

                  

2301 #1 Sewer P/S 28.7m Head 30/06/1992 1995/96 $351,602 320     1098.8 2023/24 29 1.47 1612 
2302 #2 Sewer P/S 27m Head 30/06/1992 1995/96 $229,454 320     717.0 2023/24 29 1.47 1052 
2303 #3 Sewer P/S 44.6m Head 30/06/1992 1995/96 $208,971 320     653.0 2023/24 29 1.47 958 
2304 #4 Sewer P/S 42.3m Head - EJ Proportion 30/06/1992 1995/96 $46,830 320     146.3 2023/24 29 1.47 215 
2305 #5 Sewer P/S 42.8m Head - EJ Proportion 30/06/1992 1995/96 $46,871 320     146.5 2023/24 29 1.47 215 
2286 Sewer Mains UPVC - EJ Proportion 30/06/1993 1995/96 $482,494 320     1507.8 2023/24 29 1.47 2212 

                      
  Total for East Jindabyne                 6265 
 
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.  
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure  
 
Note 2: The Capital costs for pre-1996 workshave been factored by 0.50 to reflect the 50% grant subsidy for the upgrade  
 
Note 3: Jindabyne STW was built to have a capacity of 8000EP in 1981 but was enhanced to go to 10000EP. It is proposed  to upgrade  the STW in 2013 by  
adding an extra capacity of 4000EP. This gives an estimated EP capacity of the Jindabyne STW system of 14000 which is equivalent to 4667 ET.. 

With a total of 3516 ETs as at June 2007 (for Jindabyne @ 2954, East Jindabyne @ 263, Willow Bay @ 116, Tyrolean Village @ 183), and  

4871 ETs in June 2027 (3956 @ Jindabyne, 323 @ East Jindabyne, 341 at Willow Bay and 251 at Tyrolean Village). Growth averages 67.75 ET per yr. 
This indicates capacity of the sewerage system will be reached around 2023/24 
 
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years) 
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments 

 
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5 
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Attachment C – Calculation of the Water Reduction Amount for East Jindabyne Catchment 

 
PV of New ETs for East Jind  (ie Growth of 3 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount) -32

Relevant Assets to be renewed  in next 50 years for East Jindabyne: 
   

Asset No. Description Year built  
Meera Renewal 
Cost Average Life of Asset Year of Replacement 

Plan Renewal Refurbishment of Lime Dosing Plant - EJ share 1998/99 2,733 25 2008/09 

Plan Renewal Refurbishment of Lime Dosing Plant - EJ share 30/06/1992 9,110 25 2011/12 

Plan Renewal Intake PS M & E Works - EJ Share 1998/99 91,100 25 2016/17 

      

2135 2 x 0.17ML Reservoirs - EJ share 30/06/1983 7857 
Roof -40yr (15% cost), 

Structure-100yr  2022/23 
2234       Control Equipment/Telemetry 30/06/2001 3170 25 yrs 2025/26
2205 PH Correction Scheme - E Jind share 30/06/1999 85848 30 yrs 2028/29 
2220 Ph Correction Scheme - E Jind share 30/06/2000 5385 30 yrs 2029/30 

2134 Kunama Reservoir - 2.5ML - E Jind Share 30/06/1992 39897 Roof -40yr (15% cost) 2031/32 

      

Plan Renewal Intake PS M & E Works - EJ Share 2016/17 91,100 25 2041/42 

      

 NPV of East Jindabyne Renewals    $101,787  

 PV of new ETs for East Jindabyne   -32   

 ETs as at 30 June 2007   263  

 Reduction Amount per ET for East Jindabyne    $345  
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Attachment D – Calculation of Sewer Reduction Amount for East Jindabyne Catchment 
 D.1 - Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works (shared with Jindabyne and Tyrolean Village catchments) 

  
PV of New ETs for Jindabyne, E Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village  
  (ie Growth of 67.75 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount) 

 
  

Relevant Assets to be renewed in next 50 years based on SRSC plan and life of assets as per NSW Ref Rates Manual : 
   

Asset No. Description    

  Year built 
Meera Renewal 
Cost Life of Asset 

Plan 
Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 

30/06/2010    1000000 20 yrs
     

2276 Treatment Works Twin 4000EP 30/06/1981 2289350 50 yrs 
2278 Prelim Treatment  30/06/1981    868000 50 yrs
2279 Treatment Lagoons stage 1     30/06/1981 381300 50 yrs
2277 Treatment Works Siteworks 8000EP 30/06/1981 449500   50 yrs

   3988150  
     

2350 Treatment Lagoons stage 2 & road     30/06/1989 896402 50 yrs
2282 Building Concrete works PE 30/06/1989 424700   50 yrs

     1321102
     

Plan 
Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 

2029/30    1000000 20 yrs
     

 NPV of Renewals     
   
   

  
 PV of new ETs 
 ETs Jind, E Jind, Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village as at 30 June 2007  
 Reduction Amount per ET       
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D.2 – East Jindabyne Catchment Sewerage Distribution Works 
  

PV of New ETs for East Jind  (ie Average Growth of 3 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount) -32 
  
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p38 

Relevant Assets to be renewed in next 50 years based on SRSC plan and life of assets as per NSW Ref Rates Manual : 
   

Asset No. Description Year built  

Meera 
Renewal 
Cost 

Life of 
Asset 

Year of 
Replacement 

SRSC Plan based on 
$1m from 2019 

East Jindabyne proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East 
Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (35.30%) 1992-1994 70600 

20 yrs 
approx  2019/20

SRSC Plan based on 
$1m from 2019 

East Jindabyne proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East 
Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (35.30%) 1992-1994 70600 

20 yrs 
approx 2020/21 

SRSC Plan based on 
$1m from 2019 

East Jindabyne proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East 
Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (35.30%) 1992-1994 70600 

20 yrs 
approx  2021/22

SRSC Plan based on 
$1m from 2019 

East Jindabyne proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East 
Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (35.30%) 1992-1994 70600 

20 yrs 
approx  2022/23

SRSC Plan based on 
$1m from 2019 

East Jindabyne proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East 
Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (35.30%) 1992-1994 70600 

20 yrs 
approx  2023/24

SRSC Plan based on 
$1m from 2019 

East Jindabyne proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East 
Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (35.30%) 2019/20 70600 

20 yrs 
approx 2039/40 

SRSC Plan based on 
$1m from 2019 

East Jindabyne proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East 
Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (35.30%) 2020/21 70600 

20 yrs 
approx 2040/41 

SRSC Plan based on 
$1m from 2019 

East Jindabyne proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East 
Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (35.30%) 2021/22 70600 

20 yrs 
approx 2041/42 

SRSC Plan based on 
$1m from 2019 

East Jindabyne proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East 
Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (35.30%) 2022/23 70600 

20 yrs 
approx 2042/43 

SRSC Plan based on 
$1m from 2019 

East Jindabyne proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East 
Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (35.30%) 2023/24 70600 

20 yrs 
approx  2043/44

      
 NPV of Renewals for East Jindabyne     $173,067 
 ETs as at June 30 2007 for East Jindabyne   263 
 PV of New ETs for East Jind  (ie Growth of 3 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount) -32 
 Reduction Amount per ET for East Jindabyne   -$587 
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Attachment E – Preparation, Review and Administration of East Jindabyne Catchment Water & 

Sewer Plans 
 
Nexus  
 
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had to undertake a 
contribution study over the catchment area. The costs of this study were required in order to identify 
the types of public facilities for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting 
population, the cost of the required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" levied as a 
Section 64 contribution, the actual contribution rates and the preparation of the implementation 
schedules. These works and cost incurred are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's 
Environmental Services Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study, administration and any additional studies undertaken in the 
future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers under Section 64. The cost of 
future contribution plans, prepared in response to particular developments, should be recouped from 
the specific area. 
 
  
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement for Water or Sewer (note: Split equally 
between each)  
 

          =   C + R 
                                                 N 

                                                                     
                                                                    =           $7285 + 5316 
                                                                                   60 x 2 
                         
                                                                    =           $105 per ET for Water or Sewer 
                                    
Where  
 
C = Proportion of Cost of 1998 Water & Sewer study based on East Jindabyne’s proportion of Water & 

Sewer ETs (5.1% of $27,000 = $1377) plus external ($3000) and internal costs of 2005 study 
($1250), plus proportion of cost of current study (5.1% of $10000 for W & S asset revaluation plus 
5.1% for East Jindabyne s64 costs proportion of total CP costs, assumed as 75%, of 2008 review = 
0.051 x 10000 + 0.051 x 0.75 x 30000  = $1658). Total for past W & S studies is therefore = $7285 

R = Cost of updates and administration during the next ten years (2008/09 – 2017/18):  8 annual 
updates/administration at a cost of $250/ yr to update CPI & other factors plus a full review of this 
plan after approximately 5 & 10 years @ $1658 each based on 2008 study cost  = $5316 

N = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements created for East Jindabyne Catchment over twenty 
years = 60 
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APPENDIX 1 – DSP 3 
 

Development Servicing Plan for Tyrolean Village Catchment  
Water & Sewer 

 
Summary 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Tyrolean Village 
development areas served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, 
Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation, pursuant to 
section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
The area covered by this DSP is shown on the Tyrolean Village Catchment Map – See maps in the Snowy 
River Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 
 
The timing and expenditures for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachments A 
and B. 
 
Standards of service to be provided in the DSP area are summarised in section 5. 
 
The water supply and sewerage developer charges for the area covered by this DSP have been calculated 
as follows: 
 

 Developer charges ($ per ET) 

Water Supply For Developments in Low 
Zone  

 
$5765 

Water Supply For Developments in High  
Zone  

 
$15624 

Sewerage for Developments not using 
SPS6 $6044 

Sewerage for Developments using SPS6 $11895 

 
Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 
In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted annually at 1 July on the basis of the 
movements in the CPI in the previous calendar year (Jan 1 to Dec 31), excluding the impact of GST. 
 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required to 
support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 
 
The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply and 
sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
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1. Introduction 
Section 64 of the Local Government Act 1993 enables a local government council to levy developer 
charges for water supply, sewerage and stormwater. This derives from a cross-reference in that Act 
to section 306 of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
A Development Servicing Plan (DSP) is a document which details the water supply [and/or 
sewerage] developer charges to be levied on development areas utilising a water utility’s water 
supply [and/or sewerage] infrastructure. 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Tyrolean Village 
development areas served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water 
Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation 
pursuant to section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
This DSP supersedes any other requirements related to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges for the area covered by this DSP. This DSP takes precedence over any of Council’s codes 
or policies where there are any inconsistencies relating to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges. 
 
 

2. Administration 
 

DSP Name DSP No.3 for Tyrolean Village Water & Sewer 

DSP Area 
The area covered by this DSP is shown on the Tyrolean Village Catchment 
Map – See map in the Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 to 
which this DSP is attached. 

DSP Boundaries 

The basis for defining the DSP area boundaries is as follows: 
• Water - This is an area served by a separate water supply system 
• Sewer – This is an area common to the water supply area and 

served by Jindabyne sewerage treatment works plus associated 
works in the Tyrolean Village catchment 

Payment of Developer Charges 

Developer charges are payable as follows: 

Subdivision – at release of Certificate of Subdivision 

Buildings – at release of approved Construction Certificate 

Development – at release of development application 
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3. Demographic and Land Use Planning Information 
 
 3.1 Growth Projections 

Growth projections for the number of Equivalent Tenements (ETs) are shown in the table below. 
These projections are based on information discussed in section 3 of the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 

 
As the Snowy River Shire has a high tourism component the current and projected number of ETs is 
more of an indicator of growth than permanent population. Also, although development is likely to 
occur in specific blocks, projections have been based on an even distribution over the planning 
years. This is regarded as a conservative approach.  

 
TABLE 1 – GROWTH PROJECTIONS FOR THE AREA COVERED BY DSP…… 

 
Year 

Ending 
Number of Equivalent Tenements  Cumulative Number of ETs 

since 2006/07 
2006/07 183  
2011/12 200 17 
2016/17 217 34 
2021/22 234 51 
2026/27 251 68 

 
 3.2 Land Use Information 

This DSP should be read in conjunction with the Snowy River Local Environment Plan 1997 and the 
Snowy River Development Control Plan 1998 and any amendments. 

 
 

4. Water Supply and Sewerage Infrastructure 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed water supply headworks and water supply distribution 
works serving the area as shown on the Tyrolean Village catchment map (see map in the Snowy 
River Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  

 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed sewerage major works and non-major works serving the 
area as shown on the Tyrolean Village catchment map (see map in  the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  
 
Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works serves the Jindabyne, East Jindabyne, Alpine Sands/Willow 
Bay and Tyrolean Village catchments. Costs have been shared between these catchments in 
proportion to the Equivalent Tenements in each catchment. 
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4.1 Estimates of Capital Costs 
 The estimated capital cost of works serving the area covered by this DSP is shown in Attachment A 

for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 
 
 4.2 Timing of Works and Expenditure 
 The timing and expenditure for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachment 

A for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 
 
 
5. Standards of Service 
 System design and operation are based on targeting the following standards of service. 
 
 5.1 Water Supply 

 Treated water to 1996 NHMRC/ARMCANZ Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 98% of the 
time. 

 Minimum water pressure of 12 metres whilst conveying 6 litres per minute per residential 
connection under normal conditions for at least 90% of properties. 

 Water quality complaints less than 10 per 1,000 connected properties per annum. 

 Less than 2 unplanned interruptions greater than 12 hours.  

 Nil programmed interruptions greater than 12 hours. 

 Water restrictions applying for not greater than 10% of the time on average. 
 
 5.2 Sewage 

 Sewage effluent meeting Environment Protection Authority 90 Percentile Licence Limits (BOD, 
SS, Total N, NH3N, Oil and Grease, Total P, Faecal coliforms). 

 All sewer chokes removed and service restored within 24 hours. 

 Sewer overflows to the environment less than 1 per 10 km of mains pr year. 

 Odour complaints less than 5 per 1000 properties per year. 
 

6. Design Parameters 
 
 6.1 Water Supply 

Investigation and design of water supply system components is based on the Water Supply 
Investigation Manual (1986). This Manual was prepared by NSW Public Works and is now managed 
by the Department of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources. 

 
 6.2 Sewage 

Investigation and design of sewerage system components is based on the Manual of Practice: Sewer 
Design (1984) and the Manual of Practice: Sewage Pumping Station Design (1986). These Manuals 
were prepared by NSW Public Works and are now managed by the Department of Infrastructure 
Planning and Natural Resources. 
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7. Calculated Developer Charges 
 
 7.1 Summary 
 The developer charges for the area covered by this DSP are as follows: 
 

 Capital Charge 
($ per ET) 

Reduction 
Amount 

($ per ET) 

 
Plan 

Development and 
Administration 

(see Attachment 
E) 

Calculated 
Developer  

Charge 
($ per ET) 

 
Water Supply – low 
Zone 
 

 
$6120 

 

 
$421 

 

 
$67 

 

 
$5765 

 

Water Supply – high 
Zone 

$15979 421 $67 $15624 

 
Sewer – Jindabyne 
Sewerage Treatment 
Works 

$3074 $306 - $2768 

 
Sewer  – Tyrolean 
Village Catchment 
Works for developments 
not using SPS 6 

$3823 $614 $67 $3276 

 
Sewer  - Total for 
developments not 
using SPS6 

$6897 $920 $67 $6044 

 
Sewer  – Tyrolean 
Village Catchment 
Works for developments 
using SPS 6 

$9674 $614 $67 $9127 

 
Sewer  - Total for 
developments using 
SPS 6 

$12748 $920 $67 $11895 

 
 
 Charges for different types of development are shown in section 12. 
 

7.2 Capital Charge 
 The capital charges for the area served by this DSP have been calculated as follows: 
  

7.3 Capital Charge Calculations 
Capital Charge calculations were calculated using the spreadsheet as indicated below. Details, 
assumptions and outcomes for Water are provided in Attachment A and for Sewer in Attachment B. 
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Componen
t 

Year 
Commissio

ned 

Effective  
year  

of    
commissio

ning for  
ROI1

Capital  
Cost  

Capacit
y2 

(ETs) 
 

Capital 
 Cost  
per  
ET  

Year  
when 
Capac
ity is 

Taken  
up 

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  
on 

investm
ent 

Factor 

Capital 
Charge  
per ET  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) = 
(2)/(3) (6) (7) = (6)-

(1)+1 (8) (9) = (5)x(8) 

Pre-1996 Works         

          

          

Post-1996 Works         

          

Total          

 
 In calculating Tyrolean Village Sewer Capital Charge there were two components, (1) the capital 

charge for the Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works which is shared with East Jindabyne, Alpine 
Sands/Willow Bay and Jindabyne and (2) the capital charge for distribution works in the Tyrolean 
Village catchment. Both Components are shown in Attachment B. 

  
 
 7.4 Reduction Amount 
 Council has adopted the Direct NPV method to calculate the Reduction Amount. The reduction 

amount is calculated as the renewal works and works to improve standards per ET, plus part of the 
net debt of the utility per ET. The reduction amounts have been calculated as follows: 

  
  

7.5 Reduction Amount Calculations 
The Reduction Amount =   PV (renewals expenditure) per ET  
                                          + PV (works for improving standards) per ET 
                                          + Part of net debt serviced by annual charges per ET 

 
For SRSC, there is currently no net debt for the utility.  

 
Details of Reduction Amount calculations for Water are included in Attachment C, while for Sewer 
they are provided in Attachment D (both Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works and Tyrolean Village 
Sewerage Distribution) 
 

  
7.6 Reviewing/Updating of Calculated Developer Charges 

 Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 

In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted on 1 July each year on the 
basis of movements in the CPI (based on the Canberra All Groups Index), in the preceding 12 
months to December, excluding the impact of GST. 

 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required 
to support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 

 
  

7.7 Reticulation Works 
The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply 
and sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
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7.8   Funding of Essential Assets by Developer 
  

In some cases a developer may wish to proceed with a development before essential assets, such 
as a water main or reservoir, are in place. Provided that there are no other constraints to the 
development, construction of the essential assets may be approved. In such cases the assets will be 
sized by the utility in accordance with the requirements of the DSP and the full capital cost will be 
met by this developer. 
  
If the asset funded by this developer will serve other future development, the developer should be 
reimbursed when the utility collects developer charges from the future development. The utility and 
the developer must enter into an agreement stating how the developer will be reimbursed in the 
future. 

 
8. Reference Documents 
 Background information and calculations relating to this DSP are contained in the following 

documents: 
 Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 1998 Appendix 1: Water & Sewer (adopted by 

Council on 20 April 1999) 
 Snowy River Shire Residential Planning Project – Final Report October 2005 – SGS Economics 

& Planning 
 SRSC Asset Accounting System registers for Water & Sewer Assets 
 NSW Reference Rates Manual for Valuation of Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater Assets 

(NSW Government Ministry of Energy and Utilities June 2003) 
 NSW Government Land & Water Conservation Guidelines: Developer Charges for Water Supply, 

Sewerage and Stormwater (December 2002) 
 Snowy Development Contributions Plan 2005 – approved By SRSC on May 16, 2006 
 Snowy River Shire Council Water and Sewer Asset Register as updated November 2007 – 

January 2008. 
 Spreadsheets developed to conduct calculations in this study (held by SRSC)  

 
 These documents contain detailed calculations for the capital charge and reduction amount, 

including asset commissioning dates, size/length of assets, MEERA valuation of assets, and financial 
modelling for calculation of reduction amounts. These documents can be reviewed in Council’s 
offices by appointment.  

 
9. Other DSPs and Related Plans 

 The SRSC Water and Sewer Contributions Plan contains the following DSPs (including this DSP): 
 DSP 1 – Jindabyne Catchment Water and Sewer 
 DSP 2 – East Jindabyne Water and Sewer 
 DSP 3 – Tyrolean Village Water and Sewer 
 DSP 4 – Berridale Water and Sewer 
 DSP 5 – Kalkite Water and Sewer 
 DSP 6 - Alpine Sands/Willow Bay Water and Sewer 
 DSP 7 – Adaminaby Water and Sewer 

 
These DSPs are included in Appendix 1 of SRSC Contributions Plan 2008. Also included in the 
SRSC Contributions Plan 2008 are Appendices 2 to 9 which cover various components of s94 
Development Contributions. 
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10. Charges for different types of development 

Type of 
Dwelling/Premises 

Unit of Measure 
for Contribution 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

Contribution 
Rate for Water 
– low zone @ 
$5765 per ET 

Contribution Rate 
for Water – high 
zone @ $15624 

per ET  

Contribution 
Rate for Sewer 

not using 
SPS6 @ 

$6044 per ET 

Contribution 
Rate for Sewer 
using SPS6 @ 
$11895 per ET 

Subdivision lot 1 $5765 $15624 $6044 $11895 

Dwellings  - 1 bedroom bedroom 0.57 $3286 $8906 $3445 $6780 
Dwellings - 2 bedrooms 2 bedrooms 0.71 $4093 $11093 $4291 $8445 

Dwellings - 3 or 4 
bedrooms 3 or 4 bedrooms 1 $5765 $15624 $6044 $11895 

Dwellings - > 4 bedrooms bedroom 1 plus 0.29 per 
extra  bedroom > 4 

$5765 + $1672 
per b/r > 4 

$15624 + $4531 
per b/r >4 

$6044 + $1753 
per b/r >4 

$11895 + 
$3450 per b/r 

>4 
Lodges & motels room 0.29 $1672 $4531 $1753 $3450 

Child Care Centres per 20 children 
greater than 20 1 $5765 $15624 $6044 $11895 

20 day students 1 $5765 $15624 $6044 $11895 Educational 
Establishments 6 boarders 1 $5765 $15624 $6044 $11895 

Camping Grounds site 0.29 $1672 $4531 $1753 $3450 

Tourism facilities 

per motel type 
room and/or 

impact of large 
rooms or day 

visitors 

0.29 per room or 
subject to 
individual 

assessment if 
large rooms or 
significant  day 

visitors 

$1672 per room 
or individual 
assessment 

$4531 or 
individual 

assessment 

$1753 or 
individual 

assessment 

$3450 or 
individual 

assessment 

Commercial - offices 100m2 of floor 
space 0.1 $577 $1562 $604 $1190 

Commercial  - retail 100m2 of floor 
space 0.1 $577 $1562 $604 $1190 

Commercial - restaurants 100m2 of floor 
space 0.8 $4612 $12499 $4835 $9516 

Industrial - light industry lot 1 $5765 $15624 $6044 $11895 

Industrial - heavy 
industry 

Dependent on 
impact 

Subject to 
individual 

assessment 

Subject to 
individual 

assessment 

Subject to 
individual 

assessment 

Subject to 
individual 

assessment 

Subject to 
individual 

assessment 
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Attachment A – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Tyrolean Village Water 
 

  Component 

Year 
Commissio

ned 

Effective 
year of   

commissioni
ng for  ROI1 

Capital 
Cost 

(2007/08) 
($) 

Capacity
2 (ETs) 

Capital 
Cost per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 3

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  
on 

investm
ent 

Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08) 
Asset 

No.   [1] [2] [3] [4] 
(5) = 

(3)/(4)    [6]
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8]
(9) = 

(5)x(8) 

  Pre-1996 Works                   

2135 2 x 0.17ML Reservoirs - Tyrolean Share 30/06/1983 1995/96 50875 251       202.7 2026/27 32 1.52 309

2167 Rising Main - Tyrolean Share 30/06/1986 1995/96 140524 251 559.9 2026/27 32 1.52  853 

2150 Intake 3 X - Tyrolean Share 30/06/1992 1995/96 260922 251 1039.5 2026/27 32 1.52  1584 

2134 Kunama Reservoir - 2.5ML - Tyrolean share 30/06/1992 1995/96 206680 251 823.4 2026/27 32 1.52  1255 

2169            Trunk main 30/06/1993 1995/96 106764 251 425.4 2026/27 32 1.52 648

2170            Reticulation 30/06/1993 1995/96 94122 251 375.0 2026/27 32 1.52 571

                      

  Post-1996 Works                   

2205 PH Correction Scheme -Tyrolean Share 30/06/1999 1998/99 83398 251 332.3 2026/27 29 2.21 733 

2220 Ph Correction Scheme - Tyrolean Share 30/06/2000 1999/2000 5231 251 20.8 2026/27 28 2.16 45 

2203 Subsidised Scheme CN - TV share 30/06/1999 1998/99 13748 251 54.8 2026/27 29 2.21 121 

                      
 Total for Tyrolean Village - low zone developments (not needing high level infrastructure)        6120 
                      
  Alpine Sands/Willow Bay/Tyrolean - using High Level Reservoir                   

Plan  Willow Bay High Level Reservoir & Trunk Water Mains (Tyrolean Share) 2009/10 2009/10 $158,212 22 7191.4 2019/20 11 1.37 9859 
                      
  Total for Tyrolean Village - using high level water                 15979 

Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.  
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure  
  
Note 2a: East Jind, Will Bay/Alpine Sands & Tyrolean Village overall Capacity Estimates have been based on peak demand of 3kL/ET as per DLWC Guidelinesguidelines   
 & total reservoir capacity 3.44 ML based on 2 x 0.17ML in 1983, 2.5ML Kunama Reservoir in 1992, 0.6ML Willow Bay High Zone in 2006/07 (see note 2b below).   
Therefore 3.44 ML = 1147 ET. However, costs have been proportioned to exclude EJ & WB.  
Note 2b: 0.6ML Willow Bay High Zone Reservoir services Alpine Sands/Willow Bay and Tyrolean Village. As per Link Management memos 17 of 94 lots  serviced  by the high 
 level water reservoir & system will be in Tyrolean Village & balance in Willow Bay, so costs for Tyrolean Village High Level Reservoir & Mains have been factored by 17/94 = 0.181  
Assuming there will be some multiple occupancy then 17 Tyrolean Village High Zone lots converts to 17 x 1.3 ET (Link estimate) = 22 ET.  
  
Note 3: Assumes 562 ET (for 263 for East Jindabyne, 116 for Willow Bay & 183 for Tyrolean Village) as at 30 June 2007 and 915 at June 2027 ( 323 for EJ, 341 for WB, 251 for TV) 
However capacity is 1147 - therefore at 2026/27 the proportion of take-up is 915/1147 = 0.80. Hence the capital cost is factored by 0.80 
  
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years) 
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments 
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Attachment B – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Tyrolean Village Sewer 
B.1 – Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works (shared with Jindabyne, East Jindabyne and Willow Bay catchments) Capital charge 

  Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year 
of    

commissioning 
for  ROI1 

Capital Cost 
(2007/08) ($) 

Capacity2 

(ETs)

Capital  
Cost  per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 2

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 3

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08) 

        [1] [2] [3] [4] 
(5) = 

(3)/(4) [6]
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8]
(9) = 

(5)x(8) 
                     

Asset No. Pre-1996 Works                   
2276 Treatment Works Twin 4000EP Bathurst Boxes 1980/81 1995/96 $2,289,350 4667 490.5 2023/24 29 1.47  720 
2277 Treatment Works Siteworks 8000EP 1980/81 1995/96 $449,500 4667 96.3 2023/24 29 1.47  141 
2278 Prelim Treatment 1980/81 1995/96 $868,000 4667 186.0 2023/24 29 1.47  273 
2279 Treatment Lagoons stage 1 1980/81 1995/96 $381,300 4667 81.7 2023/24 29 1.47  120 
2280 Treatment Lagoons stage 2 & road 1988/89 1995/96 $896,402 4667 192.1 2023/24 29 1.47  282 
2281 Sewerage Treatment - chemical 1988/89 1995/96 $194,733 4667 41.7 2023/24 29 1.47  61 
2282 Building Concrete works PE 1988/89 1995/96 $424,700 4667 91.0 2023/24 29 1.47  134 

                      
  Post-1996 Works                   

2350 Treatment Works 2001/02 2001/02 16587 4667 3.6 2023/24 23 1.91  7 
2329 Jindabyne Golf Course Effluent study 1999/2000 1999/2000 89813 4667 19.2 2023/24 25 2.00  39 

                      
  Future Works                   

Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Concept Study 2008/09 2008/09 $100,000 4667 21.4 2023/24 16 1.58  34 
Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 2009/10 2009/10 $1,000,000 4667 214.3 2023/24 15 1.54  330 
Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation 2012/13 2012/13 $3,000,000 4667 642.8 2023/24 13 1.45  934 

                      
  Total Capital Charge per ET for Jindabyne, East Jindabyne & Tyrolean Village for Jindabyne STW   3074 

  
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.  
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure  
  
Note 2: Jindabyne STW was built to have a capacity of 8000EP in 1981 but was enhanced to go to 10000EP. It is proposed  to upgrade  the STW in 2013 by  
adding an extra capacity of 4000EP. This gives an estimated EP capacity of the Jindabyne STW system of 14000 which is equivalent to 4667 ET.. 
With a total of 3516 ETs as at June 2007 (for Jindabyne @ 2954, East Jindabyne @ 263, Willow Bay @ 116, Tyrolean Village @ 183), and  
4871 ETs in June 2027 (3956 @ Jindabyne, 323 @ East Jindabyne, 341 at Willow Bay and 251 at Tyrolean Village). Growth averages 67.75 ET per yr. 
This indicates capacity of the sewerage system will be reached around 2023/24 
  
Note 3: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years) 
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments 

  
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5 
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B.2 – Tyrolean Village Catchment Sewerage Distribution Works Capital Charge 

 Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year 
of  

commissioning 
for  ROI1

Capital 
Cost2 

(2007/08 $) 
Capacity3 

(ETs) 

Capital  
Cost  per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 3

Take-
Up 

Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08) 

         [1] [2] [3] [4]
(5) = 

(3)/(4) [6]

(7) = 
(6)-

(2)+1 [8]
(9) = 

(5)x(8) 

Asset 
No. 

Pre-1996 Works          

2287 Sewer Mains UPVC 30/06/1993 1995/96 $166,404 242      687.6 2023/24 29 1.47 1009 

2298 Sewer Pump Station 30/06/1994 1995/96 $155,000 242      640.5 2023/24 29 1.47 940 

2288 Rainbow Beach Sewer Mains UPVC 30/06/1994 1995/96 $158,306 242      654.2 2023/24 29 1.47 960 

2299 Rainbow Beach Sewer P/S 30/06/1994 1995/96 $104,009 242      429.8 2023/24 29 1.47 631 

2286 Sewer Mains UPVC - Tyrolean  Proportion 30/06/1993 1995/96 $46,871 242      193.7 2023/24 29 1.47 284 
           
    Total for Tyrolean Village  developments not using SPS 6  3823 
           
 Post-1996 Works for Tyrolean Village           

Plan 

Construct EJSPS # 6 & RM based on Link 
Management Memo - includes total cost for Willow 
Bay and Tyrolean Village and total ET in the 
calculation 2006/07      2006/07 $731,186  3498.5209 2023/24 18 58511.67

           
    Total for Tyrolean Village developments  using SPS 6   9674 
           
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.         

      
   

      

  
     

      

           

           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure  
     

    

Note 2: The Capital costs for pre-1996 works have  been taken at 50% of full value based on 50% grant subsidy when built.  
     
Note 3: Jindabyne STW was built to have a capacity of 8000EP in 1981 but was enhanced to go to 10000EP. It is proposed  to upgrade  the STW in 2013 by  
adding an extra capacity of 4000EP. This gives an estimated EP capacity of the Jindabyne STW system of 14000 which is equivalent to 4667 ET..  
With a total of 3516 ETs as at June 2007 (for Jindabyne @ 2954, East Jindabyne @ 263, Willow Bay @ 116, Tyrolean Village @ 183), and    
4871 ETs in June 2027 (3956 @ Jindabyne, 323 @ East Jindabyne, 341 at Willow Bay and 251 at Tyrolean Village). Growth averages 67.75 ET per yr.  
This indicates capacity of the sewerage system will be reached around 2023/24        
SPS 6 has been estimated to have a capacity to serve 209 ET (Link memo to SRSC) covering both Willow Bay and Tyrolean Village 
      

 

Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years) 
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments       

Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5  
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Attachment C – Calculation of the Reduction Amount for Tyrolean Village Water 
 

PV of New ETs (ie Growth of 3.4 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount)  -36  

Assume: Renewal Expenditure occurs at end of life of asset - uses NSW Ref Rates Manual asset lives   

Relevant Assets to be renewed or upgraded in next 50 years: 

Asset No. Description Year built  

Meera 
Renewal 
Cost Life of Asset 

Year of 
Replacement 

Plan Renewal Refurbishment of Lime Dosing Plant - TV share 1998/99 2,124 25 2008/09 

Plan Renewal Refurbishment of Lime Dosing Plant - TV share 30/06/1992 7,080 25 2011/12 

Plan Renewal Intake PS M & E Works - TV Share 1998/99 70,800 25 2016/17 

2135 2 x 0.17ML Reservoirs -Tyrolean  share 30/06/1983 7631 

Roof -40yr (15% 
cost), Structure-

100yr  2022/23 
2205 PH Correction Scheme -Tyrolean Share 30/06/1999 83398 25 yrs 2023/24 
2220 Ph Correction Scheme - Tyrolean Share 30/06/2000 5231 25 yrs 2024/25 

2134 Kunama Reservoir - 2.5ML - Tyrolean share 30/06/1992 31002 
Roof -40yr (15% 

cost) 2031/32 
      

Plan Renewal Intake PS M & E Works - EJ Share 2016/17 70,800 25 2041/42 

      
      

 NPV of Renewals   $92,273   
 ETs as at 30 June 2007  183   
 PV of new ETs  -36   
 Reduction Amount per ET   -$421.30   

 
Attachment D – Calculation of Reduction Amount for Tyrolean Village Sewer 
 
D.1 - Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works (shared with Jindabyne, East Jindabyne and Alpine Sands catchments) 
Assume: Renewal Expenditure occurs at end of life of asset - uses NSW Ref Rates Manual asset lives  
      
Relevant Assets to be renewed or upgraded in next 50 years:    

Asset No. Description Year built MEERA Renewal Cost Life of Asset Year of Replacement 
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Attachment D – Calculation of Sewer Reduction Amount for Tyrolean Village Catchment 

 D.1 - Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works (shared with Jindabyne and East Jindabyne catchments) 
  
PV of New ETs for Jindabyne, E Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village  
  (ie Growth of 67.75 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount)   
     

Relevant Assets to be renewed in next 50 years based on SRSC plan and life of assets as per NSW Ref Rates Manual : 
     

Asset No. Description    

  Year built Meera Renewal Cost Life of Asset 

Plan 
Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 

30/06/2010 1000000 20 yrs 

     

2276 Treatment Works Twin 4000EP 30/06/1981 2289350 50 yrs 

2278 Prelim Treatment  30/06/1981 868000 50 yrs 

2279 Treatment Lagoons stage 1 30/06/1981 381300 50 yrs 

2277 Treatment Works Siteworks 8000EP 30/06/1981 449500 50 yrs 
   3988150  

     

2350 Treatment Lagoons stage 2 & road 30/06/1989 896402 50 yrs 

2282 Building Concrete works PE 30/06/1989 424700 50 yrs 

   1321102  

     

Plan 
Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 

2029/30 1000000 20 yrs 

     
 NPV of Renewals     
     
 PV of new ETs    
 ETs Jind, E Jind, Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village as at 30 June 2007  
 Reduction Amount per ET       
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D.2 – Tyrolean Village Catchment Sewerage Distribution Works 
 
PV of New ETs (ie Growth of 3.4 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount)  -36  
      
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p38 
      
Relevant Assets to be renewed in next 50 years based on SRSC plan and life of assets as per NSW Ref Rates Manual : 

Asset No. Description Year built 
Meera Renewal 
Cost Life of Asset Year of Replacement 

SRSC Plan based on $1m 
expenditu

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr
2019 

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr
2019 

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr
2019 

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr
2019 

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr
2019 

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr
2019 

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr
2019 

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr
2019 

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr
2019 

  
 
 
 
 

re from 2019 
Tyrolean Village proportion of Pump Station Renewals for East Jindabyne, 
Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (27.43%) 1992-1994 54860 20 yrs approx 2019/20 

om Tyrolean Village proportion of Pump Station Renewals for East Jindabyne, 
Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (27.43%) 1992-1994 54860 20 yrs approx 2020/21 

om Tyrolean Village proportion of Pump Station Renewals for East Jindabyne, 
Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (27.43%) 1992-1994 54860 20 yrs approx 2021/22 

om Tyrolean Village proportion of Pump Station Renewals for East Jindabyne, 
Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (27.43%) 1992-1994 54860 20 yrs approx 2022/23 

om Tyrolean Village proportion of Pump Station Renewals for East Jindabyne, 
Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (27.43%) 1992-1994 54860 20 yrs approx 2023/24 

om Tyrolean Village proportion of Pump Station Renewals for East Jindabyne, 
Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (27.43%) 2019/20 54860 20 yrs approx 2039/40 

om Tyrolean Village proportion of Pump Station Renewals for East Jindabyne, 
Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (27.43%) 2020/21 54860 20 yrs approx 2040/41 

om Tyrolean Village proportion of Pump Station Renewals for East Jindabyne, 
Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (27.43%) 2021/22 54860 20 yrs approx 2041/42 

om Tyrolean Village proportion of Pump Station Renewals for East Jindabyne, 
Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (27.43%) 2022/23 54860 20 yrs approx 2042/43 

om Tyrolean Village proportion of Pump Station Renewals for East Jindabyne, 
Willow Bay & Tyrolean System (27.43%) 2023/24 54860 20 yrs approx 2043/44 

      
    

NPV of Renewals    $134,482  
PV of new ETs   -36  
ETs as at 30 June 2007   183  
Reduction Amount per ET    -$614.02  
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Attachment E – Preparation, Review and Administration of Tyrolean Village Catchment Water & 

Sewer Plans 
 
Nexus  
 
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had to undertake a 
contribution study over the catchment area. The costs of this study were required in order to identify 
the types of public facilities for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting 
population, the cost of the required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" levied as a 
Section 64 contribution, the actual contribution rates and the preparation of the implementation 
schedules. These works and cost incurred are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's 
Environmental Services Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study, administration and any additional studies undertaken in the 
future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers under Section 64. The cost of 
future contribution plans, prepared in response to particular developments, should be recouped from 
the specific area. 
 
  
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement for Water or Sewer (note: Split equally 
between each)  
 

          =   C + R 
                                                 N 

                                                                     
                                                                    =           $4880+ $4200 
                                                                                   68 x 2 
                         
                                                                    =           $67 per ET each for Water or Sewer 
                                    
Where  
 
C = Proportion of Cost of 1998 Water & Sewer study based on Tyrolean Villages’s proportion of Water 

& Sewer ETs (4.0% of $27,000 = $1080) plus external ($2000) and internal costs of 2005 study 
($500), plus proportion of cost of current study (4.0% of $10000 for W & S asset revaluation plus 
4.0% for Tyrolean Village s64 costs proportion of total CP costs, assumed as 75%, of 2008 review 
= 0.04 x 10000 + 0.04 x 0.75 x 30000  = $1300). Total for past W & S studies is therefore = $4880 

R = Cost of updates and administration during the next ten years (2008/09 – 2017/18):  8 annual 
updates/administration at a cost of $200/ yr to update CPI & other factors plus a full review of this 
plan after approximately 5 & 10 years @ $1300 each based on 2008 study cost  = $4200 

N = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements created for Tyrolean Village Catchment over twenty 
years = 68 
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APPENDIX 1 – DSP 4 
 

Development Servicing Plan for Berridale Catchment  
Water & Sewer 

 
Summary 
 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Berridale development 
areas served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, 
Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation, pursuant to 
section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
The area covered by this DSP is shown on the Berridale Catchment Map – See the Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 
 
The timing and expenditures for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachments A 
and B. 
 
Standards of service to be provided in the DSP area are summarised in section 5. 
 
The water supply and sewerage developer charges for the area covered by this DSP have been calculated 
as follows: 
 

 Developer charges ($ per ET) 

Water Supply $7061 after 42.82% discount 

Sewerage $5984 after 29.15% discount 

 
 
Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 
In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted annually at 1 July on the basis of the 
movements in the CPI in the previous calendar year (Jan 1 to Dec 31), excluding the impact of GST. 
 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required to 
support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 
 
The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply and 
sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Section 64 of the Local Government Act 1993 enables a local government council to levy developer 
charges for water supply, sewerage and stormwater. This derives from a cross-reference in that Act 
to section 306 of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
A Development Servicing Plan (DSP) is a document which details the water supply [and/or 
sewerage] developer charges to be levied on development areas utilising a water utility’s water 
supply [and/or sewerage] infrastructure. 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Berridale 
development area served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water 
Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation 
pursuant to section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
This DSP supersedes any other requirements related to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges for the area covered by this DSP. This DSP takes precedence over any of Council’s codes 
or policies where there are any inconsistencies relating to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges. 
 
 

2. Administration 
 

DSP Name DSP No.4 for Berridale Water & Sewer 

DSP Area 
The area covered by this DSP is shown on the Berridale Catchment Map – 
See the Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this 
DSP is attached. 

DSP Boundaries 

The basis for defining the DSP area boundaries is as follows: 
• Water - This is an area served by a separate water supply system 
• Sewer – This is an area common to the water supply area and 

served by sewerage treatment works plus associated works in the 
Berridale catchment 

Payment of Developer Charges 

Developer charges are payable as follows: 

Subdivision – at release of Certificate of Subdivision 

Buildings – at release of approved Construction Certificate 

Development – at release of development application 
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3. Demographic and Land Use Planning Information 
 
 3.1 Growth Projections 

 
Growth projections for the number of Equivalent Tenements (ETs) are shown in the table below. 
These projections are based on information discussed in section 3 of the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2005 to which this DSP is attached. 

 
As the Snowy River Shire has a high tourism component the current and projected number of ETs is 
more of an indicator of growth than permanent population. Also, although development is likely to 
occur in specific blocks, projections have been based on an even distribution over the planning 
years. This is regarded as a conservative approach.  

 
 

TABLE 1 – GROWTH PROJECTIONS FOR THE AREA COVERED BY DSP…… 
 

Year 
Ending 

Number of Equivalent Tenements  Cumulative Number of ETs 
since 2006/07 

2006/07 772  
2011/12 794 22 
2016/17 815 43 
2021/22 837 65 
2026/27 858 86 

 
 

 3.2 Land Use Information 
This DSP should be read in conjunction with the Snowy River Local Environment Plan 1997 and the 
Snowy River Development Control Plan 1998 and any amendments. 

 
 

4. Water Supply and Sewerage Infrastructure 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed water supply headworks and water supply distribution 
works serving the area as shown on the Berridale catchment map (see map in the Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  

 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed sewerage major works and non-major works serving the 
area as shown on the Berridale catchment map (see map in the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  

 
 

4.1 Estimates of Capital Costs 
 The estimated capital cost of works serving the area covered by this DSP is shown in Attachment A 

for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 
 
 4.2 Timing of Works and Expenditure 
 The timing and expenditure for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachment 

A for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 
 
 
5. Standards of Service 
 System design and operation are based on targeting the following standards of service. 
 
 5.1 Water Supply 

 Treated water to 1996 NHMRC/ARMCANZ Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 98% of the 
time. 

 Minimum water pressure of 12 metres whilst conveying 6 litres per minute per residential 
connection under normal conditions for at least 90% of properties. 

 Water quality complaints less than 10 per 1,000 connected properties per annum. 
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 Less than 2 unplanned interruptions greater than 12 hours.  

 Nil programmed interruptions greater than 12 hours. 

 Water restrictions applying for not greater than 10% of the time on average. 
 
 5.2 Sewage 

 Sewage effluent meeting Environment Protection Authority 90 Percentile Licence Limits (BOD, 
SS, Total N, NH3N, Oil and Grease, Total P, Faecal coliforms). 

 All sewer chokes removed and service restored within 24 hours. 

 Sewer overflows to the environment less than 1 per 10 km of mains pr year. 

 Odour complaints less than 5 per 1000 properties per year. 
 

6. Design Parameters 
 
 6.1 Water Supply 

Investigation and design of water supply system components is based on the Water Supply 
Investigation Manual (1986). This Manual was prepared by NSW Public Works and is now managed 
by the Department of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources. 

 
 6.2 Sewage 

Investigation and design of sewerage system components is based on the Manual of Practice: Sewer 
Design (1984) and the Manual of Practice: Sewage Pumping Station Design (1986). These Manuals 
were prepared by NSW Public Works and are now managed by the Department of Infrastructure 
Planning and Natural Resources. 
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7. Calculated Developer Charges 
 
 7.1 Summary 
 The developer charges for the area covered by this DSP are as follows: 
 

 Capital Charge  
($ per ET) 

Reduction 
Amount 

($ per ET) 

 
Plan Development 
and Administration 

 ($ per ET) 
See Attachment E 

Calculated 
Developer  

Charge 
($ per ET) 

 
Charge after 

applying discounts 
($ per ET) 

 
Water Supply 
 

$13116 $891 $124 $12349 
 

$7061 after 42.82% 
discount 

 
Sewerage 
 

$10,786 $2,464 $124 $8446 
 

$5984 after 29.15% 
discount 

 
 Charges for different types of development are shown in section 10. 
 

7.2 Capital Charge 
 The capital charges for the area served by this DSP have been calculated as follows: 
  

7.3 Capital Charge Calculations 
Capital Charge calculations were calculated using the spreadsheet as indicated below. Details, 
assumptions and outcomes for Water are provided in Attachment A and for Sewer in Attachment B. 

 

Componen
t 

Year 
Commissio

ned 

Effective  
year  

of    
commissio

ning for  
ROI1

Capital  
Cost  

Capacit
y2 

(ETs) 
 

Capital 
 Cost  
per  
ET  

Year  
when 
Capac
ity is 

Taken  
up 

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  
on 

investm
ent 

Factor 

Capital 
Charge  
per ET  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) = 
(2)/(3) (6) (7) = (6)-

(1)+1 (8) (9) = (5)x(8) 

Pre-1996 Works         

          

          

Post-1996 Works         

          

Total          

 
  
 7.4 Reduction Amount 
 Council has adopted the Direct NPV method to calculate the Reduction Amount. The reduction 

amount is calculated as the renewal works and works to improve standards per ET, plus part of the 
net debt of the utility per ET. 

 
 The reduction amounts have been calculated as follows: 
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7.5 Reduction Amount Calculations 
The Reduction Amount =   PV (renewals expenditure) per ET  
                                          + PV (works for improving standards) per ET 
                                          + Part of net debt serviced by annual charges per ET 

 
For SRSC, there is currently no net debt for the utility.  

 
Details of Reduction Amount calculations for Water are included in Attachment C, while for Sewer 
they are provided in Attachment D  
 

 7.6 Reviewing/Updating of Calculated Developer Charges 
 Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 

In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted on 1 July each year on the 
basis of movements in the CPI (based on the Canberra All Goods Index), in the preceding 12 
months to December, excluding the impact of GST. 

 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required 
to support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 

 
 7.7 Reticulation Works 
 The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply 

and sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
 

7.8  Funding of Essential Assets by Developer 
 In some cases a developer may wish to proceed with a development before essential assets, such 

as a water main or reservoir, are in place. Provided that there are no other constraints to the 
development, construction of the essential assets may be approved. In such cases the assets will be 
sized by the utility in accordance with the requirements of the DSP and the full capital cost will be 
met by this developer. 
  
If the asset funded by this developer will serve other future development, the developer should be 
reimbursed when the utility collects developer charges from the future development. The utility and 
the developer must enter into an agreement stating how the developer will be reimbursed in the 
future. 

 
 
8. Reference Documents 
 Background information and calculations relating to this DSP are contained in the following 

documents: 
 Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 1998 Appendix 1: Water & Sewer (adopted by 

Council on 20 April 1999) 
 Snowy River Shire Residential Planning Project – Final Report October 2005 – SGS Economics 

& Planning 
 SRSC Asset Accounting System registers for Water & Sewer Assets 
 NSW Reference Rates Manual for Valuation of Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater Assets 

(NSW Government Ministry of Energy and Utilities June 2003) 
 NSW Government Land & Water Conservation Guidelines: Developer Charges for Water Supply, 

Sewerage and Stormwater (December 2002) 
 Snowy Development Contributions Plan 2005 – approved By SRSC on May 16, 2006 
 Snowy River Shire Council Water and Sewer Asset Register as updated November 2007 – 

January 2008. 
 Spreadsheets developed to conduct calculations in this study (held by SRSC)  

 
 These documents contain detailed calculations for the capital charge and reduction amount, 

including asset commissioning dates, size/length of assets, MEERA valuation of assets, and financial 
modelling for calculation of reduction amounts. These documents can be reviewed in Council’s 
offices by appointment.  
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9. Other DSPs and Related Plans 

 The SRSC Water and Sewer Contributions Plan contains the following DSPs (including this DSP): 
 DSP 1 – Jindabyne Catchment Water and Sewer 
 DSP 2 – East Jindabyne Water and Sewer 
 DSP 3 – Tyrolean Village Water and Sewer 
 DSP 4 – Berridale Water and Sewer 
 DSP 5 – Kalkite Water and Sewer 
 DSP 6 - Alpine Sands/Willow Bay Water and Sewer 
 DSP 7 – Adaminaby Water and Sewer 

 
These DSPs are included in Appendix 1 of SRSC Contributions Plan 2008. Also included in the 
SRSC Contributions Plan 2008 are Appendices 2 to 9  which cover various components of s94 
Development Contributions. 
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10. Charges for different types of development 

Type of Dwelling/Premises Unit of Measure for 
Contribution Equivalent Tenements 

Contribution Rate for 
Water @ $7061 per 

ET 

Contribution Rate 
for Sewer @ $5984 

per ET 

Subdivision lot 1 $7061 $5984 

Dwellings  - 1 bedroom bedroom 0.57 $4025 $3411 

Dwellings - 2 bedrooms 2 bedrooms 0.71 $5013 $4249 

Dwellings - 3 or 4 bedrooms 3 or 4 bedrooms 1 $7061 $5984 

Dwellings - > 4 bedrooms bedroom 1 plus 0.29 per extra  
bedroom > 4 

$7061 + $2048 per b/r 
> 4 

$5984+ $1735 per 
b/r >4 

Lodges, resorts & motels room 0.29 $2048 $1735  

Child Care Centres per 20 children greater 
than 20 1 $7061 $5984 

20 day students 1 $7061 $5984 
Educational Establishments 

6 boarders 1 $7061 $5984 

Camping Grounds site 0.29 $2048 $1735  

Tourism facilities room and/or impact of day 
visitors 

0.29 per room or subject to 
individual assessment if 

significant numbers of day 
visitors 

$2048 per room or 
individual assessment 

$1735 or individual 
assessment 

Commercial - offices 100m2 of floor space 0.1 $706 $598 

Commercial  - retail 100m2 of floor space 0.1 $706 $598 

Commercial - restaurants 100m2 of floor space 0.8 $5649 $4787 

Industrial - light industry lot 1 $7061 $5984 

Industrial - heavy industry Dependent on impact Subject to individual 
assessment 

Subject to individual 
assessment 

Subject to individual 
assessment 
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Attachment A – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Berridale Water 

 Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year 
of   

commissioning 
for  ROI1  

Capital Cost 
(2007/08) ($) 

Capacity2 

(ETs) 

Capital 
Cost per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 3

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08) 

   [1] [2] [3] [4] 
(5) = 

(3)/(4) [6] 
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8] 
(9) = 

(5)x(8) 
Asset Pre-1996 Works                   
2126 Reservoir 1.5ML 30/06/1981 1995/96 497193 858 579.5 2026/27 32 1.52  883 
2174 Industrial Estate Mains 30/06/1989 1995/96 101946 858 118.8 2026/27 32 1.52  181 
2150 Intake 3 X - Berridale Share 30/06/1992 1995/96 1034334 858 1205.5 2026/27 32 1.52  1837 
2128 Barneys Range Balance Tank - 0.2 ML 30/06/1992 1995/96 98161 858 114.4 2026/27 32 1.52  174 
2151 EJ - Berridale - 2 Boosters 30/06/1992 1995/96 1368981 858 1595.5 2026/27 32 1.52  2431 
2175 Trunk Main (East Jindabyne - Berridale) 30/06/1992 1995/96 2796918 858 3259.8 2026/27 32 1.52  4967 
2176 Rising Main (East Jind - Berridale)  30/06/1992 1995/96 647032 858 754.1 2026/27 32 1.52  1149 
2127 Berridale Reservoirs -  Roofs 30/06/1994 1995/96 168084 858 195.9 2026/27 32 1.52  299 

                      
  Post-1996 Works                   

2180 Minor Works Subsidised Scheme 30/06/1997 1996/97 50700 858 59.1 2026/27 31 2.31 137 
2203 Subsidised Scheme CN - Berridale share 30/06/1999 1998/99 43608 858 50.8 2026/27 29 2.21 112 
2205 PH Correction Scheme - Berr share 30/06/1999 1998/99 264481 858 308.3 2026/27 29 2.21 680 
2220 Ph Correction Scheme - Berr share 30/06/2000 1999/2000 16590 858 19.3 2026/27 28 2.16 42 
2229 Minor Works - East Jind pH Control 30/06/2001 2000/01 9252 858 10.8 2026/27 27 2.11 23 
2250 Mains Reticulation 10/12/2003 2003/04 70754 858 82.5 2026/27 24 1.96 161 
3250 Berridale Water Mains 2006 30/06/2006 2005/06 18412 858 21.5 2026/27 22 1.86 40 

                      
Plan Berridale Chlorination System 2008/09 2008/09 37120 858 43.3 2026/27 19 1.72 74 

                      
  Total                 13116 
           

Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.         
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure       
Note 2: Capacity Estimates have been calculated as follows. 2.31 ML Reservoir total capacity (based on 0.16Ml,  0.45Ml & 1.5Ml in Berridale plus 0.2 Ml for   
Barney's Range). As EP for ET in Berridale is about 2.5 based on 1998 land use study (lower than figure of 3 usually in Shire from same study). Use      
2.5kl/ET to calculate capacity requirements. (Note: DLWC guidelines uses 3kl/ET where EP/ET averages 3)      
Capacity in ETs is therefore 2.31/0.0025= 924 ETs          
Note 3: Based on ETs in Berridale being 772 at June 2007 and 86 new ET over 20 years (based on previous 10 years' growth) then 858 ET in June 2027.   
If capacity of system is 924 ET then at 2026/27 then 858/924 = 0.928 of capacity is taken up. Therefore adjust capital usage by this factor.     
There was a 50% subsidy for Jindabyne to Berridale system but full cost utilised in the MEERA calculations      
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years)       
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments       

           
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5    
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Attachment B – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Berridale Sewer 
           

 Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year 
of    

commissioning 
for  ROI1 

Capital 
Cost 

(2007/08)  
($) 

Capacity2 

(ETs)

Capital  
Cost  

per ET  
(2007/08) 

$ 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 3

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  per 

ET  (2007/08) 
$ 

   [1] [2] [3] [4] 
(5) = 

(3)/(4) [6] 
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8] (9) = (5)x(8) 

Asset 
No. 

Pre-1996 Works                 

  No charges included due to age of assets                   

                      

  Post-1996 Works                   

2314 Subsidised Sewerage Scheme 30/06/1998 1997/98 $197,688 858 230.4 2026/27 30 2.26 521 

2315 Subsidised Sewerage Scheme 30/06/1999 1998/99 $12,895 858 15.0 2026/27 29 2.21 33 

2348 Upgrade Telemetry System (Sewer 50%) 17/10/2001 2001/02 $6,090 858 7.1 2026/27 26 2.05 15 

2346 Treatment Works (M & E) 30/06/2002 2001/02 $9,621 858 11.2 2026/27 26 2.05 23 

2349 Sewerage scheme  30/06/2003 2002/03 $10,972 858 12.8 2026/27 25 2.00 26 

2352 Telemetry - Sewer (Catchment 14.55%) 3/12/2003 2003/04 $12,950 858 15.1 2026/27 24 1.96 30 

2354 Berridale PWD -Coolamatong 80mm sewer 30/06/2004 2003/04 $10,575 858 12.3 2026/27 24 1.96 24 

2357 Sewer PWD 2004 STW  30/06/2004 2003/04 $284,350 858 331.4 2026/27 24 1.96 648 

2358 Berridale Sewer Scheme 30/06/2005 2004/05 $426,253 858 496.8 2026/27 23 1.91 947 

                      

  Future Works                   

Plan Berridale STW Augmentation Pre- Construction 2008/09 2008/09 $1,149,994  858 1340.3 2026/27 19 1.72  2303 
Plan Berridale STW Augmentation  Construction 2009/10 2009/10 $3,104,738  858 3618.6 2026/27 19 1.72  6217 

                      

  Total                 10786 
           
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.         
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure       
Note 2: Assumes that new sewer expenditure in 2008/09 will upgrade Berridale Sewer capacity to meet demand till 2026/27     
Capital Costs for Planned STW Augmentation are expected to receive 30% government grants but these have not been taken into account    
Note 3: With a total of 772  ETs for Berridale at June 2007 then at average 4.3 ET/yr  the total ETs becomes 858 at 2026/27.      
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years)       
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments       
           
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5   
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Attachment C – Calculation of the Reduction Amount for Berridale Water 
PV of New ETs (ie Growth of 4.3 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount)  -45.55  
Relevant Assets to be renewed or upgraded in next 50 years:    

Asset No. Description Year built 

Meera 
Renewal 

Cost  
Life of 
Asset 

Year of 
Replacement 

Plan 
Renewal 

Refurbishment of Lime Dosing Plant - 
Berridale share 1998/99 7,259 25 2008/09 

Plan 
Renewal 

Refurbishment of Lime Dosing Plant - 
Berridale share 30/06/1992 24,195 25 2011/12 

Plan 
Renewals Pump  Replacements 1992 300000 25 2015/16 

Plan 
Renewal 

Intake PS M & E Works - Berridale 
share 1998/99 241,950 25 2016/17 

Plan 
Renewals Pump Replacements 1992 300000 25 2019/20 

2180 Minor Works Subsidised Scheme 30/06/1997 50700 25 yrs 2021/22 

2189 
Minor Works Subsidised Scheme - 
PWD 30/06/1998 8677 25 yrs 2022/23 

            

2203 
Subsidised Scheme CN - Berridale 
share 30/06/1999 43608 25 yrs 2023/24 

2205 Ph Correction Scheme 30/06/1999 264481 25 yrs 2023/24 
      308090     
            

2220 Ph Correction Scheme 30/06/2000 16590 25 yrs 2024/25 
2229 Minor Works - East Jind pH Control 30/06/2001 9252 25 yrs 2025/26 

2128 Barneys Range Balance Tank - 0.2 ML 30/06/1992 14724 
Roof 15% 

40 yrs 2031/32 
2127 Berridale Reservoirs -  Roofs 30/06/1994 168084 40 yrs  2033/34 
Plan  Chlorination System 2008/09 40000 30 2038/39 

Plan 
Renewals Pump  Replacements 2015/16 300000 25 2040/41 
Plan 
Renewal Intake PS M & E Works - EJ Share 2016/17 241,950 25 2041/42 
Plan 
Renewals Pump Replacements 2019/20 300000 25 2044/45 

2205 Ph Correction Scheme 2023/24 264481 25 yrs 2048/49 
2220 Ph Correction Scheme 2024/25 16590 25 yrs 2049/50 
2229 Minor Works - East Jind pH Control 2025/26 9252 25 yrs 2050/51     
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 NPV of Renewals   $728,714   
 PV of new ETs     
 ETs at 2006/07    
 Total ETs for Calculation     
 Reduction Amount per ET       

     
     

 

-46 
772 
-818 

-$891
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Attachment D – Calculation of Reduction Amount for Berridale Sewer 
 

      
PV of New ETs (ie Growth of 4.3 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount)  
      
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p38 
      
Relevant Assets to be renewed in next 50 years based on SRSC plan and life of assets as per NSW Ref Rates Manual : 
      

Asset No.

-46  

 Description Year built 
Meera 
Renewal Cost 

Life of 
Asset Year of Replacement 

2285 Sewer Mains AC 30/06/1970 $2,780,224 45 yrs 2014/15 

            

Long term 
Plan Treatment works (M & E) 2008/09 $931,421 20 years 2028/29 

            

Long term 
Plan Treatment works (M & E) 2028/29 $931,421 20 years 2048/49 

      
      

 NPV of Renewals     $2,014,466 
      
 PV of new ETs    
 ETs as at 30 June 2007    772 
 Reduction Amount per ET     

-46  

-$2,464.01 
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Attachment E – Preparation, Review and Administration of Berridale Catchment Water & Sewer 

Plans 
 
Nexus  
 
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had to undertake a 
contribution study over the catchment area. The costs of this study were required in order to identify 
the types of public facilities for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting 
population, the cost of the required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" levied as a 
Section 64 contribution, the actual contribution rates and the preparation of the implementation 
schedules. These works and cost incurred are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's 
Environmental Services Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study, administration and any additional studies undertaken in the 
future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers under Section 64. The cost of 
future contribution plans, prepared in response to particular developments, should be recouped from 
the specific area. 
 
  
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement for Water or Sewer (note: Split equally 
between each)  
 

          =   C + R 
                                                 N 

                                                                     
                                                                     =           $10652 + $10600 
                                                                                    86 x 2 
                         
                                                                      =           $124 per ET for Water or Sewer 
                                    
Where  
 
C = Proportion of Cost of 1998 Water & Sewer study based on Berridale’s proportion of Water & Sewer 

ETs (13.7% of $27,000 = $3699) plus external ($2000) and internal costs of 2005 study ($500), 
plus proportion of cost of current study (13.7% of $10000 for W & S asset revaluation plus 13.7% 
for Berridale’s s64 costs proportion of total CP costs, assumed as 75%, of 2008 review = 0.137x 
10000 + 0.137 x 0.75 x 30000  = $4453). Total for past W & S studies is therefore = $10652 

R = Cost of updates and administration during the next ten years (2008/09 – 2017/18):  8 annual 
updates/administration at a cost of $200/ yr to update CPI & other factors plus a full review of this 
plan after approximately 5 & 10 years @ $4500 each based on 2008 study cost  = $10600 

N = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements created for Berridale Catchment over twenty years = 
86 
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APPENDIX 1 – DSP 5 
 

Development Servicing Plan for Kalkite Catchment  
Water & Sewer 

 
Summary 
 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Kalkite development 
areas served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, 
Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation, pursuant to 
section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
The area covered by this DSP is shown on the Kalkite catchment map – see the Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 
 
The timing and expenditures for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachments A 
and B. 
 
Standards of service to be provided in the DSP area are summarised in section 5. 
 
The water supply and sewerage developer charges for the area covered by this DSP have been calculated 
as follows: 
 

 Developer charges ($ per ET) 

Water Supply $4890 

Sewerage $6333 

 
 
Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 
In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted annually at 1 July on the basis of the 
movements in the CPI in the previous calendar year (Jan 1 to Dec 31), excluding the impact of GST. 
 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required to 
support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 
 
The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply and 
sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Section 64 of the Local Government Act 1993 enables a local government council to levy developer 
charges for water supply, sewerage and stormwater. This derives from a cross-reference in that Act 
to section 306 of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
A Development Servicing Plan (DSP) is a document which details the water supply [and/or 
sewerage] developer charges to be levied on development areas utilising a water utility’s water 
supply [and/or sewerage] infrastructure. 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Kalkite development 
areas served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water 
Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation 
pursuant to section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
This DSP supersedes any other requirements related to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges for the area covered by this DSP. This DSP takes precedence over any of Council’s codes 
or policies where there are any inconsistencies relating to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges. 
 
 

2. Administration 
 

DSP Name DSP No.5 for Kalkite Water & Sewer 

DSP Area 
The area covered by this DSP is shown on the Kalkite Catchment Map – 
See the Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this 
DSP is attached. 

DSP Boundaries 

The basis for defining the DSP area boundaries is as follows: 
• Water - This is an area served by a separate water supply system 
• Sewer – This is an area common to the water supply area and 

served by sewerage treatment works plus associated works in the 
Kalkite catchment 

Payment of Developer Charges 

Developer charges are payable as follows: 

Subdivision – at release of Certificate of Subdivision 

Buildings – at release of approved Construction Certificate 

Development – at release of development application 
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3. Demographic and Land Use Planning Information 
 
 3.1 Growth Projections 

 
Growth projections for the number of Equivalent Tenements (ETs) are shown in the table below. 
These projections are based on information discussed in section 3 of the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 

 
As the Snowy River Shire has a high tourism component the current and projected number of ETs is 
more of an indicator of growth than permanent population. Also, although development is likely to 
occur in specific blocks, projections have been based on an even distribution over the planning 
years. This is regarded as a conservative approach.  

 
 

TABLE 1 – GROWTH PROJECTIONS FOR THE AREA COVERED BY DSP…… 
 

Year 
Ending 

Number of Equivalent Tenements  Cumulative Number of ETs 
since 2006/07 

2006/07 179  
2011/12 192 13 
2016/17 204 25 
2021/22 217 38 
2026/27 229 50 

 
 

 3.2 Land Use Information 
This DSP should be read in conjunction with the Snowy River Local Environment Plan 1997 and the 
Snowy River Development Control Plan 1998 and any amendments. 

 
 

4. Water Supply and Sewerage Infrastructure 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed water supply headworks and water supply distribution 
works serving the area as shown on the Kalkite catchment map (see map in the Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  

 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed sewerage major works and non-major works serving the 
area as shown on the Kalkite catchment map (see map in the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  
 

 
4.1 Estimates of Capital Costs 

 The estimated capital cost of works serving the area covered by this DSP is shown in Attachment A 
for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 

 
 4.2 Timing of Works and Expenditure 
 The timing and expenditure for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachment 

A for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 
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5. Standards of Service 
 System design and operation are based on providing the following standards of service. 
 
 5.1 Water Supply 

 Treated water to 1996 NHMRC/ARMCANZ Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 98% of the 
time. 

 Minimum water pressure of 12 metres whilst conveying 6 litres per minute per residential 
connection under normal conditions for at least 90% of properties. 

 Water quality complaints less than 10 per 1,000 connected properties per annum. 

 Less than 2 unplanned interruptions greater than 12 hours.  

 Nil programmed interruptions greater than 12 hours. 

 Water restrictions applying for not greater than 10% of the time on average. 
 
 5.2 Sewage 

 Sewage effluent meeting Environment Protection Authority 90 Percentile Licence Limits (BOD, 
SS, Total N, NH3N, Oil and Grease, Total P, Faecal coliforms). 

 All sewer chokes removed and service restored within 24 hours. 

 Sewer overflows to the environment less than 1 per 10 km of mains pr year. 

 Odour complaints less than 5 per 1000 properties per year. 
 

6. Design Parameters 
 
 6.1 Water Supply 

Investigation and design of water supply system components is based on the Water Supply 
Investigation Manual (1986). This Manual was prepared by NSW Public Works and is now managed 
by the Department of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources. 

 
 6.2 Sewage 

Investigation and design of sewerage system components is based on the Manual of Practice: Sewer 
Design (1984) and the Manual of Practice: Sewage Pumping Station Design (1986). These Manuals 
were prepared by NSW Public Works and are now managed by the Department of Infrastructure 
Planning and Natural Resources. 
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7. Calculated Developer Charges 
 
 7.1 Summary 
 The developer charges for the area covered by this DSP are as follows: 
 

 Capital Charge  
($ per ET) 

Reduction 
Amount 

($ per ET) 

 
Plan 

Development and 
Administration ($ 

per ET) 

Calculated 
Developer  

Charge 
($ per ET) 

 
Water Supply 

 

 
$6408 

 

 
$1593 

 
$75 

 
$4890 

 
Sewerage 

 
$8766 $2508 $75 $6333 

 
Developer Charges for different types of Development are shown in section 10. 
 

 
7.2 Capital Charge 

 The capital charges for the area served by this DSP have been calculated as follows: 
  
 

7.3 Capital Charge Calculations 
Capital Charge calculations were calculated using the spreadsheet as indicated below. Details, 
assumptions and outcomes for Water are provided in Attachment A and for Sewer in Attachment B. 

 

Componen
t 

Year 
Commissio

ned 

Effective  
year  

of    
commissio

ning for  
ROI1

Capital  
Cost  

Capacit
y2 

(ETs) 
 

Capital 
 Cost  
per  
ET  

Year  
when 
Capac
ity is 

Taken  
up 

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  
on 

investm
ent 

Factor 

Capital 
Charge  
per ET  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) = 
(2)/(3) (6) (7) = (6)-

(1)+1 (8) (9) = (5)x(8) 

Pre-1996 Works         

          

          

Post-1996 Works         

          

Total          

 
  
 7.4 Reduction Amount 
 Council has adopted the Direct NPV method to calculate the Reduction Amount. The reduction 

amount is calculated as the renewal works and works to improve standards per ET, plus part of the 
net debt of the utility per ET. 

 
 The reduction amounts have been calculated as follows: 
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7.5 Reduction Amount Calculations 
The Reduction Amount =   PV (renewals expenditure) per ET  
                                          + PV (works for improving standards) per ET 
                                          + Part of net debt serviced by annual charges per ET 

 
For SRSC, there is currently no net debt for the utility.  

 
Details of Reduction Amount calculations for Water are included in Attachment C, while for Sewer 
they are provided in Attachment D  
 

 7.6 Reviewing/Updating of Calculated Developer Charges 
 Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 

In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted on 1 July each year on the 
basis of movements in the CPI (based on the Canberra All Groups Index), in the preceding 12 
months to December, excluding the impact of GST. 

 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required 
to support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 

 
 
 7.7 Reticulation Works 
 The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply 

and sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
 
  

7.8   Funding of Essential Assets by Developer 
 In some cases a developer may wish to proceed with a development before essential assets, such 

as a water main or reservoir, are in place. Provided that there are no other constraints to the 
development, construction of the essential assets may be approved. In such cases the assets will be 
sized by the utility in accordance with the requirements of the DSP and the full capital cost will be 
met by this developer. 
  
If the asset funded by this developer will serve other future development, the developer should be 
reimbursed when the utility collects developer charges from the future development. The utility and 
the developer must enter into an agreement stating how the developer will be reimbursed in the 
future. 

 
 
8. Reference Documents 
 Background information and calculations relating to this DSP are contained in the following 

documents: 
 Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 1998 Appendix 1: Water & Sewer (adopted by 

Council on 20 April 1999) 
 Snowy River Shire Residential Planning Project – Final Report October 2005 – SGS Economics 

& Planning 
 SRSC Asset Accounting System registers for Water & Sewer Assets 
 NSW Reference Rates Manual for Valuation of Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater Assets 

(NSW Government Ministry of Energy and Utilities June 2003) 
 NSW Government Land & Water Conservation Guidelines: Developer Charges for Water Supply, 

Sewerage and Stormwater (December 2002) 
 Snowy Development Contributions Plan 2005 – approved By SRSC on May 16, 2006 
 Snowy River Shire Council Water and Sewer Asset Register as updated November 2007 – 

January 2008. 
 Data provided by SRSC personnel to calculate equivalent tenements 
 Spreadsheets developed to conduct calculations in this study (held by SRSC)  

 
 These documents contain detailed calculations for the capital charge and reduction amount, 

including asset commissioning dates, size/length of assets, MEERA valuation of assets, and financial 
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modelling for calculation of reduction amounts. These documents can be reviewed in Council’s 
offices by appointment.  

 
 
9. Other DSPs and Related Plans 

 The SRSC Water and Sewer Contributions Plan contains the following DSPs (including this DSP): 
 DSP 1 – Jindabyne Catchment Water and Sewer 
 DSP 2 – East Jindabyne Water and Sewer 
 DSP 3 – Tyrolean Village Water and Sewer 
 DSP 4 – Berridale Water and Sewer 
 DSP 5 – Kalkite Water and Sewer 
 DSP 6 - Willow Bay Water and Sewer 
 DSP 7 – Adaminaby Water and Sewer 

 
These DSPs are included in Appendix 1 of SRSC Contributions Plan 2008. Also included in the 
SRSC Contributions Plan 2008 are Appendices 2 to 9 which cover various components of s94 
Development Contributions. 
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10.  Charges for Different Types of Development 
Type of Dwelling/Premises Unit of Measure for 

Contribution 
Equivalent 
Tenements 

Contribution Rate 
for Water @ $4890 

per ET 

Contribution Rate 
for Sewer @ 
$6333 per ET 

Subdivision lot 1 $4890 $6333 

Dwellings  - 1 bedroom bedroom 0.57 $2787 $3610 

Dwellings - 2 bedrooms 2 bedrooms 0.71 $3472 $4496 

Dwellings - 3 or 4 bedrooms 3 or 4 bedrooms 1 $4890 $6333 

Dwellings - > 4 bedrooms bedroom 
1 plus 0.29 per extra  

bedroom > 4 
$4890 + $1418 per 

b/r > 4 
$6333 + $1837 per 

b/r >4 

Lodges, resorts & motels room 0.29 $1418  $1837  

Child Care Centres per 20 children greater 
than 20 1 $4890 $6333 

20 day students 1 $4890 $6333 
Educational Establishments 

6 boarders 1 $4890 $6333 

Camping Grounds site 0.29 $1418  $1837  

Tourism facilities room and/or impact of 
day visitors 

0.29 per room or 
subject to individual 

assessment if 
significant numbers of 

day visitors 

$1418 per room or 
individual 

assessment 

$1837 or individual 
assessment 

Commercial - offices 100m2 of floor space 0.1 $489 $633 

Commercial  - retail 100m2 of floor space 0.1 $489 $633 

Commercial - restaurants 100m2 of floor space 0.8 $3912 $5066 

Industrial - light industry lot 1 $4890 $6333 

Industrial - heavy industry Dependent on impact Subject to individual 
assessment 

Subject to individual 
assessment 

Subject to 
individual 

assessment 
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Attachment A – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Kalkite Water 
 

 Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year 
of   

commissioning 
for  ROI1  

Capital 
Cost 

(2007/08) 
($) 

Capacity2 

(ETs) 

Capital Cost 
per ET 

(2007/08) 

Year  when 
Capacity is 
Taken  up 3

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Asset No.   [1] [2] [3] [4] (5) = (3)/(4) [6] 
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8] (9) = (5)x(8) 

  Pre-1996 Works                   

2136 2 x 0.34 ML Reservoirs 30/06/1981 1995/96 344862 226 1525.9 2025/26 31 1.50  2296 

2177 Water Mains 30/06/1981 1995/96 308063 226 1363.1 2025/26 31 1.50  2051 

                      

  Post-1996 Works                   
2208 Control Equipment/Telemetry 1999 30/06/1999 1998/99 15094 226 66.8 2025/26 28 2.16 144 

2233 Control Equipment/Telemetry 30/06/2001 2000/01 7596 226 33.6 2025/26 26 2.05 69 

2241 Chlorination Equipment 31/12/2001 2001/02 33459 226 148.0 2025/26 25 2.00 297 

2257 Telemetry 7/06/2004 2003/04 27454 226 121.5 2025/26 23 1.91 232 

2266 Pumping Plant  18/05/2004 2003/04 40998 226 181.4 2025/26 23 1.91 346 

2265 Reservoirs - roofs 30/06/2004 2003/04 115331 226 510.3 2025/26 23 1.91 973 

                      

  Total                 6408 
           

Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.         
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure      
           
Note 2: Capacity Estimates have been based on peak demand of 3kL/ET as per DLWC guidelines (p26) & reservoir capacity 0.68 ML   
This could give up to 226 ETs.           
           
Note 3: Based on 179 ET as at 30 June 2007 and a growth of 2.5/yr then at 226 capacity the capacity is reached in 2025/26     
           
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years)      
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments      

           
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5   
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Attachment B – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Kalkite Sewer 
 

 Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year 
of  

commissioning 
for  ROI1

Capital Cost2 
(2007/08 $) 

Capacity3 

(ETs) 

Capital  
Cost  

per ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 3

Take-
Up 

Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08) 

  [1] [2] [3] [4] (5) = 
(3)/(4) [6] 

(7) = 
(6)-

(2)+1 
[8] (9) = 

(5)x(8) 

Asset No. Pre-1996 Works         

2275 Treatment Works Structure and M & E 30/06/1980 1995/96 639550 229 2793 2026/27 22 1.34 3743 
2284 Sewer Mains AC 30/06/1980 1995/96 609587 229 2662 2026/27 22 1.34 3568 
2300 3 small sewer pump stations 30/06/1980 1995/96 164151 229 717 2026/27 22 1.34 961 

           

 Post-1996 Works          
2339 Telemetry 30/06/2000 1999/2000 $9,407 229 41.1 2026/27 28 2.16 89 
2340 Sewerage Pumping Station M & E 30/06/2001 2000/01 $40,962 229 178.9 2026/27 27 2.11 377 
2352 Telemetry - Sewer (Catchment 3.88%) 30/06/2004 2003/04 $3,453 229 15.1 2026/27 24 1.96 29 

 Future Works          
           
 Total         8766 

 
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.   
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure   
           
Note 2: Based on capital costs, treatment works are assumed to have a capacity of 1000 EP (333 ET) based on capital cost.  
With a total of 179 ETs for Kalkite at June 2007 then at 2/yr till 2026/27 the total ETs are 229  
Capital is adjusted by a factor of 229/333 to take into account unused capacity   
           
Note 3: Capacity taken to be 229 after the capital adjustment described in note 2.    
           
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years)  
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments  
           
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5 
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Attachment C – Calculation of the Reduction Amount for Kalkite Water 
 
PV of New ETs (ie Growth of 2.5 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount)  -26   
      
Assume: Renewal Expenditure occurs at end of life of asset - uses NSW Ref Rates Manual asset lives   
      
Relevant Assets to be renewed or upgraded in next 50 years:    

Asset No. Description Year built 
Meera Renewal 
Cost Life of Asset Year of Replacement 

Plan Renewal Intake draft corrosion Protection 30/06/1981 20000 30 yrs 2008/09 

Plan Renewal Intake Pump Station M & E Works 30/06/1981 300000 30 yrs 2011/12 
2208 Control Equipment/Telemetry 1999 30/06/1999 15094 25 yrs 2023/24 
2233 Control Equipment/Telemetry 30/06/2001 7596 25 yrs 2025/26 

      

Plan Renewal Water Treatment Units 2000/01 100000 30 yrs 2028/29 
2257 Telemetry 7/06/2004 27454 25 yrs 2028/29 

   127454   

      

Plan Renewal Intake draft corrosion Protection 2008/09 20000 30 2038/39 

Plan Renewal Intake Pump Station M & E Works 2011/12 300000 30 yrs 2041/42 

1157 Reservoirs roofs 30/06/2004 115331 Roof  40 yrs 2043/44 
2208 Control Equipment/Telemetry 1999 2023/24 15094 25 yrs 2048/49 
2233 Control Equipment/Telemetry 2025/26 7596 25 yrs 2050/51 

      
      

 NPV of Renewals   $327,249   
      
 PV of new ETs  -26   
 ETs as at 30 June 2007  179   
 Reduction Amount per ET   -$1,593   
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Attachment D – Calculation of Reduction Amount for Kalkite Sewer 
 

PV of New ETs (ie Growth of 2.5 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount)  -26   
      
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p38 
      
Relevant Assets to be renewed in next 50 years based on SRSC plan and life of assets as per NSW Ref Rates Manual : 
      

Asset No. Description Year built 
Meera Renewal 
Cost ($2007/08) Life of Asset 

Year of 
Replacement 

  

  
 
  
 
 
 

 

    
SRSC Plan Treatment Works & Pump Stations M & E 30/06/1980 100000 20 years 2010/11 

SRSC Plan Treatment Works & Pump Stations M & E 30/06/1980 100000 20 years 2011/12 

2339 Telemetry 30/06/2000 9407 20 yrs 2019/20 

2352 Telemetry - Sewer (Catchment 3.88%) 3/12/2003 3453 20 yrs 2023/24 

2284 Sewer Mains AC 30/06/1980 609587 45 yrs 2024/25 

2275 Treatment Works - structure only 30/06/1980 447685 50 years 2029/30 

SRSC Plan Treatment Works & Pump Stations M & E 2010/11 100000 20 years 2030/31 

SRSC Plan Treatment Works & Pump Stations M & E 2011/12 100000 20 years 2031/32 

2300 3 small sewer pump stations - structure 30/06/1980 114906 70 years 2049/50 

SRSC Plan Treatment Works & Pump Stations M & E 2030/31 100000 20 years 2050/51 

SRSC Plan Treatment Works & Pump Stations M & E 2031/32 100000 20 years 2051/52 

      
    

NPV of Renewals    $515,351  
    

PV of new ETs   -26   
ET as at 30 June 2007   179  
Reduction Amount per ET    -$2,508  



 

 
Attachment E – Preparation, Review and Administration of Kalkite Catchment Water & Sewer Plans 
 
Nexus  
 
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had to undertake a contribution 
study over the catchment area. The costs of this study were required in order to identify the types of 
public facilities for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting population, the cost of 
the required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" levied as a Section 64 contribution, the 
actual contribution rates and the preparation of the implementation schedules. These works and cost 
incurred are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's Environmental Services Department. It is 
therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study, administration and any additional studies undertaken in the future, it 
is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers under Section 64. The cost of future 
contribution plans, prepared in response to particular developments, should be recouped from the specific 
area. 
 
  
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement for Water or Sewer (note: Split equally 
between each)  
 

          =   C + R 
                                                 N 

                                                                     
                                                                     =           $4202 + 3300 
                                                                                        50 x 2 
                         
                                                                     =           $75 per ET for Water or Sewer 
                                    
Where  
 
C = Proportion of Cost of 1998 Water & Sewer study based on Kalkite’s proportion of Water & Sewer ETs 

(3.7% of $27,000 = $999) plus external ($1800) and internal costs of 2005 study ($200), plus 
proportion of cost of current study (3.7% of $10000 for W & S asset revaluation plus 3.7% for Kalkite’s 
s64 costs proportion of total CP costs, assumed as 75%, of 2008 review = 0.037x 10000 + 0.037 x 
0.75 x 30000  = $1203). Total for past W & S studies is therefore = $4202 

R = Cost of updates and administration during the next ten years (2008/09 – 2017/18):  8 annual 
updates/administration at a cost of $100/ yr to update CPI & other factors plus a full review of this plan 
after approximately 5 & 10 years @ $1250 each based on 2008 study cost  = $3300 

N = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements created for Kalkite Catchment over twenty years = 50 
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APPENDIX 1 – DSP 6  
Development Servicing Plan for  

Willow Bay Catchment 
Water & Sewer 

 
Summary 
 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Willow Bay development 
area served by Snowy River Shire Council.  
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, 
Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation, pursuant to 
section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
The areas covered by this DSP are shown on the Willow Bay Catchment Maps – See the Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 
 
The timing and expenditures for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachments A 
and B. 
 
Standards of service to be provided in the DSP area are summarised in section 5. 
 
The water supply and sewerage developer charges for the areas covered by this DSP have been 
calculated as follows: 
 

 Developer charges Willow Bay ($ per ET) 

Water Supply – Low Zone $8623 

Water Supply – High Zone $15661 

Sewerage for developments not using SPS6 $4844 

Sewerage for developments using SPS6 $10694 

 
 
Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 
In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted annually at 1 July on the basis of the 
movements in the CPI in the previous calendar year (Jan 1 to Dec 31), excluding the impact of GST. 
 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required to 
support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 
 
The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply and 
sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Section 64 of the Local Government Act 1993 enables a local government council to levy developer 
charges for water supply, sewerage and stormwater. This derives from a cross-reference in that Act 
to section 306 of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
A Development Servicing Plan (DSP) is a document which details the water supply [and/or 
sewerage] developer charges to be levied on development areas utilising a water utility’s water 
supply [and/or sewerage] infrastructure. 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Alpine Sands/ 
Willow Bay development areas served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water 
Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation 
pursuant to section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
This DSP supersedes any other requirements related to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges for the area covered by this DSP. This DSP takes precedence over any of Council’s codes 
or policies where there are any inconsistencies relating to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges. 
 
 

 2. Administration 
 

DSP Name DSP No.6 for Willow Bay Water & Sewer   

DSP Area 
The areas covered by this DSP are shown on the Willow Bay Catchment 
Maps – See the Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which 
this DSP is attached. 

DSP Boundaries 

The basis for defining the DSP area boundaries is as follows: 
• Water - This is an area served by a separate water supply system 
• Sewer – This is an area common to the water supply area and 

served by Jindabyne sewerage treatment works plus associated 
works in the Willow Bay catchment 

Payment of Developer Charges 

Developer charges are payable as follows: 

Subdivision – at release of Certificate of Subdivision 

Buildings – at release of approved Construction Certificate 

Development – at release of development application 
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3. Demographic and Land Use Planning Information 
 
 3.1 Growth Projections 

Growth projections for the number of Equivalent Tenements (ETs) are shown in the table below. 
These projections are based on information discussed in section 3 of the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 

 
As the Snowy River Shire has a high tourism component the current and projected number of ETs is 
more of an indicator of growth than permanent population. Also, although development is likely to 
occur in specific blocks, projections have been based on an even distribution over the planning 
years. This is regarded as a conservative approach.  

 
 

TABLE 1 – GROWTH PROJECTIONS FOR THE AREAS COVERED BY DSP…… 
 

Year 
Ending 

Number of Equivalent Tenements  Cumulative Number of ETs from 2006/7 
 

2006/07 116  

2011/12 189 73 

2016/17 261 145 

2021/22 301 185 

2026/27 341 225 

 
 

 3.2 Land Use Information 
This DSP should be read in conjunction with the Snowy River Local Environment Plan 1997 and the 
Snowy River Development Control Plan 1998 and any amendments. 

 
 

4. Water Supply and Sewerage Infrastructure 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed water supply headworks and water supply distribution 
works serving the areas as shown on the Willow Bay catchment map (see map the Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  

 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed sewerage major works and non-major works serving the 
area as shown on the Willow Bay catchment map (see map in the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  
 
Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works serves the Jindabyne, East Jindabyne, Willow Bay and 
Tyrolean Village catchments. Costs have been shared between these catchments in proportion to 
the Equivalent Tenements in each catchment. 
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4.1 Estimates of Capital Costs 
 The estimated capital cost of works serving the area covered by this DSP is shown in Attachment A 

for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 
 
 4.2 Timing of Works and Expenditure 
 The timing and expenditure for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachment 

A for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 
 
 
5. Standards of Service 
 System design and operation are based on targeting the following standards of service. 
 
 5.1 Water Supply 

 Treated water to 1996 NHMRC/ARMCANZ Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 98% of the 
time. 

 Minimum water pressure of 12 metres whilst conveying 6 litres per minute per residential 
connection under normal conditions for at least 90% of properties. 

 Water quality complaints less than 10 per 1,000 connected properties per annum. 

 Less than 2 unplanned interruptions greater than 12 hours.  

 Nil programmed interruptions greater than 12 hours. 

 Water restrictions applying for not greater than 10% of the time on average. 
 
 5.2 Sewage 

 Sewage effluent meeting Environment Protection Authority 90 Percentile Licence Limits (BOD, 
SS, Total N, NH3N, Oil and Grease, Total P, Faecal coliforms). 

 All sewer chokes removed and service restored within 24 hours. 

 Sewer overflows to the environment less than 1 per 10 km of mains pr year. 

 Odour complaints less than 5 per 1000 properties per year. 
 
 
6. Design Parameters 
 
 6.1 Water Supply 

Investigation and design of water supply system components is based on the Water Supply 
Investigation Manual (1986). This Manual was prepared by NSW Public Works and is now managed 
by the Department of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources. 

 
 
 6.2 Sewage 

Investigation and design of sewerage system components is based on the Manual of Practice: Sewer 
Design (1984) and the Manual of Practice: Sewage Pumping Station Design (1986). These Manuals 
were prepared by NSW Public Works and are now managed by the Department of Infrastructure 
Planning and Natural Resources. 
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7. Calculated Developer Charges 
 
 7.1 Summary 

 
 The developer charges for the area covered by this DSP are as follows: 
 

 Capital Charge  
($ per ET) 

Reduction Amount 
($ per ET) 

 
Plan Development and 

Administration (see 
Attachment E) 

Calculated Developer  
Charge 

($ per ET) 

 
Water Supply – low Zone 
 

 
$9075 

 
$486 

 
$34 

 
$8623 

Water Supply – high Zone $16206 $579 $34 $15661 

 
Sewer – Jindabyne Sewerage 
Treatment Works $3074 $306 - $2768 

Sewer  – Willow Bay  Catchment 
Works for developments not using 
SPS 6 

$2819 $777 $34 $2076 

Sewer  - Total for developments 
not using SPS6 $5893 $1083 $34 $4844 

Sewer  – Willow Bay Catchment 
Works for developments using 
SPS 6 

$8669 $777 $34 $7926 

Sewer  - Total for developments 
using SPS 6 $11743 $1083 $34 $10694 

 
 Charges for different types of development are shown in section 10. 

 
7.2 Capital Charge 

 The capital charges for the area served by this DSP have been calculated as follows: 
  

7.3 Capital Charge Calculations 
Capital Charge calculations were calculated using the spreadsheet as indicated below. Details, 
assumptions and outcomes for Water are provided in Attachment A and for Sewer in Attachment B. 

 

Componen
t 

Year 
Commissio

ned 

Effective  
year  

of    
commissio

ning for  
ROI1

Capital  
Cost  

Capacit
y2 

(ETs) 
 

Capital 
 Cost  
per  
ET  

Year  
when 
Capac
ity is 

Taken  
up 

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  
on 

investm
ent 

Factor 

Capital 
Charge  
per ET  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) = 
(2)/(3) (6) (7) = (6)-

(1)+1 (8) (9) = (5)x(8) 

Pre-1996 Works         

          

          

Post-1996 Works         

          

Total          

 
 In calculating Willow Bay Sewer Capital Charges there were two components, (1) the capital charges 

for the Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works which is shared with Jindabyne, East Jindabyne and 
Tyrolean Village, and (2) the capital charges for distribution works in the Willow Bay catchments. 
Both components are shown in Attachment B. 
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 7.4 Reduction Amount 
 Council has adopted the Direct NPV method to calculate the Reduction Amount. The reduction 

amount is calculated as the renewal works and works to improve standards per ET, plus part of the 
net debt of the utility per ET. The reduction amounts have been calculated as follows: 

  
  

7.5 Reduction Amount Calculations 
The Reduction Amount =   PV (renewals expenditure) per ET  
                                          + PV (works for improving standards) per ET 
                                          + Part of net debt serviced by annual charges per ET 

 
For SRSC, there is currently no net debt for the utility.  

 
Details of Reduction Amount calculations for Water are included in Attachment C, while for Sewer 
they are provided in Attachment D (includes for Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works and Willow 
Bay Sewerage Distribution) 
 

 7.6 Reviewing/Updating of Calculated Developer Charges 
 Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 

In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted on 1 July each year on the 
basis of movements in the CPI (based on the Canberra All Groups Index), in the preceding 12 
months to December, excluding the impact of GST. 
 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required 
to support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 

 
 7.7 Reticulation Works 
 The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply 

and sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
 

7.8 Funding of Essential Assets by Developer 
In some cases a developer may wish to proceed with a development before essential assets, such 
as a water main or reservoir, are in place. Provided that there are no other constraints to the 
development, construction of the essential assets may be approved. In such cases the assets will be 
sized by the utility in accordance with the requirements of the DSP and the full capital cost will be 
met by this developer. 
  
If the asset funded by this developer will serve other future development, the developer should be 
reimbursed when the utility collects developer charges from the future development. The utility and 
the developer must enter into an agreement stating how the developer will be reimbursed in the 
future. 

 
8. Reference Documents 
 Background information and calculations relating to this DSP are contained in the following 

documents: 
 Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 1998 Appendix 1: Water & Sewer (adopted by 

Council on 20 April 1999) 
 Snowy River Shire Residential Planning Project – Final Report October 2005 – SGS Economics 

& Planning 
 SRSC Asset Accounting System registers for Water & Sewer Assets 
 NSW Reference Rates Manual for Valuation of Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater Assets 

(NSW Government Ministry of Energy and Utilities June 2003) 
 NSW Government Land & Water Conservation Guidelines: Developer Charges for Water Supply, 

Sewerage and Stormwater (December 2002) 
 Snowy Development Contributions Plan 2005 – approved By SRSC on May 16, 2006 
 Snowy River Shire Council Water and Sewer Asset Register as updated November 2007 – 

January 2008. 
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 Data provided by SRSC personnel to calculate equivalent tenements 
 Spreadsheets developed to conduct calculations in this study (held by SRSC)  

 
 These documents contain detailed calculations for the capital charge and reduction amount, 

including asset commissioning dates, size/length of assets, MEERA valuation of assets, and financial 
modelling for calculation of reduction amounts. These documents can be reviewed in Council’s 
offices by appointment.  

 
9. Other DSPs and Related Plans 

 The SRSC Water and Sewer Contributions Plan contains the following DSPs (including this DSP): 
 DSP 1 – Jindabyne Catchment Water and Sewer 
 DSP 2 – East Jindabyne Water and Sewer 
 DSP 3 – Tyrolean Village Water and Sewer 
 DSP 4 – Berridale Water and Sewer 
 DSP 5 – Kalkite Water and Sewer 
 DSP 6 – Willow Bay Water and Sewer 
 DSP 7 – Adaminaby Water and Sewer 

 
These DSPs are included in Appendix 1 of SRSC Contributions Plan. Also included in the SRSC 
Contributions Plan are Appendices 2 to 9 which cover various components of s94 Development 
Contributions. 
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10. Charges for different types of development 

Type of 
Dwelling/ 
Premises 

Unit of Measure 
for Contribution 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

Contribution 
Rate for WB 
Low Zone 

Water @ $8623 
per ET 

Contribution 
Rate for WB High 

Zone Water @ 
$15661 per ET 

Contribution 
Rate for WB 

Sewer not using 
SPS6 @ $4844 

per ET 

Contribution Rate 
for WB Sewer 
using SPS6 @ 
$10694 per ET 

Subdivision lot 1 $8623 $15661 $4844 $10694 

Dwellings  - 1 
bedroom bedroom 0.57 $4915 $8927 $2761 $6096 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 2 bedrooms 0.71 $6122 $11119 $3439 $7593 

Dwellings - 3 or 4 
bedrooms 3 or 4 bedrooms 1 $8623 $15661 $4844 $10694 

Dwellings - > 4 
bedrooms bedroom 1 plus 0.29 per 

extra  b/r > 4 
$8623 + $2501 

per b/r > 4 
$15661 + $4542 

per b/r>4 
$4844+ $1405 per 

b/r >4 

 
$10694 + $3101 per 

b/r >4 
Lodges & motels room 0.29 $2501 $4542 $1405 $3101 

Child Care 
Centres 

per 20 children > 
20 1 $8623 $15661 $4844 $10694 

20 day students 1 $8623 $15661 $4844 $10694 Educational 
Establishments 

6 boarders 1 $8623 $15661 $4844 $10694 

Camping Grounds site 0.29 $2501 $4542 $1405 $3101 

Tourism facilities 

per motel type 
room and/or 

impact of large 
rooms or 

significant day 
visitors 

0.29 per motel 
room or subject 

to individual 
assessment if 

significant 
visitors/ large 

rooms 

$2501 per room 
or individual 
assessment 

$4542  per room  
or individual 
assessment 

$1405  per room  
or individual 
assessment 

$3101 per room  or 
individual 

assessment 

Commercial - 
offices 

100m2 of floor 
space 0.1 $862  

$1566 $484 $1069 

Commercial  - 
retail 

100m2 of floor 
space 0.1 $862  

$1566 $484 $1069 

Commercial - 
restaurants 

100m2 of floor 
space 0.8 $6898  

$11436 $3875 $8555 

Industrial - light 
industry lot 1 $8623 $12529 $4844 $10694 

Industrial - heavy 
industry 

Dependent on 
impact 

individual 
assessment 

individual 
assessment 

individual 
assessment 

individual 
assessment 

individual 
assessment 
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Attachment A – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Willow Bay Water 

  Component 

Year 
Commissione

d 

Effective year 
of   

commissionin
g for  ROI1  

Capital 
Cost 

(2007/08) 
($) 

Capacity2 

(ETs) 

Capital 
Cost per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 3

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investmen
t Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08
) 

    [1] [2] [3] [4] 
(5) = 

(3)/(4) [6] 
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8] 
(9) = 

(5)x(8) 

Asset Pre-1996 Works                   

2135 2 x 0.17ML Reservoirs - WB share 30/06/1983 1995/96 69125 341 202.7 2026/27 32 1.52 309 
2134 Kunama Reservoir - 2.5ML - WB share 30/06/1992 1995/96 351027 341 1029.4 2026/27 32 1.52 1569 
2167 Rising Main - WB share 30/06/1992 1995/96 238668 341 699.9 2026/27 32 1.52 1067 

2150 Intake 3 X - WB Share 30/06/1992 1995/96 442932 341 1298.9 2026/27 32 1.52 1979 

           
 Post-1996 Works          

2195 Mains Delivery - WB Share 30/06/1998 1997/98 10745 341 31.5 2026/27 30 2.26 71 
2205 PH Correction Scheme - WB share 30/06/1999 1998/99 113259 341 332.1 2026/27 29 2.21 733 
2220 PH Correction Scheme - WB share 30/06/2000 1999/2000 7104 341 20.8 2026/27 28 2.16 45 
2203 Subsidised Scheme Cnl - WB share 30/06/1999 1998/99 18670 341 54.8 2026/27 29 2.21 121 

 Total for pre-1996 works         5893 
           
 Post-1996 Works          
 Alpine Sands/Willow Bay - low zone only          

Asset 
No? Alpine Sands Gravity Trunk Main from Kunama Reservoir 2005/06 2005/06 232,430 161 1443.7 2026/27 22 1.86 2683 

           
 Future Works          
 Alpine Sands/Willow Bay overall          

Plan East Jindabyne Mains, AS Extension to connect East Jindy main 2009/10 2009/10 92,000 309 297.7 2026/27 18 1.67 498 

           
 Alpine Sands/Willow Bay/Tyrolean - using High Level Reservoir          

Plan Willow Bay High Level Reservoir & Trunk Water Mains (Willow Bay 
Share) 2009/10 2009/10 $715,886 100 7158.9 2019/20 11 1.37 9815 

           

 Total for Alpine Sands/Willow Bay - low zone developments (not 
needing high level infrastructure)         9075 

           
 Total for Alpine Sands/Willow Bay - using high level water         16206 

  
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.   
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure    
                        
Note 2a: East Jind, Will Bay/Alpine Sands & Tyrolean Village overall Capacity Estimates have been based on peak demand of 3kL/ET as per DLWC Guidelines    
 & total reservoir capacity 3.44 ML based on 2 x 0.17ML in 1983, 2.5ML Kunama Reservoir in 1992, 0.6ML Willow Bay High Zone in 2009/10 (see note 2b below).     
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Therefore 3.44 ML = 1147 ET. However, costs have been proportioned to excludeTyrolean Village & East Jindabyne   
  
Note 2b: 0.6ML Willow Bay High Zone Reservoir services Alpine Sands/Willow Bay and Tyrolean Village. As per Link Management memos 17 of 94 lots  serviced  by the high  
 level water reservoir & system will be in Tyrolean Village & balance in Willow Bay, so costs for Willow Bay High Level Reservoir & Mains have been factored by 77/94 = 81.9%.   
Assuming there will be some multiple occupancy then 77 Willow Bay High Zone lots converts to 77 x 1.3 ET (Link estimate) = 100 ET. By Difference Low Zone ET at June 2017 will be 161 
                        
Note 3: Assumes 562 ET (for 263 for East Jindabyne, 116 for Willow Bay & 183 for Tyrolean Village) as at 30 June 2007 and 915 at June 2027 ( 323 for EJ, 341 for WB, 251 for TV)  
However capacity is 1147 - therefore at 2026/27 the proportion of take-up is 915/1147 = 0.80. Hence the capital cost is factored by 0.80  
                        
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years)   
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments   
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Attachment B – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Alpine Sands/Willow Bay Sewer 
B.1 Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment works Capital Charge 

 Component 

Year 
Commissione

d 

Effective year 
of    

commissionin
g for  ROI1 

Capital Cost 
(2007/08) ($) 

Capacity2 

(ETs)

Capital  
Cost  per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  when 
Capacity is 
Taken  up 2

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 3

Capital 
Charge  per 
ET (2007/08) 

   [1] [2] [3] [4] 
(5) = 

(3)/(4) [6] 
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8] (9) = (5)x(8) 

 JINDABYNE SEWERAGE TREATMENT WORKS (Covers Jindabyne, East Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village catchments)    
Asset No. Pre-1996 Works         

2276 Treatment Works Twin 4000EP Bathurst Boxes 1980/81 1995/96 $2,289,350 4667 490.5 2023/24 29 1.47  720 

2277 Treatment Works Siteworks 8000EP 1980/81 1995/96 $449,500 4667 96.3 2023/24 29 1.47  141 

2278 Prelim Treatment 1980/81 1995/96 $868,000 4667 186.0 2023/24 29 1.47  273 

2279 Treatment Lagoons stage 1 1980/81 1995/96 $381,300 4667 81.7 2023/24 29 1.47  120 

2280 Treatment Lagoons stage 2 & road 1988/89 
1995/96 

$896,402 
4667 192.1 2023/24 29 1.47  282 

2281 Sewerage Treatment - chemical 1988/89 1995/96 $194,733 4667 41.7 2023/24 29 1.47  61 

2282 Building Concrete works PE 1988/89 1995/96 $424,700 4667 91.0 2023/24 29 1.47  134 
           

 Post-1996 Works          

2350 Treatment Works 2001/02 2001/02 16587 4667 3.6 2023/24 23 1.91  7 

2329 Jindabyne Golf Course Effluent study 1999/2000 1999/2000 89813 4667 19.2 2023/24 25 2.00  39 
           

 Future Works          

Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Concept Study 2008/09 2008/09 $100,000 4667 21.4 2023/24 16 1.58  34 

Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls 
Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 2009/10 2009/10 $1,000,000 4667 214.3 2023/24 15 1.54  330 

Plan Jindabyne STW. Augmentation 2012/13 2012/13 $3,000,000 4667 642.8 2023/24 13 1.45  934 

 Total Capital Charge per ET for Jindabyne, East Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village for Jindabyne STW 3074 
           

Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.        
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure      
Note 2: Jindabyne STW was built to have a capacity of 8000EP in 1981 but was enhanced to go to 10000EP. It is proposed  to upgrade  the STW in 2013 by  
adding an extra capacity of 4000EP. This gives an estimated EP capacity of the Jindabyne STW system of 14000 which is equivalent to 4667 ET..  
With a total of 3516 ETs as at June 2007 (for Jindabyne @ 2954, East Jindabyne @ 263, Willow Bay @ 116, Tyrolean Village @ 183), and    
4871 ETs in June 2027 (3956 @ Jindabyne, 323 @ East Jindabyne, 341 at Willow Bay and 251 at Tyrolean Village). Growth averages 67.75 ET per yr.  
This indicates capacity of the sewerage system will be reached around 2023/24       
Note 3: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years)      
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments      
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5 
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B.2 – Willow Bay Catchments Sewerage Distribution Works Capital Charge 

 Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year 
of  

commissioning 
for  ROI1

Capital 
Cost2 

(2007/08 
$) 

Capacity3 

(ETs) 

Capital  
Cost  per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 3

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08) 

   [1] [2] [3] [4] 
(5) = 

(3)/(4) [6] 
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8] 
(9) = 

(5)x(8) 

Asset Pre-1996 Works for Willow Bay system            

2304 #4 Sewer P/S - Willow Bay Proportion 30/06/1992 1995/96 $49,528 317 156.2 2023/24 29 1.47  229 

2305 #5 Sewer P/S - Willow Bay Proportion 30/06/1992 1995/96 $49,571 317 156.4 2023/24 29 1.47  229 

2286 Sewer Mains UPVC - Willow Bay 
Proportion 30/06/1993 1995/96 $509,831 317 1608.3 2023/24 29 1.47  2360 

           

   Total for Willow Bay developments not using SPS 6   2819 

           
 Post-1996 Works for Alpine Sands/Willow Bay         

Plan Construct EJSPS # 6 & RM 2006/07 2006/07 $731,186  209 3498.5 2023/24 18 1.67 5851 
           

   Total for Willow Bay developments  using SPS 6   8669 
           
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.        
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure     
           
Note 2: The Capital costs for pre-1996 works have now been taken at 50% of value due to 50% grant subsidy when built.     
           
Note 3: Jindabyne STW was built to have a capacity of 8000EP in 1981 but was enhanced to go to 10000EP. It is proposed  to upgrade  the STW in 2013 by  
adding an extra capacity of 4000EP. This gives an estimated EP capacity of the Jindabyne STW system of 14000 which is equivalent to 4667 ET..  
With a total of 3516 ETs as at June 2007 (for Jindabyne @ 2954, East Jindabyne @ 263, Willow Bay @ 116, Tyrolean Village @ 183), and    
4871 ETs in June 2027 (3956 @ Jindabyne, 323 @ East Jindabyne, 341 at Willow Bay and 251 at Tyrolean Village). Growth averages 67.75 ET per yr.  
This indicates capacity of the sewerage system will be reached around 2023/24       
SPS 6 has been estimated to have a capacity to serve 209 ET (Link memo to SRSC)       
           
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years)      
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments      
           
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5  
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Attachment C – Calculation of the Water Reduction Amount for Willow Bay Catchment 
 
PV of New ETs for Alpine Sands/Willow Bay (ie Growth of 11.25 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount) -119  
      
Assume: Renewal Expenditure occurs at end of life of asset - uses NSW Ref Rates Manual asset lives   
 See Water current & future assets for renewals over next 50 years (ie up to 2055/56)   
      
Relevant Assets to be renewed  in next 50 years for  Willow Bay:    

Asset No. Description Year built 
MEERA Renewal 

Cost Life of Asset 
Year of 

Replacement 

Plan Renewal Refurbishment of Lime Dosing Plant - WB share 1998/99 2,885 25 2009/10 

Plan Renewal Refurbishment of Lime Dosing Plant - WB share 1998/99 9,615 25 2011/12 

Plan Renewal Intake PS M & E Works - WB Share 30/06/1992 96,150 25 2016/17 

2135 2 x 0.17ML Reservoirs - WB Share 30/06/1983 10369 

Roof -40yr (15% 
cost), Structure-

100yr  2022/23 
2205 PH Correction Scheme - WB Share 30/06/1999 113259 30 yrs 2028/29 

2220 Ph Correction Scheme - WB Share 30/06/2000 7104 30 yrs 2029/30 

2134 Kunama Reservoir - 2.5ML - WB Share 30/06/1992 52654 
Roof -40yr (15% 

cost) 2031/32 

Plan Renewal Intake PS M & E Works - WB Share 2016/17 96,150 25 2041/42 
      

 NPV of Willow Bay Renewals low zone - excluding High Zone Reservoir  $114,256  

 PV of new ETs for Willow Bay   -119   

 ETs as at 30 June 2007   116  

 Reduction Amount per ET for Willow Bay Low Zone  $486  

Additional Relevant Assets to be renewed  in next 50 years for Willow Bay High Zone:   

Plan 0.6Ml Willow Bay High Zone Reservoir 2009/10 107,383 Roof 15 % - 40 yr 2049/50 
      

 NPV of separate Willow Bay High Zone Renewals   $6,263  

 PV of new ETs for Alpine Sands/Willow Bay High Zone  -68   

 ETs as at 30 June 2007   0  

 Reduction Amount per ET for Willow Bay High Zone  $579  
 
 
 
Attachment D – Calculation of Sewer Reduction Amount for Willow Bay Catchments 

D.1 - Jindabyne Sewerage Treatment Works (shared with Jindabyne, East Jindabyne and Tyrolean Village catchments) 
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PV of New ETs for Jindabyne, E Jindabyne, Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village    
  (ie Growth of 67.75 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount)     
       
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p38 
       
Relevant Assets to be renewed in next 50 years based on SRSC plan and life of assets as per NSW Ref Rates Manual : 
       

Asset No.

-686 

 Description      

  Year built 
Meera Renewal 
Cost Life of Asset Year of Replacement  

Plan 
Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 

30/06/2010 1000000 20 yrs 2029/30  

       

2276 Treatment Works Twin 4000EP 30/06/1981 2289350 50 yrs 2030/31  

2278 Prelim Treatment  30/06/1981 868000 50 yrs 2030/31  

2279 Treatment Lagoons stage 1 30/06/1981 381300 50 yrs 2030/31  

2277 Treatment Works Siteworks 8000EP 30/06/1981 449500 50 yrs 2030/31  
   3988150    

       

2350 Treatment Lagoons stage 2 & road 30/06/1989 896402 50 yrs 2038/39  

2282 Building Concrete works PE 30/06/1989 424700 50 yrs 2038/39  

   1321102    

Plan 
Jindabyne STW. Augmentation Controls Upgrade/OHS/Telemetry 

2029/30 1000000 20 yrs 2049/50  

       

 NPV of Renewals     $1,287,525  

 PV of new ETs    -686   

 ETs Jind, E Jind, Willow Bay & Tyrolean Village as at 30 June 2007  3516  

 Reduction Amount per ET     -$306.41  
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D.2 – Willow Bay Sewerage Catchment Distribution Renewals Expenditure to calculate Reduction Amount 
        
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p38 
        
Relevant Assets to be renewed in next 50 years based on SRSC plan and life of assets as per NSW Ref Rates Manual : 
 
      

 

Asse

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr

SRSC Plan based on $1m fr

 
 
 
 

  

 
  

t No. Description Year built 

Meera 
Renewal 

Cost 
Life of 
Asset 

Year of 
Replacement 

om 2019 Willow Bay proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East Jindabyne, Willow 
Bay & Tyrolean System (37.27%) 1992-1994 74540 20 years 

approx 2019/20 

om 2019 Willow Bay proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East Jindabyne, Willow 
Bay & Tyrolean System (37.27%) 1992-1994 74540 20 years 

approx 2020/21 

om 2019 Willow Bay proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East Jindabyne, Willow 
Bay & Tyrolean System (37.27%) 1992-1994 74540 20 years 

approx 2021/22 

om 2019 Willow Bay proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East Jindabyne, Willow 
Bay & Tyrolean System (37.27%) 1992-1994 74540 20 years 

approx 2022/23 

om 2019 Willow Bay proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East Jindabyne, Willow 
Bay & Tyrolean System (37.27%) 1992-1994 74540 20 years 

approx 2023/24 

om 2019 Willow Bay proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East Jindabyne, Willow 
Bay & Tyrolean System (37.27%) 2019/20 74540 20 years 

approx 2039/40 

om 2019 Willow Bay proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East Jindabyne, Willow 
Bay & Tyrolean System (37.27%) 2020/21 74540 20 years 

approx 2040/41 

om 2019 Willow Bay proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East Jindabyne, Willow 
Bay & Tyrolean System (37.27%) 2021/22 74540 20 years 

approx 2041/42 

om 2019 Willow Bay proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East Jindabyne, Willow 
Bay & Tyrolean System (37.27%) 2022/23 74540 20 years 

approx 2042/43 

om 2019 Willow Bay proportion of Pump Station Renewals (M & E) for East Jindabyne, Willow 
Bay & Tyrolean System (37.27%) 2023/24 74540 20 years 

approx 2043/44 

     

NPV of Renewals for Willow Bay   $182,725 

ETs as at June 30 2007 for Willow Bay   116 

PV of New ETs for Willow Bay  (ie Growth of 11.25 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount) -119 

    

Reduction Amount per ET for Willow Bay   -$777 
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Attachment E – Preparation, Review and Administration of Willow Bay Catchments Water & Sewer 

Plans 
 
Nexus  
 
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had to undertake a contribution 
study over the catchment area. The costs of this study were required in order to identify the types of 
public facilities for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting population, the cost of 
the required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" levied as a Section 64 contribution, the 
actual contribution rates and the preparation of the implementation schedules. These works and cost 
incurred are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's Environmental Services Department. It is 
therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study, administration and any additional studies undertaken in the future, it 
is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers under Section 64. The cost of future 
contribution plans, prepared in response to particular developments, should be recouped from the specific 
area. 
 
  
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement for Water or Sewer (note: Split equally 
between each)  
 

          =   C + R 
                                                 N 

                                                                     
                                                                    =           $7413 + 8000 
                                                                                   225 x 2 
                         
                                                                    =           $34.25 per ET for Water or Sewer 
                                    
Where  
 
C = Proportion of Cost of 1998 Water & Sewer study based on Willow Bay’s proportion of Water & Sewer 

ETs (5.4% of $27,000 = $1458) plus external ($3000) and internal costs of 2005 study ($1200), plus 
proportion of cost of current study (5.4% of $10000 for W & S asset revaluation plus 5.4% for Willow 
Bay’s s64 costs proportion of total CP costs, assumed as 75%, of 2008 review = 0.054 x 10000 + 
0.054 x 0.75 x 30000  = $1755). Total for past W & S studies is therefore = $7413 

R = Cost of updates and administration during the next ten years (2008/09 – 2017/18):  8 annual 
updates/administration at a cost of $500/ yr to update CPI & other factors plus a full review of this plan 
after approximately 5 & 10 years @ $2000 each based on past study costs  = $8000 

N = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements created for Willow Bay Catchment over twenty years = 
225 

 



 

This plan pr
certain land 
enable reco
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Attachment F – Calculating charges for developer supplied infrastructure in the Willow Bay Catchments Water & Sewer Plans 
ovides for funding and provision of  assets by a developer (see 7.8). Water and sewerage infrastructure has been provided by a developer to 
in this catchment. Council has agreed to pay the developer a proportion of payments levied on development serviced by that infrastructure to 
upment (or part thereof) of costs incurred. The basis for payments to be made is specified below.  

 Calculating Charges for Developer Supplied Infrastructure items      

           

       Escalating Charges in subsequent Years 

Catchment or Sub-
Catchment 

Water 
Charges 
effective 

from 1 July 
2008 

Infrastructure 
Item built by 

developer 

July 1 2008 
charge per 
ET for Item 

Amount rebated 
to Developer per 

relevant ET 
including own 
developments 
July 1 2008 - 
June 30 2009 

Amount 
available for 

Council's 
other 

infrastructure 
July 1 2008 to 
June 30 2009  

Canberra 
All 
Groups 
Index - 
Dec 2007 

Canberra 
All Groups 

index in 
Dec prior 
to current 
Financial 

year  

Rebate to 
Developer 
in current 
financial 

year  

Amount 
Available to 
Council for 

other 
infrastructure 

Willow Bay Water - High 
Zone Developments $15,661 

High Level 
Reservoir $9,815 $9,815 $5,846  160.8 160.8 $9,815 $5,846 

           

Tyrolean Village 
Developments using 
High Level Reservoir $15,624 

 High Level 
reservoir $9,815 $9,815 $5,809  160.8 160.8 $9,815 $5,809 

           

Willow Bay 
Developments using 
SPS 6 for Sewerage  $10,694 SPS 6 $5,851 $5,851 $4,843  160.8 160.8 $5,851 $4,843 

           

Tyrolean Village 
Developments using 
SPS 6 for Sewerage  $11,895 SPS 6 $5,851 $5,851 $6,044  160.8 160.8 $5,851 $6,044 

 



 

APPENDIX 1 – DSP 7 
 

Development Servicing Plan for Adaminaby Catchment  
Water & Sewer 

 
Summary 
 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Adaminaby development 
areas served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, 
Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation, pursuant to 
section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
The area covered by this DSP is shown on the Adaminaby catchment map – see the Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 
 
The timing and expenditures for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachments A 
and B. 
 
Standards of service to be provided in the DSP area are summarised in section 5. 
 
The water supply and sewerage developer charges for the area covered by this DSP have been calculated 
as follows: 
 
 Calculated Developer Charge 

($ per ET) 
 
Water Supply  
 

 
$13384  

after 43.15% discount 
 
Sewer  - Total for developments 
not using Scenic Drive PS $340 

 
Sewer  - Total for developments 
using Scenic Drive PS $1678 

 
 
Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 
In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted annually at 1 July on the basis of the 
movements in the CPI in the previous calendar year (Jan 1 to Dec 31), excluding the impact of GST. 
 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required to 
support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 
 
The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply and 
sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
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3. Introduction 
 

Section 64 of the Local Government Act 1993 enables a local government council to levy developer 
charges for water supply, sewerage and stormwater. This derives from a cross-reference in that Act 
to section 306 of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
A Development Servicing Plan (DSP) is a document which details the water supply [and/or 
sewerage] developer charges to be levied on development areas utilising a water utility’s water 
supply [and/or sewerage] infrastructure. 
 
This DSP covers water supply and sewerage developer charges in regard to the Adaminaby 
development areas served by Snowy River Shire Council. 
 
This DSP has been prepared in accordance with the Developer Charges Guidelines for Water 
Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater (2002) issued by the Minister for Land and Water Conservation 
pursuant to section 306(3) of the Water Management Act 2000. 
 
This DSP supersedes any other requirements related to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges for the area covered by this DSP. This DSP takes precedence over any of Council’s codes 
or policies where there are any inconsistencies relating to water supply or sewerage developer 
charges. 
 
 

4. Administration 
 

DSP Name DSP No.7 for Adaminaby Water & Sewer 

DSP Area 
The area covered by this DSP is shown on the Adaminaby Catchment Map 
– See the Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this 
DSP is attached. 

DSP Boundaries 

The basis for defining the DSP area boundaries is as follows: 
• Water - This is an area served by a separate water supply system 
• Sewer – This is an area common to the water supply area and 

served by sewerage treatment works plus associated works in the 
Adaminaby catchment 

Payment of Developer Charges 

Developer charges are payable as follows: 

Subdivision – at release of Certificate of Subdivision 

Buildings – at release of approved Construction Certificate 

Development – at release of development application 
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3. Demographic and Land Use Planning Information 
 
 3.1 Growth Projections 

 
Growth projections for the number of Equivalent Tenements (ETs) are shown in the table below. 
These projections are based on information discussed in section 3 of the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached. 

 
As the Snowy River Shire has a high tourism component the current and projected number of ETs is 
more of an indicator of growth than permanent population. Also, although development is likely to 
occur in specific blocks, projections have been based on an even distribution over the planning 
years. This is regarded as a conservative approach.  

 
 

TABLE 1 – GROWTH PROJECTIONS FOR THE AREA COVERED BY DSP…… 
 

Year 
Ending 

Number of Equivalent Tenements  Cumulative Number of ETs 
since 2006/07 

2006/07 245  
2011/12 259 14 
2016/17 272 27 
2021/22 286 41 
2026/27 300 55 

 
 

 3.2 Land Use Information 
This DSP should be read in conjunction with the Snowy River Local Environment Plan 1997 and the 
Snowy River Development Control Plan 1998 and any amendments. 

 
 

4. Water Supply and Sewerage Infrastructure 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed water supply headworks and water supply distribution 
works serving the area as shown on the Adaminaby catchment map (see map in the Snowy River 
Development Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  

 
This DSP covers the existing and proposed sewerage major works and non-major works serving the 
area as shown on the Adaminaby catchment map (see map in the Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008 to which this DSP is attached).  
 

 
4.1 Estimates of Capital Costs 

 The estimated capital cost of works serving the area covered by this DSP is shown in Attachment A 
for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 

 
 4.2 Timing of Works and Expenditure 
 The timing and expenditure for works serving the area covered by this DSP are shown in Attachment 

A for Water and Attachment B for Sewer. 
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5. Standards of Service 
 System design and operation are based on providing the following standards of service. 
 
 5.1 Water Supply 

 Treated water to 1996 NHMRC/ARMCANZ Australian Drinking Water Guidelines 98% of the 
time. 

 Minimum water pressure of 12 metres whilst conveying 6 litres per minute per residential 
connection under normal conditions for at least 90% of properties. 

 Water quality complaints less than 10 per 1,000 connected properties per annum. 

 Less than 2 unplanned interruptions greater than 12 hours.  

 Nil programmed interruptions greater than 12 hours. 

 Water restrictions applying for not greater than 10% of the time on average. 
 
 5.2 Sewage 

 Sewage effluent meeting Environment Protection Authority 90 Percentile Licence Limits (BOD, 
SS, Total N, NH3N, Oil and Grease, Total P, Faecal coliforms). 

 All sewer chokes removed and service restored within 24 hours. 

 Sewer overflows to the environment less than 1 per 10 km of mains pr year. 

 Odour complaints less than 5 per 1000 properties per year. 
 

6. Design Parameters 
 
 6.1 Water Supply 

Investigation and design of water supply system components is based on the Water Supply 
Investigation Manual (1986). This Manual was prepared by NSW Public Works and is now managed 
by the Department of Infrastructure Planning and Natural Resources. 

 
 6.2 Sewage 

Investigation and design of sewerage system components is based on the Manual of Practice: Sewer 
Design (1984) and the Manual of Practice: Sewage Pumping Station Design (1986). These Manuals 
were prepared by NSW Public Works and are now managed by the Department of Infrastructure 
Planning and Natural Resources. 
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7. Calculated Developer Charges 
 
 7.1 Summary 
 The developer charges for the area covered by this DSP are as follows: 
 

 
Capital 
Charge  

($ per ET) 

Reduction 
Amount 

($ per ET) 

 
Plan Development 
and Administration 
(see Attachment E) 

Calculated 
Developer  

Charge 
($ per ET) 

 
 

Water Charge after 
43.65% discount 

 
Water Supply  
 

 
$26,570 

 

 
$2,871 

 

 
$51 

 

 
$23,750 

 

 
$13,384 

 
Sewer  - Total for 
developments not using 
Scenic Drive PS 

$331 $43 $51 $339 

 

 
Sewer  - Total for 
developments using Scenic 
Drive PS 

$1828 $201 $51 $1678 

 

 
 
Developer Charges for different types of Development are shown in section 10. 
 

 
7.2 Capital Charge 

 The capital charges for the area served by this DSP have been calculated as follows: 
  
 

7.3 Capital Charge Calculations 
Capital Charge calculations were calculated using the spreadsheet as indicated below. Details, 
assumptions and outcomes for Water are provided in Attachment A and for Sewer in Attachment B. 

 

Componen
t 

Year 
Commissio

ned 

Effective  
year  

of    
commissio

ning for  
ROI1

Capital  
Cost  

Capacit
y2 

(ETs) 
 

Capital 
 Cost  
per  
ET  

Year  
when 
Capac
ity is 

Taken  
up 

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  
on 

investm
ent 

Factor 

Capital 
Charge  
per ET  

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) = 
(2)/(3) (6) (7) = (6)-

(1)+1 (8) (9) = (5)x(8) 

Pre-1996 Works         
          

          
Post-1996 Works         
          
Total          

 
  
 7.4 Reduction Amount 
 Council has adopted the Direct NPV method to calculate the Reduction Amount. The reduction 

amount is calculated as the renewal works and works to improve standards per ET, plus part of the 
net debt of the utility per ET. 

 
 The reduction amounts have been calculated as follows: 
  
  

7.5 Reduction Amount Calculations 
The Reduction Amount =   PV (renewals expenditure) per ET  
                                          + PV (works for improving standards) per ET 
                                          + Part of net debt serviced by annual charges per ET 

 
For SRSC, there is currently no net debt for the utility.  

 
Details of Reduction Amount calculations for Water are included in Attachment C, while for Sewer 
they are provided in Attachment D  
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 7.6 Reviewing/Updating of Calculated Developer Charges 
 Developer charges relating to this DSP will be reviewed after a period of 5 to 6 years. 
 

In the period between any review, developer charges will be adjusted on 1 July each year on the 
basis of movements in the CPI (based on the Canberra All Groups Index), in the preceding 12 
months to December, excluding the impact of GST. 

 
Where a significant new facility, not identified in this plan, is subsequently identified as being required 
to support development in the catchment, then this DSP will be reviewed and amended. 

 
 
 7.7 Reticulation Works 
 The developer shall be responsible for the full cost of the design and construction of water supply 

and sewerage reticulation works within subdivisions. 
 
  

7.9   Funding of Essential Assets by Developer 
 In some cases a developer may wish to proceed with a development before essential assets, such 

as a water main or reservoir, are in place. Provided that there are no other constraints to the 
development, construction of the essential assets may be approved. In such cases the assets will be 
sized by the utility in accordance with the requirements of the DSP and the full capital cost will be 
met by this developer. 
  
If the asset funded by this developer will serve other future development, the developer should be 
reimbursed when the utility collects developer charges from the future development. The utility and 
the developer must enter into an agreement stating how the developer will be reimbursed in the 
future. 

 
 
8. Reference Documents 
 Background information and calculations relating to this DSP are contained in the following 

documents: 
 Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 1998 Appendix 1: Water & Sewer (adopted by 

Council on 20 April 1999) 
 Snowy River Shire Residential Planning Project – Final Report October 2005 – SGS Economics 

& Planning 
 SRSC Asset Accounting System registers for Water & Sewer Assets 
 NSW Reference Rates Manual for Valuation of Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater Assets 

(NSW Government Ministry of Energy and Utilities June 2003) 
 NSW Government Land & Water Conservation Guidelines: Developer Charges for Water Supply, 

Sewerage and Stormwater (December 2002) 
 Snowy Development Contributions Plan 2005 – approved By SRSC on May 16, 2006 
 Snowy River Shire Council Water and Sewer Asset Register as updated November 2007 – 

January 2008. 
 Data provided by SRSC personnel to calculate equivalent tenements 
 Spreadsheets developed to conduct calculations in this study (held by SRSC)  

 
 These documents contain detailed calculations for the capital charge and reduction amount, 

including asset commissioning dates, size/length of assets, MEERA valuation of assets, and financial 
modelling for calculation of reduction amounts. These documents can be reviewed in Council’s 
offices by appointment.  

 
 
9. Other DSPs and Related Plans 

 The SRSC Water and Sewer Contributions Plan contains the following DSPs (including this DSP): 
 DSP 1 – Jindabyne Catchment Water and Sewer 
 DSP 2 – East Jindabyne Water and Sewer 
 DSP 3 – Tyrolean Village Water and Sewer 
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 DSP 4 – Berridale Water and Sewer 
 DSP 5 – Kalkite Water and Sewer 
 DSP 6 - Willow Bay Water and Sewer 
 DSP 7 – Adaminaby Water and Sewer 

 
These DSPs are included in Appendix 1 of SRSC Contributions Plan 2008. Also included in the 
SRSC Contributions Plan 2008 are Appendices 2 to 9 which cover various components of s94 
Development Contributions. 
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10.  Charges for Different Types of Development 

Type of Dwelling/Premises Unit of Measure for 
Contribution 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

Contribution Rate 
for Water @ 

$13384 per ET 

Contribution 
Rate for Sewer 

not using Scenic 
Drive PS @ $339 

per ET 

Contribution 
Rate for Sewer 
using Scenic 
Drive PS @ 

$1678 per ET 

Subdivision lot 1 $13384 $339 $1678 

Dwellings  - 1 bedroom bedroom 0.57 $7629 $193 $956 

Dwellings - 2 bedrooms 2 bedrooms 0.71 $9503 $241 $1191 

Dwellings - 3 or 4 bedrooms 3 or 4 bedrooms 1 $13384 $339 $1678 

Dwellings - > 4 bedrooms bedroom 1 plus 0.29 per extra  
bedroom > 4 

$13384 + $3881 
per b/r > 4 

$339 + $98 per b/r 
>4 

$1678 + $487 
per b/r >4 

Lodges, resorts & motels room 0.29 $3881 $98 $487 

Child Care Centres per 20 children 
greater than 20 1 $13384 $339 $1678 

20 day students 1 $13384 $339 $1678 
Educational Establishments 

6 boarders 1 $13384 $339 $1678 

Camping Grounds site 0.29 $3881 $98 $487 

Tourism facilities room and/or impact of 
day visitors 

0.29 per room or 
subject to individual 

assessment if 
significant numbers of 

day visitors 

$3881 per room or 
individual 

assessment 

$98 or individual 
assessment 

$487 per room 
or individual 
assessment 

Commercial - offices 100m2 of floor space 0.1 $1338 $34 $168 

Commercial  - retail 100m2 of floor space 0.1 $1338 $34 $168 

Commercial - restaurants 100m2 of floor space 0.8 $3912 $271 $1342 

Industrial - light industry lot 1 $10707 $339 $1678 

Industrial - heavy industry Dependent on impact Subject to individual 
assessment 

Subject to 
individual 

assessment 

Subject to 
individual 

assessment 

Subject to 
individual 

assessment 
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Attachment A – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Adaminaby Water 

 Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year of   
commissioning 

for  ROI1  
Capital Cost 
(2007/08 $)2

Capacity2 

(ETs) 

Capital 
Cost per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 3

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08) 

Asset 
No.   [1] [2] [3] [4] 

(5) = 
(3)/(4) [6] 

(7) = (6)-
(2)+1 [8] 

(9) = 
(5)x(8) 

 Pre-1996 Works           

 None included due to age of assets and upgrade in 2004-06         

           

 Post-1996 Works          

Adaminaby System Upgrade 2004-06           
 Intakes Pump Station 2005/06 2005/06 1904547 300 6348 2026/27 22 1.86 11801 
 Chlorination Equipment 2005/06 2005/06 47599 300 159 2026/27 22 1.86 295 
 Power Supply 2005/06 2005/06 306097 300 1020 2026/27 22 1.86 1897 
 Pipelines  2005/06 2005/06 1352516 300 4508 2026/27 22 1.86 8380 
 Reservoir 2005/06 2005/06 582975 300 1943 2026/27 22 1.86 3612 
 Telemetry 2005/06 2005/06 51705 300 172 2026/27 22 1.86 320 
 Valve Control Panel 2005/06 2005/06 20060 300 67 2026/27 22 1.86 124 
           
 Future Works          

Plan Installation of a PRV 2008/09 2008/09 16340 300 54 2026/27 19 1.72 94 

Plan Modification to Chlorination System 2008/09 2008/09 8170 300 27 2026/27 19 1.72 47 

           

 Total         26570 
           

Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.         
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure       
Note 2: Capacity Estimates have been based on SRSC advice that the system has a capacity of 1100 EP which is equivalent to 367 ET. At 2026/27     
Adaminaby is assumed to be only at 300 ET. Therefore Capital costs factored by 300/367 = 0.817; Assumes full cost and does not factor by government subsidy  
Note 3: Based on 245 ET as at 30 June 2007 and a growth of 55 ET over twenty years at 30 June 2027 it is assumed that Adaminaby has 300 ET    
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years)       
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments       

           
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5    
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Attachment B – Calculation of the Capital Charge – Adaminaby Sewer 
 

 Component 
Year 

Commissioned 

Effective year of  
commissioning 

for  ROI1
Capital Cost2 
(2007/08 $) 

Capacity3 

(ETs) 

Capital  
Cost  per 

ET 
(2007/08) 

Year  
when 

Capacity 
is Taken  

up 3

Take-Up 
Period 
(years) 

Return  on 
investment 

Factor 4

Capital 
Charge  
per ET 

(2007/08) 

   [1] [2] [3] [4] 
(5) = 

(3)/(4) [6] 
(7) = (6)-

(2)+1 [8] 
(9) = 

(5)x(8) 
Asset 
No. Pre-1996 Works         

           

 Post-1996 Works          
2335 Treatment Works 1999/2000 (M & E) 30/06/2000 1999/2000 $10,535 300 $35 2026/27 28 2.16 $76 
2336 Treatment Works 2000/01 (M & E) 30/06/2001 2000/2001 $2,939 300 $10 2026/27 27 2.11 $21 
2342 Treatment Works (2001/02) 31/12/2001 2001/02 $3,493 300 $12 2026/27 26 2.05 $24 
2343 Treatment Works 2001/02) 31/12/2001 2001/02 $7,082 300 $24 2026/27 26 2.05 $49 

           

 Future Works          

Plan Investigation of STP 2010/11 2010/11 $30,000 300 $100 2026/27 17 1.63 $163 

 Total for Adaminaby excluding Scenic Drive SPS        $331 

           

Plan Sewerage pumping station Scenic Drive 2013/14 2013/14 $200,000 200 $1,000 2026/27 14 1.50 $1,496 

           

 Total for Adaminaby including Scenic Drive SPS        1828 

           
Note 1: For pre 1996 assets year of commissioning is assumed to be 1995/96.        
           For post 1995/96 assets the year of commissioning has been assumed to be same as year of expenditure     
           
Note 2: Does not include Asset no 2274 (STW built by SMA in 1960) and asset No. 2283 (VC Sewer Pipelines built by SMA in 1960 ) in capital calculations 
           
Note 3: Assumes that current capacity will meet demand (300ET) till 2026/27       
           
Note 4: ROI = - PMT(r/100,t,1)*t/(1 + r/100) where r = discount rate (%), t = take up period (years)      
                        PMT is an excel function which calculates the required uniform annual payments      
           
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p31 Example 5   
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Attachment C – Calculation of the Reduction Amount for Adaminaby Water 
   
PV of New ETs (ie Growth of 2.75 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount)   
      
      
Relevant Assets to be renewed or upgraded in next 50 years:    

Asset 

 
-29  

No. Description Year built 

Meera 
Renewal 
Cost 

Life of 
Asset 

Year of 
Replacement 

 Intakes Pump Station 2005/06 1904547 20 yrs 2025/26 

      

 Telemetry 2005/06 51705 25 2030/31 

 Valve Control Panel 2005/06 20060 25 2030/31 

   71765   

      

 Chlorination Equipment 2005/06 47599 30 2035/36 

 Power Supply 2005/06 306,097 30 2035/36 

   353696   

      
      

 Reservoir Roof (15% of capital cost) 2005/06 87446 40 yrs 2045/46 

 Intakes Pump Station 2025/26 1904547 20 yrs 2045/46 

   1991994   

      

 Telemetry 2030/31 51705 25 2055/56 

 Valve Control Panel 2030/31 20060 25 2055/56 

   71765   

      
 NPV of Renewals     $786,913 
      
 PV of new ETs    
 ET as at June 30 2007    245 
 PV of existing + new ETs    
 Reduction Amount per ET    

-29 

-274 
 -$2,870.55 
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Attachment D – Calculation of Reduction Amount for Adaminaby Sewer 
 

PV of New ETs (ie Growth of 2.75 per yr over 20 yrs @ 7% discount)   -29  
      
Reference for calculations: Developer Charges Guidelines for Water Supply, Sewerage and Stormwater NSW DLWC December 2002, p38 
      
Relevant Assets to be renewed in next 50 years based on SRSC plan and life of assets as per NSW Ref Rates Manual : 
      

Asset No. Description Year built 

MEERA 
Renewal Cost 
($2007/08) 

Life of 
Asset 

Year of 
Replacement 

      
Long term Renewals Renewal of Treatment Plant M & E 2001/2002 $24,049 20 yrs 2021/22 

      

Plan Sewerage pumping station Scenic Drive ( M & E) 2013/14 $200,000 20 years 2033/34 

      

NPV at 2036/37 of 2037/38 to 2057/58 payments (from items below) excluding Scenic Drive  $17,147 

NPV at 2036/37 of 2037/38 to 2057/58 payments (from items below)    $80,461 

      

Long term Renewals Renewal of Treatment Plant M & E 2021/2022 $24,049 20 yrs 2041/42 

      

Plan Sewerage pumping station Scenic Drive ( M & E) 2033/34 200000 20 years 2053/54 

      
 NPV of Renewals excluding Scenic Drive   $11,737  

      
 NPV of Renewals including Scenic Drive   $55,076  
      
 PV of new ETs   -29  
 ET as at 30 June 2007   245  
 Reduction Amount per ET excluding Scenic Drive PS  -$43  
 Reduction Amount per ET including Scenic Drive PS  -$201  
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Attachment E – Preparation, Review and Administration of Adaminaby Catchment Water & 

Sewer Plans 
 
Nexus  
 
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had to undertake a 
contribution study over the catchment area. The costs of this study were required in order to identify 
the types of public facilities for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting 
population, the cost of the required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" levied as a 
Section 64 contribution, the actual contribution rates and the preparation of the implementation 
schedules. These works and cost incurred are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's 
Environmental Services Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study, administration and any additional studies undertaken in the 
future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers under Section 64. The cost of 
future contribution plans, prepared in response to particular developments, should be recouped from 
the specific area. 
 
  
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement for Water or Sewer (note: Split equally 
between each)  
 

          =   C + R 
                                                 N 

                                                                     
                                                                     =           $1560+ 4000 
                                                                                        55 x 2 
                         
                                                                     =           $51 per ET for Water or Sewer 
                                    
Where  
 
C = Proportion of cost of current study -  4.8% of $10000 for W & S asset revaluation plus 4.8% for 

Adaminaby’s s64 costs proportion of total CP costs, assumed as 75%, of 2008 review = 0.048 x 
10000 + 0.048 x 0.75 x 30000  = $1560.  

R = Cost of updates and administration during the next ten years (2008/09 – 2017/18):  8 annual 
updates/administration at a cost of $100/ yr to update CPI & other factors plus a full review of this 
plan after approximately 5 & 10 years @ $1600 each based on 2008 study cost  = $4000 

N = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements created for Adaminaby Catchment over twenty years = 
55 
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1 SUMMARY 
This document serves as an Appendix to 'Snowy River Development Contributions 
Plan 2008' and provides: 
 
• A summary of development contributions relating to the provision of suitable 

roadworks within the Snowy River Shire. 

• A brief outline of the methodology used to assess and define the value of the 
contributions. 

 
The structure of this appendix is as follows: 

 
• Immediately following this summary is a list of the catchment areas referred to 

in this appendix, followed by a table stating the contributions applicable within 
each catchment. 

• This is followed by a justification for the levying of contributions and a brief 
outline of the methodology adopted within this appendix. 

• A series of Attachments provides further information, including details of 
facilities, cost estimates and calculations. 

 

2 RELEVANT CATCHMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS  

2.1 RELEVANT CATCHMENTS 
 
This appendix applies to developments in all of the catchments in the Shire. These 
are: 
 

• Jindabyne 
• East Jindabyne 
• Willow Bay 
• Tyrolean Village 
• Kalkite 
• Berridale 
• Adaminaby 
• Dalgety 
• Shire outside defined catchments but within 10km of Jindabyne PO 
• Shire outside defined catchments and not within 10 km of Jindabyne PO 

 
These catchments are defined in the maps in Part C of the overall 2008 Contributions 
Plan Document. This Appendix is an attachment to that document. 
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2.2 DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS SUMMARY: 
 
The general principles for calculating developer contributions are as follows:  
 
• The developer pays for any road construction and/or embellishment required to 

satisfy that development’s access requirements; 
 
• Where the development has an impact on other roads in the Shire through 

increased usage then contributions will be used to support funding of any 
upgrading required. Relative usage will generally be used as a basis for 
calculating contributions as per the example in Schedule B of this document. 

 
The Council may seek roadworks contributions by: 

(a) Direct contributions based on road usage as indicated in the example in 
Schedule B; or 

(b) Contributions in kind eg provide land for future road corridors which will 
benefit future development in the Shire; or 

(c) A combination of a) and b) 
 
The Council will determine the value of any in kind contribution in lieu of direct 
payments in line with the principles outlined in Part B - Administration section of 
Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008. 
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Contributions table 

Type of 
Dwelling/ 
Premises 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

(ET) 

Unit of 
Measure for 
Contribution 

Developments 
on Yens Bay 

Rd 
Adaminaby   

@  $1,590/ET 
per km (or 

part thereof) 
used. 

Developments 
on Scenic 

Drive, 
Adaminaby @  
$1,199/ET per 

km (or part 
thereof) used. 

Developments 
on Hickeys 

Rd, Dalgety @  
$1,308ET per 
km (or part 

thereof) used. 

Developments 
on 

Coolamatong 
Rd, Berridale   
@  $1,508/ET 

per km (or 
part thereof) 

used. 

Developments 
on Rockwell 
Rd, Berridale 
@ $1,556/ET 
per km (or 

part thereof) 
used. 

Developments 
on Bobundara 
Rd, Berridale 
@$1,522/ET 
per km (or 

part thereof) 
used. 

Developments 
on 

Wollondibby 
Rd, Jindabyne 
@ $1,492/ET 
per km (or 

part thereof) 
used. 

Developments 
utilising 

Mowamba 
Bridge @ 

$1,170 per ET  

Developments 
on Avonside 
Rd @ 1,624 

per ET per km 
(or part 

thereof) used. 
 

Developments 
on Hilltop Rd 
@ 1,508 per 

ET per km (or 
part thereof) 

used. 

Subdivision            1 lot $1,590 $1,199 $1,308 $1,508 $1,556 $1,522 $1,492 $1,170 $1,624 $1,508
Dwellings - 1 

bedroom 0.57 bedroom $906          $683 $746 $860 $887 $868 $850 $667 $926 $860
Dwellings - 2 

bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $1,129          $851 $929 $1,071 $1,105 $1,081 $1,059 $831 $1,153 $1,071
Dwellings – 3 

or 4  bedrooms 1 3 or 4 
bedrooms $1,590          $1,199 $1,308 $1,508 $1,556 $1,522 $1,492 $1,170 $1,624 $1,508

Dwellings - 
more than 4 
bedrooms 

1 plus 0.29 
per extra 

bedroom > 
3 

Base of 4 
plus per 
extra b/r 

$1,590 + $461 
per b/r >4 

$1,199 + $348 
per b/r >4 

$1,308 + $379 
per b/r >4 

$1,508 + $437 
per b/r >4 

$1556 + $451 
per b/r >4 

$1522 + $441 
per b/r >4 

$1492 + $433 
per b/r >4 

$1170 + $339 
per b/r >4 

 
$1624+$471 

per b/r>4 

 
$1508+$437 

per b/r>4 

Lodges, 
resorts & 
motels 

0.29 per 
room room 

$461          $348 $379 $437 $451 $441 $433 $339 $471 $437
1 per 20 

day 
students 

20 day 
students $1,590          $1,199 $1,308 $1,508 $1,556 $1,522 $1,492 $1,170 $1,624 $1,508Educational 

Establishments 
1 per 6 

boarders 6 boarders 
$1,590          $1,199 $1,308 $1,508 $1,556 $1,522 $1,492 $1,170 $1,624 $1,508

Caravan Parks 
and Camping 

Grounds 

0.29 per  
site site 

$461          $348 $379 $437 $451 $441 $433 $339 $471 $437
Tourism 
facilities 

(conference, 
recreational ) 

0.29 per 
room room 

$461          $348 $379 $437 $451 $441 $433 $339 $471 $437

Industrial and 
Commercial  

0.15/vpd = 
1 per 

6.7vpd 

Per 6.7 vpd 
(ET 

equivalent) $1,590          $1,199 $1,308 $1,508 $1,556 $1,522 $1,492 $1,170 $1,624 $1,508
 
Note: When determining contributions payable for a particular development, consideration will be given to any contributions previously paid with respect to the subject land. 
Generally, development of an existing residential lot receives a credit towards development contributions otherwise payable, equivalent to the contributions payable on one lot 
or according to the principles outlined in section 2.14 of the overall plan document. 
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3 OUTLINE OF METHODOLOGY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This appendix to the Contributions Plan contains the procedures for administration, 
assessment and settlement of contributions and accountability, as well as a schedule 
of the specific rates for contribution. The appendix also contains the methodology for 
determining the contribution rates and the manner and timing of expenditure of the 
funds collected.  
 
Attached to the appendix are various supplementary documents, which provide 
further discussion of it’s operation and administration. Included in the attachments 
are worked examples of the manner in which contributions will be determined for 
certain types of development. 
 

3.2 TITLE 
This appendix is called “Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 – 
Appendix 2: Roadworks 
 

3.3 THE PURPOSE  
The purpose of this appendix is to permit Council to levy contributions pursuant to 
Section 94, Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 and subsequent 
amendments for the provision and upgrading and/of Roadworks within the Snowy 
River Shire. 
 

3.4 THE AIMS & OBJECTIVES  

• to enable the Council to require as a condition of development consent 
contribution towards the provision and/or upgrading of roadworks in the Shire; 

• to enable the Council to recoup funds which it has spent in the provision and/or 
upgrading of roadworks in anticipation of development; and 

• to ensure that the existing community is not burdened by the provision and/or 
upgrading of roadworks required as a result of future development. 

 

3.5 DEFINITIONS 
This appendix adopts the definitions contained in Part D of the overall 2008 
Contributions Plan. 
 

3.6 THE LAND TO WHICH THIS APPENDIX APPLIES 
This appendix applies to all that land that is within the catchments listed in section 
2.1 of this document. 
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3.7 NEXUS 
An increase in the Shire's population and development creates ever increasing traffic 
volumes and a subsequent impact on the Shire roads. All development that results in 
an increase in the provision and/or upgrading of Council funded roads will be levied 
to meet these increased demands. 
 
For Council to be able to levy a contribution as a condition of development consent, 
the contribution must be assessed in accordance with this plan. This plan establishes 
the nexus between the expected types of development in that area and the demand 
for the provision and/or upgrading of Roadworks. In this appendix, nexus is 
demonstrated in the following terms: 
 
Causal - the need for the provision and/or upgrading of the Roadworks must be a 
direct result of the development being levied; 
Spatial - the provision and/or upgrading of the Roadworks must be near enough in 
physical terms to provide benefit to the development; and 
Temporal - the provision and/or upgrading of the Roadworks must be provided within 
a period of time to be of benefit to the development. 
 
In order to take into account the substantial tourism related developments in the 
Shire, numbers of Equivalent Tenements (ET) and Equivalent Persons (EP) and their 
impact on vehicle per day (vpd) usage have been used as a basis for the calculations 
rather than permanent population growth. The provision and/or upgrading of roads 
required to be provided as a result of development are listed in Schedule A. 
 

3.8 CALCULATION OF BASE CONTRIBUTION RATES 
General 
 
The method of assessing existing and future impacts is relatively simple in areas 
where the full potential of development within a discrete catchment is known. 
However, this is not the case in Snowy River Shire where future development on 
rural land (on farm accommodation and the like) is problematic to predict.  
 
The method proposed in this plan is to adopt a road design based on the best 
estimate of existing traffic and growth trends over say a 20-year period. The cost of 
the road would then be shared on a pro rata basis over all users of the road and be 
based on vehicle movements per day or peak hourly movements where appropriate. 
The Council would be responsible for funding all costs associated with existing, 
tourist and passing traffic whilst the developer would be responsible for funding only 
the costs associated with the impact of the development traffic. This proposed 
methodology is shown in Diagram 1 below.  
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Diagram 1 – Pro-Rata cost distribution 
 
  

Existing Traffic
Future Passing 

and Tourist Traffic
Unknown 
Variable

Future 
Development

Development 
Previously Levied

Council Responsibility Development Responsibility

Total Road Design Cost
Vehicles Per Day

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Road sizing 
 
In adopting a road design or size based on traffic volume the following matters must 
be taken into account: 
 

(a) existing traffic levels (traffic counts); 
(b) level of service; 
(c) peaks due to seasonality related to the ski fields; 
(d) projected traffic growth; 
(e) future tourism patterns due to cost and climate; 
(f) design criteria and construction standards; 
(g) the assessed impact each separate type of development will generate on 

the road network; and 
(h) the quantity of heavy vehicles and passenger coaches that will use the 

road. 
 
Traffic generation 
 
It is known that similar developments in different areas or indeed within the same 
area generate different levels of traffic and consequent impact. 
 
Assigning a level of impact is a subjective matter and in the absence of detailed 
traffic generation data for this area it is proposed to adopt the figures supplied by the 
NSW Traffic Authority. These figures are based on a statewide survey and study and 
whilst they may be at marginal variance with this area they are considered to be 
probable and reasonable for assessment purposes. Assumptions based on NSW 
Traffic Authority data are provided in section 3.10 of this document and Schedule B. 
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Road catchment or precinct 
 
Each road within the Shire needs to be treated separately due to the varying nature 
of its catchment and traffic generation. Some catchments are fully closed dead end 
systems with no passing and only a small amount of tourist traffic whilst others are 
fully open with large amounts of both passing and tourist traffic. 
 
It is necessary to separate the road network into its component catchments and deal 
with each part. These separate parts are gradually combined as the network grows 
with each small catchment feeding into a larger network with increasing capacity 
towards the focal point or mouth of the catchment. 
 
This approach results in contributions increasing with distance from the focal point as 
development created further away will make use of more sections of the road 
network. However, at the outer edges little or no improvements may be required and 
thus at this point the need for contributions would also fall off. 
 
Intercatchment relationships 
 
The impact of development on the road network within the catchment that the 
development occurs in is relatively clear. However, there also often exists a 
relationship between adjacent catchments but this relationship although highly 
significant is often difficult to quantify. The best example of such a situation in this 
Shire is the impact on the Alpine Way from traffic generated in and around Jindabyne 
and the Barry Way.  
 
Consequently, a Section 94 contribution levied on development for example on one 
road to assist in the upgrading of another road is appropriate but the size of such a 
levy must be seen to be reasonable. A most conservative approach needs to be 
taken with traffic generations used from the bottom end of the estimated range of 
impact. 
 

3.9 APPORTIONMENT 
Where the existing population will benefit from the provision and/or upgrading of 
roadworks the cost of providing these will be apportioned between Section 94 funds 
and other monies of Council. Apportionment rates are included, in the formula for 
contribution rates. 
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3.10 OCCUPANCY RATES AND IMPACT ON VEHICLE PER DAY 

ASSUMPTIONS 
Based on Census information and for the purposes of this appendix, occupancy 
rates, Equivalent Persons (EP) and Equivalent Tenements (ETs) figures have been 
adopted. Vehicle per day assumptions have been calculated based on the NSW 
Roads and Traffic Authority Study which calculated that each dwelling in rural or 
regional areas with limited public transport generated 6.7 vehicle trips per day on 
average. 
 
For lots and dwellings these assumptions are indicated in the table below. 
 

Dwelling Size Occupancy Rates 
(persons) and assumed 
Equivalent Persons (EP) 

Equivalent 
Tenements (ETs) 

Vehicle per Day (vpd) 
assumptions 

Lot 2.8 1 6.7 

One bedroom 
dwelling 

1.6 0.57 3.8 

Two bedroom 
dwelling 

2.0 0.71 4.8 

Three or four 
bedroom dwelling 

2.8 – 3.6 1 6.7 

More than four 
bedroom dwelling     

3.2 plus 0.8 per extra 
bedroom greater than 4 

1 plus 0.29 per extra 
bedroom greater than 

4 

6.7 plus 1.9 per extra 
bedroom greater than 4 

 
Assumptions related to other types of development are provided in Schedule B. 
 

3.11 REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION RATES 
To ensure that the value of contributions reflect the costs associated with the 
provision of public services and facilities, the Council will review the Plan (and 
appendices), and amend the contribution rates on the following basis: 
 

(a) The contribution rates will be reviewed at July 1 each year by reference 
to the Canberra All Groups Index for the previous calendar year (January 
to December), excluding the impact of the GST.  

(b) Annual review of completed works and amendment of schedules as 
necessary 

(c) Major reviews and repeal of the plan when required.  
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3.12 METHOD & TIMING OF PAYMENT 
A contribution is payable; 
 

(a) in the case of a consent to development being subdivision – before the 
issue of a Subdivision Certificate to the applicant; 

(b) in the case of a consent to development where a construction certificate 
is required – before the issue of a construction certificate to the applicant; 

(c) in the case of Complying development under Division 3 of Part 4 of the 
Act, - prior to commencement of works; 

(d) in the case of a consent to any other development – before development 
is commenced. 

 

3.13 PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
In accordance with Clause 36(1), Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulation, 1980, copies of the following are available for inspection free of charge at 
Council during office hours. 

• A copy of the Section 94 Contributions Plan   
• The contributions register 
• An annual financial statement at the end of each financial year 

 

3.14 SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

 
(a) A development application that is submitted after the adoption of this Plan 

shall be assessed in accordance with the provisions of this Plan. 
(b) A development application that has been submitted prior to the adoption 

of this Plan but not determined, shall be assessed in accordance with this 
Plan. 

(c) Developer contributions payable by way of a condition of a condition of 
consent of a development application that has been determined prior to 
the adoption of this Plan, but for which that condition has not been 
satisfied, shall be levied contributions in accordance with the provisions 
of this Plan. 
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4 SCHEDULE A 

4.1 COSTING OF WORKS 
As at the date of this plan the following roadworks have been identified as needing 
upgrading within the next twenty years based on projected additional developments 
per year. It is therefore necessary to begin collecting contributions to meet these 
expected upgrades. 
 
The rate used is $250,000 / km to reconstruct a gravel road to Council's minimum 
standard of a 6.4m wide carriageway. This rate does not include the cost of a deeper 
strength pavement that may be required if soft clays are found.  
 
Adaminaby Catchment  
Yens Bay Road, 7km @ $1,750,000 total  - based on at least two to three new lot 
developments per year 
 
Scenic Drive, 1.4 km @ $350,000 total    - based on at least one to two new lot 
developments per year 

 
Dalgety Catchment  
Hickeys Road, 1.8km @ $450,000 total  - based on at least two to three new lot 
developments per year 
 
Berridale Catchment   
Coolamatong Road, 3.8km @ $950,000 total  - based on at least 0.5 to one new lot 
developments per year  
 
Rockwell Road, 5.2km @ $1,300,000 total  - based on at least one to two new lot 
developments per year   
 
Bobundara Road, 4.1km @ $1,025,000 total - expect at least one to two new lot 
developments per year 
 
Jindabyne Catchment, Shire within 10 km of Jindabyne PO and Shire Outside 
10km of Jindabyne PO Catchment. 
Wollondibby Road 3.5km @ $875,000 total cost to Council  – based on 2 lots per 
year 
 
Avonside Road – 10.7km @ $2,675,000 total cost to Council based on 3 lots per 
year.  
 
Hilltop Road – 3.8km @ $950,000 total cost to Council based on 2 lots per year.  
 
Mowamba Bridge replacement @ $550,000 cost to Council – based on at least three 
to four new lot developments per year  
 
South Jindabyne Access – by agreement with developer or as condition of consent. 
Eg Highview Estate, 215 ET’s  + 418 two bedroom units @ 0.71 ET ( 296 ET’s)  =  
total of 511 ET’s. 
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5 SCHEDULE B 

5.1 CALCULATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS 

 
Alternative Methods of Contribution 
 
The general principles for calculating developer contributions are as follows:  

(a) The developer pays for any road construction and/or embellishment 
required to satisfy that development’s access requirements 

(b) Where the development has an impact on other roads in the Shire 
through increased usage then contributions will be to support funding of 
any upgrading required. Relative usage will generally be used as a basis 
for calculating contributions as per the example provided below. 

 
The Council may seek roadworks contributions by: 

(a) Direct contributions based on road usage as indicated in the example 
below; or 

(b) Contributions in kind eg provide land for future road corridors which will 
benefit future development in the Shire; or 

(c) A combination of a) and b) 
 
The Council will determine the value of any in kind contribution in lieu of direct 
payments. 
 
Contribution calculations for roadworks 
 
This calculation is carried out by calculating the individual section charges based on 
costs of works, design capacity of the road and traffic generation from the 
development. 
 
Individual Section Contribution Charge for a particular development = (Cost of 
Works/Vehicle Design Capacity in vpd) x Traffic generation from development in 
vehicles per day (vpd). 
 
TS = Total roadworks contribution charge = Sum of all Section Charges 
 
Assumptions for selected roadworks are provided in the following table: 
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Catchment 
Description 
of new or 
upgraded 

Roadworks 

Design of 
Roadworks 

(vehicles 
per day) 

Value of  
Works  

Cost of 
Works 

 ($ per vpd) 

Total 
Roadworks 

Contribution 
Charge per  

lot at 6.7 
vpd (TS)  

Relevant new lots 
using road in 

Adaminaby catchment 

Yens Bay 
Road – 7km 

upgrade  

1000 $1,750,000 $1750 $11,725 

Relevant new lots 
using road in 

Adaminaby catchment 

Scenic Drive 
– 1.4km 
upgrade 

1000 $350,000 $350 $2,345 

Relevant new lots 
using road in Dalgety 

catchment 

Hickeys Road 
– 1.8km 

1000 $450,000 $450 $3,015 

Relevant new lots 
using road in Berridale 

catchment 

Coolamatong 
Rd – 3.8km 

1000 $950,000 $950 $6,365 

Relevant new lots 
using road in Berridale 

catchment 

Rockwell Rd - 
5.2km 

1000 $1,300,000 $1,300 $8,710 

Relevant new lots 
using road in Berridale 

catchment 

Bobundara 
Rd – 4.1km 

1000 $1,025,000 $1,025 $6,867 

Relevant new lots 
using road in relevant 

catchments. 

Wollondibby 
Road – 3.5km 

gravel 
upgrade 

1000 $875,000 $875 $5,863 

Relevant new lots 
using road in relevant 

catchments. 

Avonside 
Road – 10.7 

km gravel 
upgrade 

1000 $2,675,000 $2,675 $17,922 

Relevant new lots 
using road in relevant 

catchments. 

Hilltop Road – 
3.8 km gravel 

upgrade 

1000 $950,000 $950 $6,365 

Relevant new lots 
using bridge in 

relevant catchments. 

Mowamba 
Bridge 

replacement 

2000 $550,000  
Cost to 
Council 

$275 $1,842 

South Jindabyne 
Access 

By agreement with developer or as condition of consent. 

 
Some development will not utilise the entire length of a road. Therefore the contribution charge will be 
based on the length of road normally used by those utilising the development. For example, if the road 
was 5 kms long and the development was 3 kms up the road from the nearest main intersection then the 
Contributions Charge, R would be adjusted for the expected use (each kilometre or part thereof used) 
as per the overall charge calculation below. 
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Overall Charge 
 
The formula adopted for calculation of rates for provision and upgrading of 
Roadworks for a particular development is as follows: 
 
R = (TS  -  B/N)  +  S  
            K 
 
Where 
 
R     =  Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET) per km of 
road upgrade used by a particular development 
 
TS   = Total of all Section Charges per ET applicable to the development (as 
calculated based on the principles outlined above) if all of the road upgrade utilised 
 
B     = Balance in Roadworks section 94 account estimated as at end June 2008 
($626,826) 
 
N     = Number of additional ETs (in the Shire over a 20 year period) which will have 
an impact on roadworks & thereby require payment of s94 contributions   
 
K    = Total length (kms) of road upgraded 
 
S      = Charge for plan development/administration per ET – as calculated in 
Schedule C 
 
 
Number of additional ETs having an impact on roadworks over the next twenty years 
 
From data in Schedule A: 
 
Yens Bay 2 per year = 40 
Scenic Drive 1.5 per yr = 30 
Hickeys Rd 2.5 per yr = 50 
Coolamatong Rd 0.75 per year= 15 
Rockwell Rd 1.5 per yr = 30 
Bobundara Rd 1.5 per year = 30 
Snowy River Way (Jindabyne)  3.5 per yr = 70 
Wollondibby Rd 2 per yea = 40 
Avonside Road                         3 per year = 60 
Hilltop Road 2 per year = 40 
South Jindabyne (Highview)   = 511 
 
Total    = 916 ETs 
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Calculations: 
 
Yens Bay Road, Adaminaby: 
R = (TS  -  B/N)/K   +  S  
    = ($11,725 - $626,826/916)/7 + $15.46 
    = ($11,725 - $684.30)7 + $13.10 
    = $1,590 per ET per km of road (or part thereof) used from the Snowy Mountains Highway 
intersection.. 
 
Scenic Drive, Adaminaby 
R = (TS  -  B/N)/K   +  S  
    = ($2,345 - $684.30)/1.4 + $13.10 
    = $1,199 per ET per km of road (or part thereof) used from either the Lucas St or Snowy 
Mountains Highway intersection. 
 
Hickey’s Rd, Dalgety 
R = (TS  -  B/N)/K  +  S  
    = ($3,015 - $684.30)/1.8 + $13.10 
    = $1,308 per ET per km of road (or part thereof) used from the Wyndeyer St intersection. 
 
Coolamatong Rd, Berridale 
R = (TS  -  B/N)/K   +  S  
    = ($6365 - $684.30)/3.8 + $13.10 
    = $1,508 per ET per km of road (or part thereof) used from the Kosciuszko Rd intersection.. 
 
Rockwell Rd, Berridale 
R = (TS  -  B/N)/K   +  S  
    = ($8710 - $684.30)/5.2 + $13.10 
    = $1,556 per ET per km of road (or part thereof) used from the Berridale Boundary St 
intersection. 
 
Bobundara Rd, Berridale 
R = (TS  -  B/N)/K   +  S  
    = ($6867 - $684.30)/4.1 + $13.10 
    = $1,522 per ET per km of road (or part thereof) used from the Dalgety Rd intersection.. 
 
Wollondibby Rd, Alpine Way 
R = (TS  -  B/N)/K   +  S  
    = ($5863 - $684.30)/3.5 + $13.10 
    = $1,492 per ET per km of road (or part thereof) used from the Alpine Way intersection. 
 
Mowamba Bridge, Jindabyne 
R = (TS  -  B/N)/K   +  S  
    = ($1842 - $684.30)/1 + $13.10 
    = $1,170 per ET for developments benefiting from the bridge 
 
Avonside Rd, Jindabyne 
R = (TS  -  B/N)/K   +  S  
    =($17,922 – $684.30)/10.7 + 13.10 
    =$1,624 per ET per km of road (or part thereof) used from the Kosciuszko Rd intersection. 
 
Hilltop Rd, Jindabyne 
R = (TS  -  B/N)/K   +  S  
    =($6,365 - $684.30)/3.8 + 13.10 
    =$1,508 per ET per km of road (or part thereof) used from the Kalkite Rd or Kosciuszko Rd 
intersection. 
 
South Jindabyne Access 
By agreement with developer or as conditions of consent (including land for future access 
roads, connections and upgrades as necessary to support development). 
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Contributions table 

Type of 
Dwelling/ 
Premises 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

(ET) 

Unit of 
Measure for 
Contribution 

Developments 
on Yens Bay 

Rd Adaminaby   
@ $1,590/ET 

per km (or part 
thereof) used 

Developments 
on Scenic 

Drive, 
Adaminaby @ 
$1,199/ET per 

km (or part 
thereof) used 

Developments 
on Hickeys Rd, 

Dalgety @ 
$1,308ET per 

km (or part 
thereof) used 

Developments 
on 

Coolamatong 
Rd, Berridale   
@ $1,508/ET 

per km (or part 
thereof) used 

Developments 
on Rockwell 
Rd, Berridale 
@ $1,556/ET 

per km (or part 
thereof) used 

Developments 
on Bobundara 
Rd, Berridale 
@ $1,522/ET 

per km (or part 
thereof) used 

Developments 
on Wollondibby 

Rd, Alpine 
Way @ 

$1,492/ET per 
km (or part 

thereof) used 

Developments 
utilising 

Mowamba 
Bridge @ 

$1,170 per ET  

Developments 
on Avonside 
Rd @ 1,624 

per ET per km 
(or part 

thereof) used. 
 

Developments 
on Hilltop Rd 
@ 1,508 per 

ET per km (or 
part thereof) 

used. 

Subdivision             1 lot $1,590 $1,199 $1,308 $1,508 $1,556 $1,522 $1,492 $1,170 $1,624 $1,508
Dwellings - 1 

bedroom 0.57 bedroom $906          $683 $746 $860 $887 $868 $850 $667 $926 $860
Dwellings - 2 

bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $1,129          $851 $929 $1,071 $1,105 $1,081 $1,059 $831 $1,153 $1,071
Dwellings – 3 

or 4  bedrooms 1 3 or 4 
bedrooms           $1,590 $1,199 $1,308 $1,508 $1,556 $1,522 $1,492 $1,170 $1,624 $1,508

Dwellings - 
more than 4 
bedrooms 

1 plus 0.29 
per extra 

bedroom > 
3 

Base of 4 
plus per 
extra b/r 

$1,590 + $461 
per b/r >4 

$1,199 + $348 
per b/r >4 

$1,308 + $379 
per b/r >4 

$1,508 + $437 
per b/r >4 

$1556 + $451 
per b/r >4 

$1522 + $441 
per b/r >4 

$1492 + $433 
per b/r >4 

$1170 + $339 
per b/r >4 

 
$1624+$471 

per b/r>4 

 
$1508+$437 

per b/r>4 

Lodges, resorts 
& motels 

0.29 per 
room room $461          $348 $379 $437 $451 $441 $433 $339 $471 $437

1 per 20 
day 

students 
20 day 

students $1,590          $1,199 $1,308 $1,508 $1,556 $1,522 $1,492 $1,170 $1,624 $1,508Educational 
Establishments 

1 per 6 
boarders 6 boarders 

$1,590          $1,199 $1,308 $1,508 $1,556 $1,522 $1,492 $1,170 $1,624 $1,508
Caravan Parks 
and Camping 

Grounds 
0.29 per  

site site 
$461          $348 $379 $437 $451 $441 $433 $339 $471 $437

Tourism 
facilities 

(conference, 
recreational ) 

0.29 per 
room room 

$461          $348 $379 $437 $451 $441 $433 $339 $471 $437

Industrial and 
Commercial  

0.15/vpd = 
1 per 

6.7vpd 

Per 6.7 vpd 
(ET 

equivalent)           $1,590 $1,199 $1,308 $1,508 $1,556 $1,522 $1,492 $1,170 $1,624 $1,508
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6 SCHEDULE C 

6.1 PREPARATION AND REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION PLAN 
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had to 
undertake a contribution study over the whole Council area. The capital costs of this 
study were required in order to identify the types of roadworks for which a 
contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting population, the cost of the 
required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" levied as a Section 94 
contribution, the actual contribution rates and the preparation of the implementation 
schedules. These works and cost incurred are outside the work normally undertaken 
by Council's Environmental Services Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek 
the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study and any additional studies undertaken in the 
future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers under Section 
94. The cost of future contribution plans, prepared in response to particular 
developments, should be recouped from the specific area. 
 
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement (ET)  
  
  S = C + R
                                                                          N 
 
   = $13.10 per ET 
 
Where  
 
S  = Plan review, development & Administration Cost 
C  = External ($1500) and Internal costs of current study, including developer 
agreement costs ($3000 ) = $4500 
R  = Cost of updates and administration during period 2008/09 – 2017/18 ($ being 
9 annual updates plus administration at a cost of $500 / yr to update CPI & other 
factors plus a full review of this plan after 5 – 6 years @ $3000)  
N  = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements impacting on the need for 
Roadworks provision and/or  upgrading (as calculated in Schedule B) created over 
next 10 years = 916 
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1 SUMMARY 
This document serves as an Appendix to 'Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008' and provides: 

 
A summary of development contributions relating to the provision of suitable 
Community Services and Facilities within the Snowy River Shire 
A brief outline of the methodology used to assess and define the value of the 
contributions. 

 
The structure of this appendix is as follows: 

 
Immediately following this summary is a list of the catchment areas referred to 
in this appendix, followed by a table stating the contributions applicable within 
each catchment. 
 
This is followed by a justification for the levying of contributions and a brief 
outline of the methodology adopted within this appendix. 
A series of Attachments provides further information, including details of 
facilities, cost estimates and calculations. 

 
2 RELEVANT CATCHMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS  

2.1 RELEVANT CATCHMENTS 
This appendix applies to the following catchments: 
 
• Jindabyne 
• East Jindabyne 
• Willow Bay 
• Tyrolean Village 
• Kalkite 
• Berridale 
• Adaminaby 
• Dalgety 
• Shire outside defined catchments but within 10km of Jindabyne PO 
• Shire outside defined catchments but not within 10km of Jindabyne PO. 
 
These catchments are defined in the maps in Part C of the overall 2008 
Contributions Plan Document. This Appendix is an attachment to that 
document. 
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2.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TABLE 

 
Type of Dwelling/ 

Premises 

 
Equivalent 

Tenements (ET) 

 
Unit of Measure 
for Contribution 

 
Shire 

excluding 
Adaminaby 

 
Adaminaby 

 
Subdivision 1 lot $492 $490 

Dwellings - 1 bedroom 0.57 bedroom $280 $279 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $349 $348 

Dwellings – 3 or 4 
bedrooms 1 3 or 4 bedrooms $492 $490 

 
Dwellings - more than 

4 bedrooms 
1 plus 0.29  per 

extra bedroom >4 
Base of 4 plus per 

extra b’r 
$492 + 143 x 

(br - 4) 
$490 + 142 x (br 

- 4) 

Lodges, resorts & 
motels 0.29 per room room $143 $142 

 
Child Care Centres 

1 per 20 children 
> 20 

Per 20 children > 
20 $492 $490 

1 per 20 day 
students 20 day students $492 $490 

Educational 
Establishments 

1 per 6 boarders 6 boarders $492 $490 

Caravan Parks and 
Camping Grounds 0.29 per site site $143 $142 

 

Tourism facilities (eg 
conference, 
recreational) 

0.29 per motel 
room or individual 

assessment if 
large number of 
day visitors or 
large rooms 

room $143 $142 

 
Notes: 
1.  Rural-Residential Estates included in the relevant Jindabyne or East Jindabyne Catchments (see 
maps) are: 
 
• High Country Estate 1 & 2 
• Lakewood Estate 
• Abington Park 
• Cobbin Estate 
 
2.  Where a new Rural-Residential estate is proposed, is not currently identified in the catchment maps 
in this appendix and is within 10 kms of Jindabyne Post Office it will be assessed as an individual 
assessment consistent with item 2.17 in the SRSC Contributions Plan 2008 document. This assessment 
will result in the Rural Residential Estate being allocated charges consistent with the contributions 
categories in table 1 above. 
3. When determining contributions payable for a particular development, consideration will be given to 
any contributions previously paid with respect to the subject land. Generally, development of an existing 
residential lot receives a credit towards development contributions otherwise payable, equivalent to the 
contributions payable on one lot. 
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3 OUTLINE OF METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This appendix contains the procedures for administration, assessment and 
settlement of contributions and accountability, as well as a schedule of the 
specific rates for contribution. The appendix also contains the methodology for 
determining the contribution rates and the manner and timing of expenditure of 
the funds collected.  
 
Attached to the appendix are various supplementary documents, which provide 
further discussion of it’s operation and administration. Included in the 
attachments are worked examples of the manner in which contributions will be 
determined for certain types of development. 

 

3.2 TITLE 
This appendix is called “Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 – 
Appendix 3: Community Services and Facilities” 

 

3.3 PURPOSE  
The purpose of this appendix is to permit Council to levy contributions pursuant 
to Section 94, Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 for the 
provision of Community Services and Facilities within the Snowy River Shire 

 

3.4 AIMS & OBJECTIVES  
to enable the Council to require as a condition of development consent 
contribution or dedication towards the provision of Community Services and 
Facilities within the Snowy River Shire; 
to enable the Council to recoup funds which it has spent in the provision of 
Community Services and Facilities within the Snowy River Shire in anticipation 
of development; and 
to ensure that the existing community is not burdened by the provision of 
Community Services and Facilities within the Snowy River Shire required as a 
result of future development. 

 

3.5 DEFINITIONS 
This appendix adopts the definitions as contained in Part D of the Contributions 
Plan.. 
 

3.6 THE LAND TO WHICH THIS APPENDIX APPLIES 
This appendix applies to all that land that is included in the catchments listed in 
section 2.1 of this document. 

 

3.7 NEXUS 
An increase in the Shire's population and development creates additional 
demand for Council provided services and facilities which should be met by the 
incoming population resulting from increases in density as well as new 
development or redevelopment. All development that results in an increase in 
demand for the provision of shared Community Services and Facilities within 
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the Snowy River Shire including urban and rural subdivision, residential and 
rural housing, tourist accommodation and education establishments will be 
levied to meet these increased demands. 
 
For Council to be able to levy a contribution as a condition of development 
consent, the contribution must be assessed in accordance with this plan. This 
plan establishes the nexus between the expected types of development in that 
area and the demand for the provision of Community Services and Facilities 
within the Snowy River Shire. 
 
In this appendix, nexus is demonstrated in the following terms: 
 
Causal - the need for the facility or service must be a direct result of the 
development being levied: 
 
Increases in both permanent and temporary population in the Shire lead to an 
increase in requirements for community services. Assessment of growth in 
population and Equivalent Tenements has been outlined in section 3 of the 
overall Contributions Plan document (approximately 85 new ETs/yr for Shire 
overall, with specific growth rates for catchments). This increase in 
population/ETs has led to the need to improve community facilities across the 
Shire.  
 
As a result of a number of SRSC studies, an assessment has been made of 
what facilities are needed to be developed over approximately the next 5 years. 
These are described below and costs indicated in Schedule A. Developer 
charges are apportioned based on new ETs divided by total of existing and 
new ETs as described in Schedule B. 
 
A more detailed analysis of this causal relationship is outlined below. 
 
There are accepted threshold levels for service and facility provision based on 
demographic and sociological factors. The judgement that Snowy River Shire 
Council has reached this demand threshold is based on a number of reports 
and studies undertaken or commissioned by Council. These include Snowy 
River Shire Social Plan 2005 – 2009,  a demographic  analysis of 2006 Census 
figures undertaken in 2007 by the external consultancy Economic Solutions, 
Review of Mobile Library Services 2006 and Aged Care Services Review 2008  
 
In addition, the establishment of a public secondary school in Jindabyne has 
had a clear flow on effect in terms of overall population growth and the micro 
shift in the demographic of both the town itself and the school feeder areas of 
Berridale, Dalgety and rural residential and lakeside settlements 
 
The need for a range of information and referral services in Jindabyne has 
been identified in both the Social Plan and the Review of Mobile Library 
Services. The most efficient way of delivering this in the short term has been 
identified as an expanded neighbourhood centre/library facility. People who will 
benefit from this facility include new arrivals to the town, the growing population 
of school aged children and the seasonal workers. 
  
The need for additional aged care places is based on industry guidelines and 
planning data used by the Department of Health and Ageing to allocate aged 
care places across the country. The existing Aged Care Facility will be 
expanded to provide an additional 20 beds to meet the needs of a population 
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which is ageing across the shire. The facility is located in Berridale which is the 
geographical centre of the shire and is accessible to all the major population 
centres and settlements. 
 
The benefit to full-time residents of the community facilities outlined above can 
be assumed and needs no further explanation. However, the nexus between 
developments catering for seasonal residents and tourists and the provision of 
these facilities requires elaboration. 
 
The connection between tourist development and the social disadvantages 
such as dislocation of the existing resident population has been documented in 
a number of studies. This social dislocation can be seen in areas such as 
increases in crime and vandalism, scarcity of affordable accommodation, 
shortage of childcare places, relationship stress and breakdown. 
 
Seasonal workers not only contribute to the social dislocation of the existing 
resident population, but as has also been documented, are themselves 
sometimes the victims of it. In this context contribution towards the provision of 
community services and facilities by a development which encourages 
seasonal employment, is justified 
 
Spatial - the service or facility must be near enough in physical terms to 
provide benefit to the development: 
 
For each specific facility an explanation is provided (see below) of what the 
need is and what catchments it serves. 
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Item Catchment Need 
Snowy River Community 
Profile – demographic 
analysis by Economic 
Solutions 

Shire 
To provide accurate demographic data to support need 
for  extra aged care places and base line data for 
Feasibility and Scoping study for Branch Library 

Aged Care Services 
Review by Wallace 
McKinnon and associates 

Shire To identify actual Aged Care Services needed and 
location of expanded facility 

Snowy River Hostel 
Expansion Feasibility 
Study (Site Master Plan) 

Shire 

To confirm viability of hostel expansion, develop a 
sustainable business plan and master plan for the site 
and provide base line information to support application 
for operational funding to Department of Health and 
Ageing 

Snowy River Hostel 
Expansion – Stage 1 Shire 

The facility will be constructed in Berridale as the central 
location for the shire. Stage 1 encompasses the whole of 
pre-construction planning including tendering processes, 
development and approval processes and community 
consultation across the shire 

Snowy River Hostel 
Expansion – Stage 2 
Construction extra 20 
beds 

Shire 

20 beds is the number of additional beds required to 
provide for the projected population based on industry 
guidelines and planning data used by the Department of 
Health and Ageing to allocate aged care places across 
the country. 

Review of Mobile Library 
Service in Snowy River 
Shire – MergR Consulting 

Shire 
Initial review to provide base line data and 
recommendations for capital works to improve library 
service provision across the whole shire 

Stage 3 Library 
kiosk/neighbourhood 
centre 

Shire except 
for Adaminaby 

The need for a range of information and referral services 
in Jindabyne has been identified in both the Social Plan 
and the Review of Mobile Library Services. The most 
efficient way of delivering this in the short term has been 
identified as an expanded neighbourhood centre/library 
facility. 

Stage 4 Library  Feasibility 
& Scoping Study for 
SRSC branch Library 
 

Shire To identify actual Library facility needed, its optimum 
location and impact on the shire as a whole 

 
Temporal - the service or facility must be provided within a period of time to be 
of benefit to the development. 
 
This plan only incorporates capital projects planned to be initiated or completed 
in the period up to 2013/14 (see Schedule A). Any new developments built over 
the next twenty years will benefit from these improved community facilities, due 
to their long term nature. 
 

3.8 EXPLANATION FOR CHANGES TO PREVIOUS CONTRIBUTIONS PLAN 
 

Previous plans have indicated that Council had identified a site on which it 
planned to establish a community centre comprising community health, aged 
care, childcare and general neighbourhood centre facilities. These were to be 
co-located in a cluster development, to be known in total as the Sister 
Passmore Community Centre.  Discussions were in train for long term 
partnerships with other interested parties for the provision and staffing of these 
facilities. 
 
The 2005 Contributions Plan also separately identified a second childcare 
centre and a branch library in Jindabyne. Events have overtaken this planning 
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and necessitated a review of how these facilities will now be planned for and 
provided.  
 
NSW Health is currently engaged in a planning process for a community health 
facility Jindabyne HealthOne with a time frame for completion in July 2009. 
NSW Health is the driver and funder of this facility; however there are 
associated costs (planning study for re-zoning of land)  to which Council is 
committed as a partner. Contributions will be sought towards  the cost of these 
planning studies in this plan. 
 
In 2006 a private childcare centre opened in Jindabyne and has successfully 
met the existing demand for childcare places. It is anticipated that on current 
demand there will be no need for additional places for another 5 -10 years. 
Consequently contributions are no longer being sought for childcare facilities at 
this stage 
 
A 2006 review of library services in Snowy River Shire has recommended a 
staged approach which has been adopted by Council. This involves a Stage 3 
establishment of a Library Kiosk/neighbourhood centre in Jindabyne and an 
eventual Stage 4 Branch Library. In this plan contributions will be sought for 
Stage 3 costs and preliminary planning components of Stage 4 

 
Under this Contributions Plan there is no provision for a cluster type 
development and the individual facilities will be planned and programmed 
separately. Hence the objectives of the previous plan are still current but the 
facilities to achieve these objectives have been modified. The past 
contributions will be utilised in the provision of the revised facilities and these 
past contributions have been taken into account in the calculations. 
 
Based on these changes, the facilities and costs for this Contributions Plan are 
outlined in Schedule A. Calculations of the relevant contributions have been 
based on overall growth for the Shire and particular catchments where relevant 
to the particular cost component. This is explained in detail in Schedule B. A 
summary of how contributions are determined is explained in section 3.8 which 
follows. 
 

3.9 CALCULATION OF BASE CONTRIBUTION RATES 
 
The general formula for calculation of contributions is as below. 
 
R = (E x Y - B)    
              N    
   =     $  per Equivalent Tenement (ET)  
 
Where   
 
R     = Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET) 
E     = Total cost of relevant Facility from Schedule A  
N    = No of additional ETs in the relevant catchments from 2007/08 to 2026/27 
B    = Balance in the Community Facilities account as at June 30, 2008  
Y    = proportion of total cost to be met by new development  
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3.10 APPORTIONMENT 

Where the existing population will benefit from new amenities and services 
provided, the cost of providing those amenities and services will be apportioned 
between Section 94 funds and other monies of Council. Apportionment rates 
are included, in the formula for contribution rates. 
 

3.11 OCCUPANCY RATES 
Based on the 1996 Census information and for the purposes of this appendix, 
the following occupancy rates and Equivalent Persons (EP) figures are 
adopted: 
 

Dwelling Size Occupancy Rates (persons) 
and assumed Equivalent 

Persons (EP) 

Equivalent Tenements (ETs) 
assumed in these Calculations 

One bedroom dwelling 1.6 0.57 

Two bedroom dwelling 2.0 0.71 

Three/Four bedroom dwelling 2.8 – 3.6 1 

More than four bedroom 
dwelling     

3.2 plus 0.8 per bedroom greater 
than 4 

1 plus 0.29 per bedroom greater 
than 4 

 
Assumptions related to other types of development are provided in schedule B. 
 

3.12 REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION RATES 
To ensure that the value of contributions reflect the costs associated with the 
provision of public services and facilities, the Council will review the Plan (and 
appendices), and amend the contribution rates on the following basis: 
 
The contribution rates will be reviewed at July 1 each year by reference to the 
Canberra All Groups Index for the previous calendar year (January to 
December), excluding the impact of the GST.  
 
(a) Annual review of completed works and amendment of schedules as 

necessary 
(b) Major reviews and repeal of Plan when required.  
 

3.13 METHOD & TIMING OF PAYMENT 
A contribution is payable: 
 
(a) in the case of a consent to development being subdivision – before the 

issue of a Subdivision Certificate to the applicant; 
(b) in the case of a consent to development where a construction certificate 

is required – before the issue of a construction certificate to the applicant; 
(c) in the case of Complying development under Division 3 of Part 4 of the 

Act, - prior to commencement of works; 
(d) in the case of a consent to any other development – before development 

is commenced. 
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3.14 PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

In accordance with Clause 36(1), Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulation, 1980, copies of the following are available for inspection free of 
charge at Council during office hours. 
 
A copy of the Section 94 Contributions Plan   
The contributions register 
An annual financial statement at the end of each financial year 
 

3.15 SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

(a) A development application that is submitted after the adoption of this Plan 
shall be assessed in accordance with the provisions of this Plan. 

(b) A development application that has been submitted prior to the adoption 
of this Plan but not determined shall be assessed in accordance with this 
Plan. 

(c) Developer contributions payable by way of a condition of a condition of 
consent of a development application that has been determined prior to 
the adoption of this Plan but for which that condition has not been 
satisfied shall be levied contributions in accordance with the provisions of 
this Plan. 

 
4 SCHEDULE A 

4.1 COSTING OF WORKS 
Capital Works 
 
Based on the detailed explanation in section 3.7 (Nexus) the costs to provide 
the proposed facilities is provided in the table below: 
 

ITEM CATCHMENT TIMING COST 
Snowy River Community Profile – 
demographic analysis by Economic 
Solutions – to support need for  extra 
aged care places 

Shire 2007 $3500 

Aged Care Services Review by 
Wallace McKinnon and associates – 
to identify actual Aged Care Services 
needed 

Shire 2008 $10,000 

Snowy River Hostel Expansion 
Feasibility Study (Site Master Plan) 

Shire 2008/9 $50,000 

Snowy River Hostel Expansion – 
Stage 1 (Construction and project 
Management briefs, community 
consultation etc) 

Shire 2009/10 $50,000 

Snowy River Hostel Expansion – 
Stage 2 Construction @ average 
$180,000 per bed for extra 25 beds 

Shire 2011-13 $4,500,000 

Review of Mobile Library Service in 
Snowy River Shire – MergR 
Consulting 

Shire 2006 $9,000 

Feasibility & Scoping Study for SRSC 
Branch Library 

Shire 2011-2012 $50,000 

Stage 3 Library kiosk/neighbourhood 
centre 

Shire except for 
Adaminaby 

2009 $10,000 

TOTAL   $4,672,500 
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5 SCHEDULE B 

5.1 CALCULATION OF CONTRIBUTION RATES 

 
Calculation of Equivalent Tenements (ET) 
Based on the information and calculations in the overall Contribution Plan 
Document (Section 3 Part C.1 – Catchment Growth) the following catchment 
growth figures have been used in the calculations. 
 
Catchment ETs at June 

2007 
ETs at June 
2027 

Additional 
ETs over 20 
years 

Shire 5799 7485 1686 
Adaminaby 245 300 55 
Shire less 
Adaminaby 

5554 7185 1631 

 
Community Facilities benefitting the whole Shire 
R = (E x Y - B) + S   
              N    
   =    4672500 x 0.225 - 257986  + $19.57 
 
1686 
   =    $490.11 per ET      
 
Where 
R     = Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET) 
E     = Total cost of  developing facilities to benefit whole Shire from Schedule A 
($2,892,500) 
N    = No of additional ETs in the catchments from 2007/08 to 2026/27 (1686) 
B    = Balance in Community Facilities account estimated as at June 30, 2008 
($257,986) 
Y    = proportion of total cost to be met by new development – 22.5% (ie new 
ETs/existing + new ETs = 1686/7485) 
S    = Preparation and Review of Contribution Plan from Schedule C  $19.57) 
 
Community Facilities benefitting the Shire except for Adaminaby 
R = (E x Y - B)    
              N    
   =    10000 x 0.227 - 0 
                1631 
   =    $ 1.39 per ET      
 
Where 
R     = Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET) 
E     = Cost of developing facilities for Shire apart from Adaminaby - Schedule 
A ($10,000) 
N    = No of additional ETs in the catchments from 2007/08 to 2026/27 (1631) 
B    = Balance in Community Facilities account estimated as at June 30, 2008 – 
nil as taken up in the calculation above  
Y    = proportion of total cost to be met by new development – 22.7% (ie new 
ETs/existing + new ETs = 1631/7185) 
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Total Contributions for Community Facilities 
Whole Shire = $490.11 + $1.39 = $491.50 
Adaminaby   = $490.11 
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Contributions for different types of Dwellings/Premises for the Shire’s 
Catchments 

 
Type of Dwelling/ 

Premises 

 
Equivalent 

Tenements (ET) 

 
Unit of Measure 
for Contribution 

 
Shire 

excluding 
Adaminaby 

 
Adaminaby 

 
Subdivision 1 lot $492 $490 

Dwellings - 1 bedroom 0.57 bedroom $280 $279 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $349 $348 

Dwellings – 3 or 4 
bedrooms 1 3 or 4 bedrooms $492 $490 

 
Dwellings - more than 

4 bedrooms 
1 plus 0.29  per 

extra bedroom >4 
Base of 4 plus per 

extra b’r 
$492 + 143 x 

(br - 4) 
$490 + 142 x (br 

- 4) 

Lodges, resorts & 
motels 0.29 per room room $143 $142 

 
Child Care Centres 

1 per 20 children 
> 20 

Per 20 children > 
20 $492 $490 

1 per 20 day 
students 20 day students $492 $490 

Educational 
Establishments 

1 per 6 boarders 6 boarders $492 $490 

Caravan Parks and 
Camping Grounds 0.29 per site site $143 $142 

 

Tourism facilities (eg 
conference, 
recreational) 

0.29 per motel 
room or individual 

assessment if 
large number of 
day visitors or 
large rooms 

room $143 $142 
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6 SCHEDULE C 

6.1 PREPARATION AND REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION PLAN 
Nexus  
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had 
to undertake a contribution study over the whole Council area. The capital 
costs of this study were required in order to identify the types of public facilities 
for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting population, 
the cost of the required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" 
levied as a Section 94 contribution, the actual contribution rates and the 
preparation of the implementation schedules. These works and cost incurred 
are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's Environmental Services 
Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study and any additional studies undertaken in 
the future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers 
under Section 94. The cost of future contribution plans, prepared in response to 
particular developments, should be recouped from the specific area. 
 
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement 
 
=   C + R
     N 
 
= $16500 
 843 
 
= $19.57 per ET 
 
 
Where:  
C = Cost of 2005 CP study for both external & internal costs plus 2008 review 
($7000) 
R = Cost of updates during period 2008/09 – 2017/18 ($10000 being 9 annual 
updates at a cost of $500/ yr to update CPI & other factors/admin plus a full 
review of this plan after 5 years @ $5000)  
N = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements (as calculated in Schedule B) 
created over next 10 years (843) 
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1 SUMMARY 

This document serves as an Appendix to 'Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008' and provides: 

 
• A summary of development contributions relating to the provision of 

regional waste management facilities within the Snowy River Shire 
• A brief outline of the methodology used to assess and define the value of 

the contributions. 
 
The structure of this appendix is as follows: 

 
• Immediately following this summary is a table stating the contributions 

applicable within the whole Shire. 
• This is followed by a justification for the levying of contributions; a brief 

outline of the methodology adopted within this appendix and details of the 
facilities for which the levy is being applied. 

• A series of Attachments provides further information, including details of 
cost estimates. 
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2 CATCHMENT AREA AND CONTRIBUTIONS TABLE 

2.1 RELEVANT CATCHMENTS 
This appendix applies to the Snowy River Shire as a whole. 
 
Catchments and the Shire boundaries are defined in the maps in Part C of the 
overall 2008 Contributions Plan document.  This Appendix is an attachment to 
that document. 
 

2.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TABLE 
Type of Dwelling / 

Premises 
Equivalent Tenements Unit of Measure for 

Contribution 
Contributions Payable 

Subdivision 1 lot $591 

Dwellings  - 1 bedroom 0.57 bedroom $337 

Dwellings - 2 bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $420 

Dwellings - more than 4 
bedrooms 

1 plus 0.29 per 
bedroom > 4 

Base of 4 plus per extra 
bedroom > 4 

$591 plus $171 for 
extra bedrooms > 4 

Lodges, motels, B & 
Bs, holiday dwellings & 
similar 

0.29 per room room 
$171 

Child Care Facilities 1 per 20 children > 20 Per 20 children > 20 
$591 

1 per 20 day students 20 day students 
$591 Educational 

Establishment 
1 per 6 boarders 6 boarders 

$591 

Caravan Parks and 
Camping Grounds 

0.29 per site site 
$171 

Tourism facilities 
(conference, 
recreational etc) 

0.29 per motel type 
room or individual 
assessment if large 
rooms or significant day 
visitors 

Per motel type room or 
individual assessment 

$171 

Commercial and 
Industrial 

1 ET = equivalent of 
Volume of Waste 
generated by 4 
bedroom dwelling 

Individual assessment 
based on waste 
generated per 
Equivalent 4 bedroom 
dwelling  – see note 1 

$591 

 
Notes: 
1.  These charges are based on the calculations in Schedule B. 
 
2.  The above contribution also includes a plan development/administration charge as calculated in Schedule C 
 
3.  For Commercial and Industrial Premises the contribution will be based on estimated volume of waste generated 
by the facility. This can be calculated as $397 x (Waste Generated by facility/Average Waste Generated by 4 
bedroom dwellings)  
 
4.  When determining contributions payable for a particular development, consideration will be given to any 
contributions previously paid with respect to the subject land. Generally, development of an existing residential lot 
receives a credit towards development contributions otherwise payable, equivalent to the contributions payable on 
one lot. 
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3 OUTLINE OF METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This appendix contains the procedures for administration, assessment and 
settlement of contributions and accountability, as well as a schedule of the 
specific rates for contribution. The appendix also contains the methodology for 
determining the contribution rates and the manner and timing of expenditure of 
the funds collected.  
 
Attached to the appendix are various supplementary documents, which provide 
further discussion of it’s operation and administration. Included in the 
attachments are worked examples of the manner in which contributions will be 
determined for certain types of development. 
 

3.2 TITLE 
This appendix is called ‘Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 – 
Appendix 4: Regional Waste Management’. 
 

3.3 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this appendix is to permit Council to levy contributions pursuant 
to Section 94, Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 for the 
provision of regional waste management facilities within the Snowy River Shire. 
 

3.4 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
To enable the Council to require as a condition of development consent 
contribution or dedication towards the provision of regional waste management 
facilities in the shire 
to enable the Council to recoup funds which it has spent in the provision of 
regional waste management facilities in the shire in anticipation of 
development; and 
to ensure that the existing community is not burdened by the provision of 
regional waste management facilities in the shire as a result of future 
development. 
 

3.5 DEFINITIONS 
This appendix adopts the definitions as contained in Part D of the overall 2008 
Contributions Plan document. 
 

3.6 THE LAND TO WHICH THIS APPENDIX APPLIES 
This appendix applies to all that land that is within the catchments listed in 
section 2.1 of this document. 
 

3.7 NEXUS 
An increase in the Shire's population and development creates additional 
demand for Council provided services, which should be met by the incoming 
population resulting from increases in density as well as new development or 
redevelopment. All development that results in an increase in demand for the 
provision of regional waste management facilities within the shire including 
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urban and rural subdivision, residential and rural housing, tourist 
accommodation, education establishments, industrial and commercial facilities 
will be levied to meet these increased demands. 
 
For Council to be able to levy a contribution as a condition of development 
consent, the contribution must be assessed in accordance with this plan. This 
plan establishes the nexus between the expected types of development in that 
area and the demand for the provision of regional waste management facilities 
within the Snowy River Shire. 
 
In this appendix, nexus is demonstrated in the following terms: 
 
Causal - the need for the facility or service must be a direct result of the 
development being levied: 
 
Increases in population and other facilities in the Shire (eg tourist facilities) lead 
to an increase in waste generated (approximately 1 tonne per year per 
household). Assessment of growth in population and Equivalent Tenements 
(approximately 84 new ETs per year) has been outlined in the overall 
Contributions Plan document. The “Regional Pricing Study” March 2006, 
undertaken by the GHD Consultants, assumed a 1.5% increase in waste 
generation each year. In terms of ETs this is an increase of 83 ETs (1.5% of 
existing 5571 ET). The figure is very close to the growth projection of 84 ETs a 
year as outlined in the overall document.  
 
This increase in population/ETs and hence, waste increase, has led to the 
need to improve waste facilities across the Shire. As a result of a number of 
regional waste studies and projects identified by the Council and the 
community, an assessment was made of what facilities needed to be 
developed. These are described in Schedule A. These facilities will be needed 
to meet increasing volume and environmental requirements for collection, 
transfer, processing and/or landfill.  
 
Developer charges are apportioned based on new ETs divided by total of 
existing and new ETs. For commercial and industrial facilities an estimate of 
the likely waste generated will be used to calculate the appropriate contribution 
on an equivalent ET basis. 
 
Spatial - the service or facility must be near enough in physical terms to 
provide benefit to the development: 
While the major developments will be at the Jindabyne Regional Waste 
Management Facility, there will also be transfer stations across the Shire to 
service all parts of the Shire. Because the regional waste management 
proposals are an integrated shire-wide approach, calculations of the relevant 
contributions have been based on overall growth and expenditures for the shire 
as a whole.  
 
Temporal - the service or facility must be provided within a period of time to be 
of benefit to the development: 
 
This plan only incorporates planned capital projects up to 2010/11 (see 
Schedule A). Any new developments built over the next twenty years will 
benefit from these improved waste management facilities, due to their long 
term nature. 
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3.8 CALCULATION OF BASE CONTRIBUTION RATES 

The formula adopted for calculation of contribution rates in the Shire in 
Schedule B is as follows: 
 
 R= (E x Y – B)  + S 
       N 
 
Where 
R = Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET)  
E = Total Cost of Facilities for the Shire from Schedule A 
N = No of additional ETs in the shire from 2007/08 to 2026/27  
B = Balance in Regional Waste Management section 94 account 

estimated as at June 30, 2008   
Y = Proportion of cost to be met by new development in the shire over 

the next 20 years  
S = Study cost per ET – as calculated in Schedule C 
 
Using the base contributions rate per ET, contribution rates can therefore be 
calculated for various types of development. This is explained further in 
Schedule B. 
 

3.9 APPORTIONMENT 
Where the existing population will benefit from new amenities and services, the 
cost of providing those facilities and services will be apportioned between 
Section 94 funds and other monies of Council. Apportionment rates are 
included, in the formula for contribution rates. 
 

3.10 OCCUPANCY RATES 
Based on the 1996 Census information and for the purposes of this Plan, the 
following occupancy rates and Equivalent Tenements (ET) figures are adopted: 
 

Dwelling Size Occupancy Rates 
(persons) and assumed 
Equivalent Persons (EP) 

Equivalent Tenements 
(ETs) assumed in these 

Calculations 

One bedroom dwelling 1.6 0.57 

Two bedroom dwelling 2.0 0.71 

Three/Four bedroom dwelling 2.8 – 3.6 1 

More than four bedroom dwelling   3.2 plus 0.8 per bedroom 
greater than 4 

1 plus 0.29 per bedroom 
greater than 4 

 
Assumptions related to other types of development are provided in Schedule B. 
 

3.11 REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION RATES 
To ensure that the value of contributions reflect the costs associated with the 
provision of public services and facilities, the Council will review the Plan (and 
appendices), and amend the contribution rates on the following basis: 
 
(a) The contribution rates will be reviewed at July 1 each year by reference 
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to the Canberra All Groups Index for the previous calendar year (January 
to December), excluding the impact of the GST.  

(b) Annual review of completed works and amendment of schedules as 
necessary 

(c) Major reviews and repeal of Plan when required. 
 
3.12 METHOD AND TIMING OF PAYMENT 

A contribution is payable: 
 
(a) in the case of a consent to development being subdivision – before the 

issue of a Subdivision Certificate to the applicant; 
(b) in the case of a consent to development where a construction certificate 

is required – before the issue of a construction certificate to the applicant; 
(c) in the case of Complying development under Division 3 of Part 4 of the 

Act, - prior to commencement of works; 
(d) in the case of a consent to any other development – before development 

is commenced. 
 
3.13 PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

In accordance with Clause 36(1), Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulation, 1980, copies of the following are available for inspection free of 
charge at Council during office hours. 
 
A copy of the Section 94 Contributions Plan   
The contributions register 
An annual financial statement at the end of each financial year 
 

3.14 SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

(a) A development application that is submitted after the adoption of this Plan 
shall be assessed in accordance with the provisions of this Plan. 

(b) A development application that has been submitted prior to the adoption 
of this Plan but not determined shall be assessed in accordance with this 
Plan. 

(c) Developer contributions payable by way of a condition of a condition of 
consent of a development application that has been determined prior to 
the adoption of this Plan but for which that condition has not been 
satisfied shall be levied contributions in accordance with the provisions of 
this Plan. 
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4 SCHEDULE A 

4.1 COSTING OF WORKS 
Following a number of waste studies and community input, a regional waste 
strategy has been developed. 
 
The recent programme and estimated cost of works for development of 
regional Waste Management Facilities are outlined in the Table below. 
 

 
Item 

 
Year  Cost 

Access Road Improvement - Jindabyne 2004-05 $400,000 

Entrance works, Weigh Bridge & 
Preparatory Work for Rock Wall - 
Jindabyne 

2005-06 $700,000 

Rock Wall, leachate drain, stormwater 
works   2006-07 $1,500,000 

Compactor - Jindabyne 2009-10 $300,000 

Construction of Adaminaby Transfer 
Station to substitute for the Adaminaby 
Tip and integrate with overall system. 

2010/11 $50,000 

Finalised Engineering Design and 
Implementation of new Shire wide 
waste system 

2012 - 2020 $1,500,000 

 Total $4,450,000 

 

5 SCHEDULE B 

5.1 CALCULATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
Based on the information and calculations in the overall Contribution Plan 
Document (Section 3 Part C.1 – Catchment Growth) the following catchment 
growth figures have been used in the calculations. 
 
Equivalent Tenements for the whole Shire at end June 2007 = 5799 
 
Equivalent Tenements for the whole Shire at end June 2027 = 7485 
 
Calculation 
 
The formula adopted for calculation of rates in the Shire is as follows: 
 
Where 
 
R = Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET)  
E = SRSC Proportion of Cost of Facilities for the shire from Schedule 
A ($4,450,000) 
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N = No of additional ETs in the shire from 2007/08 to 2026/27 (7485 - 
5799 = 1686) 
B = Balance in Waste Management section 94 account estimated as 
at June 30, 2008 ($37,803)  
Y = Proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 20 
years ie New ETs/(Existing + New ETs) = 1686/7485 = 0.225 
S = Contribution Plan cost per ET ($19.77) – as calculated in Schedule 
C 
 
Calculation of Base Contribution Rate 
 
R = 4450000 x  0.225 – (37803) +  $19.85  per ET                        
                      1686 
 
   =  $591.29 per ET 
 

Type of Dwelling/ 
Premises 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

(ET) 

Unit of Measure for 
Contribution 

Contributions 
Payable 

Subdivision 1 lot $591 

Dwellings  - 1 
bedroom 0.57 bedroom $337 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $420 

Dwellings – 3 or 4 
bedrooms 1 3 or 4 bedrooms $591 

Dwellings - more 
than 4 bedrooms 

1 plus 0.29 per 
bedroom > 4 

Base of 4 plus per 
extra bedroom > 4 

$591 plus $171 
for extra 

bedrooms > 4 

Lodges, motels, B & 
Bs, holiday dwellings 

& similar 
0.29 per room room $171 

Chid Care Facilities 1 per 20 children > 
20 Per 20 children > 20 $591 

1 per 20 day 
students 20 day students $591 

Educational 
Establishments 1 per 6 boarders 6 boarders $591 

Caravan Parks and 
Camping Grounds 0.29 per site site $171 

Tourism facilities 
(conference, 

recreational etc) 

0.29 per motel type 
room or individual 

assessment if large 
rooms or significant 

day visitors 

Per motel type room 
or individual 
assessment 

$171 

Commercial and 
Industrial 

1 ET = equivalent 
of Volume of Waste 

generated by 4 
bedroom dwelling 

Individual 
assessment based 
on waste generated 

per Equivalent 4 
bedroom dwelling  – 

see note 1 

$591 
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Notes: 
For Commercial and Industrial Premises the contribution will be based on 
estimated volume of waste generated by the facility. For Commercial and 
Industrial Premises the contribution will be based on estimated volume of 
waste generated by the facility. This can be calculated as $397 x (Waste 
Generated by facility/Average Waste Generated by 4 bedroom dwellings). 
 

6 SCHEDULE C 

6.1 PREPARATION AND REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION PLAN 
Nexus 
 
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had 
to undertake a contribution study over the whole Council area. The capital 
costs of this study were required in order to identify the types of public facilities 
for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting population, 
the cost of the required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" 
levied as a Section 94 contribution, the actual contribution rates and the 
preparation of the implementation schedules. These works and cost incurred 
are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's Environmental Services 
Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study and any additional studies undertaken in 
the future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers 
under Section 94. The cost of future contribution plans, prepared in response to 
particular developments, should be recouped from the specific area. 
 
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement 
 = C + R 
   N 
 
  = $16480 + $17000
                 1686 
 
  = $19.85 per ET 
 
Where  
 
C = Cost of 2005 Contributions Plan study ($4000) plus new developments’ 

proportion of external/internal studies to produce engineering and costing 
(.214 x $60,000 = $12480) in 2005 Plan. Total is $16480 

R = Cost of updates during period 2008/09 – 2017/18 ($17000 being 9 annual 
updates/administration at a cost of $1000/yr to update CPI & other factors 
plus a full review of this plan each 5 - 6 years @ $8000)  

N = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements (as calculated in Schedule B) 
created over 20 years  
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1 SUMMARY 

This document serves as an Appendix to 'Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008' and provides: 
 
• A summary of development contributions relating to the provision of 

Bushfire Services within the Snowy River Shire 
• A brief outline of the methodology used to assess and define the value of 

the contributions. 
 
The structure of this appendix is as follows: 
 
• Immediately following this summary is a table stating the contributions 

applicable within the whole Shire. 
• This is followed by a justification for the levying of contributions; a brief 

outline of the methodology adopted within this plan and details of the 
facilities for which the levy is being applied. 

• A series of Attachments provides further information, including details of 
cost estimates. 

 

2 CATCHMENT AREA AND CONTRIBUTIONS TABLE 
 

2.1 RELEVANT CATCHMENTS 
This appendix applies to the Snowy River Shire as a whole. 
 
Catchments and the Shire boundaries are defined in the maps in Part C of the 
overall 2008 Contributions Plan Document. This Appendix is an attachment to 
that document. 
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2.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TABLE 

Type of Dwelling/Premises Unit of Measure for 
Contribution Contribution Rate 

Subdivision lot $143 

Dwellings  - 1 bedroom bedroom $82 

Dwellings - 2 bedrooms 2 bedrooms $102 

Dwellings - 3 or 4 bedrooms 3 or 4 bedrooms $143 

Dwellings - > 4 bedrooms bedroom $143 plus $41 per extra 
bedroom > 4 

Lodges, resorts & motels room $41 

Child Care Centres Per 20 children > 20 $143 

20 day students $143 
Educational Establishments 

6 boarders $143 

Camping Grounds site $143 

Tourism facilities 100m2 of floor space $72 

Commercial & Industrial 
Developments 100m2 of floor space $72 

 
Notes:  
• Where developments are over 50 beds (or the equivalent) they may be individually assessed to ascertain if 

on-site equipment should be provided in lieu of a contribution.   
• When determining contributions payable for a particular development, consideration will be given to any 

contributions previously paid with respect to the subject land. Generally, development of an existing 
residential lot receives a credit towards development contributions otherwise payable, equivalent to the 
contributions payable on one lot. Principles outlining credits for different types of development are described 
in section 2.14 of the overall plan document. 
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3 OUTLINE OF METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This appendix contains the procedures for administration, assessment and 
settlement of contributions and accountability, as well as a schedule of the 
specific rates for contribution. The appendix also contains the methodology for 
determining the contribution rates and the manner and timing of expenditure of 
the funds collected.  
 
Attached to the appendix are various supplementary documents, which provide 
further discussion of it’s operation and administration. Included in the 
attachments are worked examples of the manner in which contributions will be 
determined for certain types of development. 
 

3.2 TITLE 
This appendix is called “Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 – 
Appendix 5: Bushfire Services” 
 

3.3 PURPOSE  
The purpose of this Plan is to permit Council to levy contributions pursuant to 
Section 94, Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 for the 
provision of bushfire services and facilities within the Shire. 
 

3.4 AIMS & OBJECTIVES  

• to enable the Council to require as a condition of development 
consent contribution or dedication towards the provision of Bushfire 
facilities and services; 

• to enable the Council to recoup funds which it has spent in the 
provision of Bushfire facilities and services in anticipation of 
development; 

• to ensure that the existing community is not burdened by the 
provision of bushfire facilities and services as a result of future 
development; 

 
3.5 DEFINITIONS 

This appendix adopts the definitions contained in Part D of the overall 2008 
Contributions Plan. 
 

3.6 THE LAND TO WHICH THIS APPENDIX APPLIES 
This appendix applies to all that land that is within the catchments listed in 
section 2.1 of this document. 
 

3.7 NEXUS 
An increase in the Shire's population and development creates additional 
demand for Council provided services which should be met by the incoming 
population resulting from increases in density as well as new development or 
redevelopment. All development that results in an increase in demand for 
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bushfire facilities and services including urban and rural subdivision, residential 
and rural housing, tourist accommodation, education establishments, 
commercial and industrial development will be levied to meet these increased 
demands. 
 
For Council to be able to levy a contribution as a condition of development 
consent, the contribution must be assessed in accordance with this appendix.. 
This appendix establishes the nexus between the expected types of 
development in that area and the demand for additional Bushfire facilities and 
services. 
 
Within Snowy River Shire fire district, as at March 2004, there are twelve rural 
fire brigades covering an area of 6,040 square kms and there are 700 volunteer 
brigade members servicing this area.  
 
To adequately and safely fight fires, the local brigades need to be properly 
equipped and trained to provide the necessary equipment. Funding 
arrangements with the Rural Fire Service are approximately as follows: 
 
(a) Council including development contributions (13.5%) 
(b) State Government (13.5%)  
(c) Insurance Companies (73%) – effectively contributed by existing facilities 

in the shire through insurance costs. So is assumed to be part of overall 
community contribution. 

 
In this contribution plan, nexus is demonstrated in the following terms: 
 
Causal - the need for the facility or service must be a direct result of the 
development being levied: 
 
As shown in Schedule B, it is estimated that that there will be significant growth 
in Equivalent Tenements in the Shire over the next ten years (average of 84 
ETs per year). This will put increasing pressure on the need for adequate 
bushfire services across the Shire. 
 
Following extensive community consultation after the 2003 fires, a detailed 
analysis of equipment and support needs has been undertaken by Council’s 
Fire Control Officer with the assistance of the Department of Bush Fire 
Services and this is the basis of this contribution plan. Further details of 
equipment needs and their justification are shown in Schedule A.   
 
Spatial - the service or facility must be near enough in physical terms to 
provide benefit to the development: 
 
The whole shire is covered by this contribution plan on the basis that when 
large fires occur as evidenced by fire in early 2003, all property (including those 
in major centres such as Jindabyne) are either under threat or are adversely  
affected by road closures. Also, as experienced in Canberra in 2003, when 
there is a major bushfire, urban dwellings can be adversely affected. Therefore, 
based on this experience, risk assessments are not used to adjust contribution 
rates. It is also assumed in this plan that, in approving any new development, 
SRSC will ensure that bushfire risk is minimised for the particular location. 
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Temporal - the service or facility must be provided within a period of time to be 
of benefit to the development:  
 
Only equipment and facilities expenditures in past 5 years or planned over next 
five years have been taken into account. These were identified through 
community consultation and reference to NSW Rural Fire Service Delivery 
Model (See Schedule A for more details). 
 

3.8 CALCULATION OF CONTRIBUTION RATES 
Formula adopted for calculation of contribution rates in Schedule B is as 
follows: 
 
R =  (E x Y - B)      +    S  
               N            
 
Where 
R = Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET)  
E = Cost of Facilities and Services (excluding State Government 

contribution of 13.5%) as per Schedule A 
N = No of additional ETs in shire from 2007/08 to 2016/17  
B = Balance in Bushfire Services section 94 account as at June 30, 2008  
Y =  proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 10 

years based on additional ETs divided by total of new and existing ETs  
S = study/administration cost per ET – as calculated in Schedule C 
 
Contribution rates can thus be calculated for new developments. For purposes 
of these calculations a 3 or 4 bedroom dwelling is regarded as the equivalent of 
1 ET. These dwelling rates can be adjusted for any additional dwellings or 
residential flat buildings based on the number of bedrooms as indicated below.  
  
For larger developments which are greater than 50 bedrooms an individual 
assessment will be carried out as it may be more appropriate that on site 
equipment be provided rather than a contribution made. 
 

3.9 APPORTIONMENT 
Where the existing population will benefit from new amenities and services 
provided, the cost of providing those amenities and services will be apportioned 
between Section 94 funds and other monies of Council. Apportionment rates 
are included, in the formula for contribution rates. 
 

3.10 OCCUPANCY RATES 

 
Based on the 1996 Census information and for the purposes of this Plan, the 
following occupancy rates and Equivalent Tenements (ETs) figures are adopted: 
 

Dwelling Size Occupancy Rates 
(persons) 

Assumed ETs for 
Calculation purposes 

One bedroom dwelling 1.6 0.57 

Two bedroom dwelling 2.0 0.71 
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Three or four bedroom 
dwelling 

2.8 to 3.6 1 

More than four bedroom 
dwelling     

3.2 plus 0.8 per extra 
bedroom greater than 4 

1 plus 0.29 per extra 
bedroom 

Assumptions related to other types of development are provided in schedule B. 
 
3.11 REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION RATES 

To ensure that the value of contributions reflect the costs associated with the 
provision of public services and facilities, the Council will review the Plan (and 
appendices), and amend the contribution rates on the following basis: 
 
(a) The contribution rates will be reviewed at July 1 each year by reference 

to the Canberra All Groups Index for the previous calendar year (January 
to December), excluding the impact of the GST.  

(b) Annual review of completed works and amendment of schedules as 
necessary 

(c) Major reviews and repeal of Plan when required.  
 
3.12 METHOD & TIMING OF PAYMENT 

A contribution is payable: 
 
(a) in the case of a consent to development being subdivision – before the 

issue of a Subdivision Certificate to the applicant; 
(b) in the case of a consent to development where a construction certificate 

is required – before the issue of a construction certificate to the applicant; 
(c) in the case of Complying development under Division 3 of Part 4 of the 

Act, - prior to commencement of works; 
(d) in the case of a consent to any other development – before development 

is commenced. 
 

3.13 PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
In accordance with Clause 36(1), Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulation, 1980, copies of the following are available for inspection free of 
charge at Council during office hours. 
 
(a) a copy of the Section 94 Contributions Plan;   
(b) the contributions register; 
(c) an annual financial statement at the end of each financial year. 

 
3.14 SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

(a) A development application that is submitted after the adoption of this Plan 
shall be assessed in accordance with the provisions of this Plan. 

(b) A development application that has been submitted prior to the adoption 
of this Plan but not determined shall be assessed in accordance with this 
Plan. 

(c) Developer contributions payable by way of a condition of a condition of 
conent of a development application that has been determined prior to th 
adoption of this Plan but for which that condition has not been satisfied 
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shall be levied contributions in accordance with the provisions of this 
Plan. 

 
 
4 SCHEDULE A 

4.1 COSTING OF WORKS 
Analysis 
The equipment needs of Snowy River Rural Fire Service (SRRFS) and its 
twelve brigades were determined in early 2004 by the Operations Officer of 
SRRFS by taking into account the following: 
 
(a) The NSW Rural Fire Service – Service Delivery Model was used to 

identify the equipment needs of each of the twelve brigades based on the 
Total Fire Threat for each brigade. The Total Fire Threat score is based 
on a formula taking into account area bushfire risk, structural, transport, 
population and fire history. Based on this total fire threat score an 
equipment index is determined and this is translated into equipment 
needs for the particular brigade. (References: NSW Rural Fire Service – 
Service Delivery Model; Version 2.0 – March 2003, p 19 – 27). 

 
This analysis indicated that for each of the twelve brigades in the SRRFS the 
following total fire threats, equipment indices, tanker and personnel needs 
were identified. 

 
Brigade Total Fire 

Threat 
Equipment Index Tankers Personnel 

Adaminaby 122232 11 2*Cat1 + 1*Cat2 + 1*Cat7 51 
Anglers Reach 56 1 1*Cat7 15 

Berridale 84718 10 2*Cat1 + 1*Cat7 63 
Brothers 14804 7 1*Cat1 + 1*Cat2 + 1*Cat7 34 
Dalgety 31761 8 2*Cat1 29 

Dry Plains 17172 7 1*Cat1 + 1*Cat2 + 1*Cat7 42 
Ingebyra 85083 10 2*Cat1 + 1*Cat7 47 

Jindabyne 1875 3 1*Cat1 + 1*Cat7 27 
Jindabyne East 634 2 1*Cat2 17 

Numbla Vale 22848 8 2*Cat1 36 
Rocky Plains 70161 9 2*Cat1 + 1*Cat7 35 

Wollondibby - Snowy 
River 26175 8 2*Cat1 27 

 
(b) Following the extensive bushfire in the Snowy Mountains area and the 

Snowy River Shire in early 2003, a review of adequacy of the SRRFS 
was undertaken through community meetings and brigade debriefs that 
were held immediately after the fires. This identified a number of needs 
for fire services across the whole Shire. 

 
Identified Needs 
Based on the analysis provided above the following needs were identified: 
 
(c) Power supply to seven brigade sheds, quoted at $110,000 in 2004 is now 

completed. 
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(d) Communications – following an audit of current network, for the total 
estimated cost is $150,000 to make it more effective. Communications 
expenditure is required to upgrade from low frequency to high frequency 
band radios. The RFS would like to buy @20 per year. This year 20 were 
procured at around $2,000 per radio. A new repeater is also required on 
Big Bugtown within the next three years. 

(e) To satisfy legislation under the OH & S Act facilities to improve safety of 
sheds, toilets and food preparation facilities need to be installed at 16 
brigade stations at an estimated cost of $200,000 

(f) Enhancement of tanker fleet: There are 36 brigade tankers with the 
oldest being in excess of 35 years old. Where feasible, the fire district 
works on a five year tanker replacement program . Between 2005 and 
2008 the following equipment was purchased: 

 
i. 6x Cat 7 @ $57,000 =  $342,000 
ii. 1x Cat 2 @ $71,000 =   $71,000 
iii. 2x Cat 9 @ $30,000 =   $60,000 

  Total                         =  $473,000  
 
Between 2008 and 2013 the following equipment purchases are planned: 
 

i. 5x Cat 2 @ $71,000   = $355,000 
ii. 5x Cat 1 @ $110,000 = $550,000 

    Total                          =  $905,000  
 
Funding arrangements are that SRSC makes a contribution of approximately 
13.5%, State Government 13.5 % and insurance companies the remainder 
(73%). 
 
Estimated Expenditure  
For purposes of calculating the Development Contributions expenditure and 
developments over the next ten years will be taken into account. 
 
Expenditure Type Cost (2008 Dollars) Timing 

 
Power Supply 

 
$110,000 

 
2005 - 07 

 
Communications 

 
$130,000 

 
2007 - 2014 

 
OH & S Facilities 

 
$200,000 

 
2007 - 2014 

Replace Tanker Fleet from 2005 - 
2008 

 
$473,000 

 
2005 - 2008 

 
Replace Tanker Fleet from 2008 - 

2013 

 
$905,000 

 
2008 - 2013 

Total $1,818,000  
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5 SCHEDULE B 

5.1 CALCULATION OF CONTRIBUTION RATES 
The formula adopted for calculation of contribution rates is as follows: 
 
  R =  (E x Y - B)    +    S  
                 N            
Where 
 
R   = Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET)  
E   = Cost of Facilities and Services from 2005/06 to 2013/14 (excluding State  
         Government contribution of 13.5%) ie. 86.5% of $1,818,000 as per 

schedule A 
N   = No of additional ETs in shire from 2006/07 to 2016/17 (843) – see table 

below for ET          growth calculations 
B   = Balance in Bushfire Services section 94 account as at June 30, 2008   

($93,014) 
Y  = proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 10 years 

(being 12.7% based on additional ETs of 843 divided by total of new & 
existing ETs of 843 + 5799) 

S   = study cost ($16.66) – as calculated in Schedule C 
 
Calculation per ET  
 
R = $(1,818,000 x .865 x .127  –  93,014)   + $16.01 
                                 843 
 
    =  $126.57 + $16.01 
 
    =  $143 per ET 
 
Calculation of Equivalent Tenements (ET) 
 
Based on the information and calculations in the overall Contribution Plan 
Document (Section 3. Part C.1 – Catchment Growth) the following growth 
figures have been used in the calculations. ETs in Shire as at June 2007 = 
5799; Growth in ETs in Shire from June 2007 to June 2017 = 843.   
 
Based on assumed ETs for different dwellings/premises the following 
contribution rates apply: 
 

Type of 
Dwelling/Premises 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

Unit of Measure for 
Contribution 

Contribution Rate 

Subdivision 1 lot $143 
Dwellings  - 1 

bedroom 0.57 bedroom $82 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $102 

Dwellings - 3 or 4 
bedrooms 1 3 bedrooms $143 

Dwellings - > 4 
bedrooms 

1 plus 0.29 per extra  
bedroom > 4 bedroom $143 plus $41 per 

extra bedroom > 4 
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Lodges, resorts & 
motels 0.29 per room room $41 

Child Care Centres 1 per 20 children 
greater than 20 20 children $143 

1 per 20 day students 20 day students $143 Educational 
Establishments 1 per 6 boarders 6 boarders $143 

Camping Grounds 0.29 per site site $143 

Tourism facilities 0.5 per 100m2 of floor 
space 100m2 of floor space $72 

Commercial & 
Industrial 

Developments  

0.5 per 100m2 of floor 
space 100m2 of floor space $72 

Notes:  
• Where developments are over 50 beds (or the equivalent) they may be individually 

assessed to ascertain if on-site equipment should be provided in lieu of a contribution.   
• When determining contributions payable for a particular development, consideration will 

be given to any contributions previously paid with respect to the subject land. Generally, 
development of an existing residential lot receives a credit towards development 
contributions otherwise payable, equivalent to the contributions payable on one lot. 

 
During the major fires in early 2003, two factors became apparent: 
 
1. Bushfire Services were required to protect towns and their access roads as well as rural 

regions. As a result brigades were not limited to their own geographic area.  
2. A large number of areas were at risk (including Jindabyne) irrespective of previous 

perceptions of risk. 
 
Therefore, it is assumed to be appropriate to spread the bushfire contribution charge equally 
across the whole shire irrespective of location. 
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6 SCHEDULE C  

6.1 PREPARATION AND REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION PLAN 
Nexus  
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had 
to undertake a contribution study over the whole Council area. The capital 
costs of this study were required in order to identify the types of facilities and 
services for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting 
population, the cost of the required facilities, the proportion which may be 
"reasonably" levied as a Section 94 contribution, the actual contribution rates 
and the preparation of the implementation schedules. These works and cost 
incurred are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's Environmental 
Services Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of 
these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study and any additional studies undertaken in 
the future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers 
under Section 94. The cost of future contribution plans, prepared in response to 
particular developments, should be recouped from the specific area. 
 
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement (ET) 
 
= C + R
 N 
 
= $5000 + $8,500
          843 
 
= $16.01 
 
Where  
 
C =  Cost of 2005 study - $4000; Cost of 2008 study - $1000 
R =  Cost of updates during period 2008/09 – 2017/18 = $8500 (being 9 annual 

updates/administration at a cost of $500/ yr to update CPI & other factors 
plus a full review of this plan after 5 years @ $4000)  

N =  Estimated number of ETs to be created over next 10 years  
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1 SUMMARY 
This document serves as an Appendix to 'Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008' and provides: 
 
• a summary of development contributions relating to the provision of 

public parking facilities levied within the Snowy River Shire 
• a brief outline of the methodology used to assess and define the value of 

the contributions. 
 
At present, parking contributions are only levied with respect to developments 
located within the Jindabyne Central Business District. 
 
The structure of this appendix is as follows: 
 
• immediately following this summary is a list of  the catchment areas 

referred to in this appendix, followed by a table stating the contributions 
applicable within each catchment. 

• This is followed by a justification for the levying of contributions; a brief 
outline of the methodology adopted within this appendix and details of the 
facilities levied for. 

• a series of Attachments provides further information, including details of 
cost estimates. 

 

2 RELEVANT CATCHMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

2.1 RELEVANT CATCHMENTS 
Charges in this appendix have been calculated for the following catchments: 
 
• Jindabyne CBD sub-catchment 1A (Kalkite St) 
• Jindabyne CBD sub-catchment 1B (Thredbo Terrace) 
 
These catchments are defined in the maps in Part C of the overall 2008 
Development Contributions Plan Document. This Appendix is an attachment to 
that document. 
 

2.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TABLE 
Locality Contributions  (If Applicable)  * 

2008/09 
 Per Car Parking Space Per Coach Parking Bay 

 
Sub-Catchment 1A 
Kalkite St $  3,281 N/A 
Sub-Catchment 1B 
Thredbo Terrace $  4,251 $ 28,625 

 
Generally, Council's planning policies and Development Control Plans require that adequate off-street 
parking facilities be provided in conjunction with a proposed development, sufficient to cater for the 
demand for parking generated by that development. 
 
The decision to accept a contribution towards public car parking in lieu of a shortfall in parking facilities 
provided in conjunction with a proposed development shall be at the sole discretion of Council. 
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3 OUTLINE OF METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION: 
Council's planning policies and Development Control Plan require that 
adequate off-street parking facilities are provided in conjunction with a 
proposed development, sufficient to cater for any demand for parking 
generated by that development. 
 
Failure to provide sufficient off-street car parking in conjunction with the 
development may provide grounds for refusal of a development application. 
 
Alternatively, at the discretion of Council, consent may be granted for a 
development with a shortfall in parking; subject to a condition that the 
developer pay a contribution towards the provision of public parking in the 
vicinity of the development.  This option only applies within the Central 
Business District of certain townships, as Council does not provide public car 
parking in other districts within the Shire. 
 
It is stressed that the decision to accept payment of a contribution in lieu of a 
shortfall in parking facilities provided in conjunction with a proposed 
development is at the sole discretion of Council. 
 

3.2 JUSTIFICATION FOR LEVYING OF CONTRIBUTIONS: 
New commercial, retail or residential development located within the Central 
Business Districts of towns within the Shire generates additional demands for 
car parking within these districts.  If insufficient off-street parking is provided in 
conjunction with development, this will cause additional demand to the placed 
on on-street or other forms of public car parking in the locality. 
 
This additional demand on public car parking facilities will be equal to the 
shortfall between the demand for parking generated by the development and 
the amount of off-street parking provided in conjunction with the development.  
As Council is responsible for the provision of public car parking within the 
business district, a contribution may be levied equal to the cost of providing 
public car parking facilities to meet this additional demand. 
 
To ensure that contributions are reasonable and equitable, the following criteria 
have been incorporated within the methodology used to assess and determine 
the level of contributions payable. 
 
• the demand for car parking generated by proposed development is 

assessed in accordance with clearly established guidelines as specified 
within Council's Development Control Plans.  Generally, this demand is 
assessed in accordance with the provisions of 'RTA Guidelines for Traffic 
Generating Developments' 

• due consideration is given to any parking facilities to be provided in 
conjunction with the development 

• the costs of facilities, used in the calculation of contribution rates, are 
based on actual costs of existing facilities or detailed cost estimates for 
proposed facilities.  These figures are used to determine the unit cost per 
car parking space for the given facility levied for. 
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• Council's accounting procedures ensure that contributions received 
are used in accordance with the purpose for which they were 
levied, as nominated within this plan.   

 

3.3 METHODOLOGY: 
The contribution towards public car parking facilities payable for a given 
development is given by the following formula: 
 
Contribution  =  (D - P)  X  Unit Cost 
 
Where   
D =  Demand for car parking, measured in number of spaces, 

generated by the development.  As previously stated, this is 
assessed in accordance with established guidelines specified within 
Council's Development Control Plans. 

   
P =  Number of car parking spaces provided in conjunction with the 

development. 
 
Unit Cost = the cost of providing each parking space within the parking facility 

levied for. 
 
 
Unit cost is itself given by the formula: 
 
Unit Cost = Total Cost of Facility 
 Number of parking spaces provided by facility 
 
The remainder of this document gives details of the districts within which 
parking contributions apply, facilities to be levied for and applicable costs. 
 
These costs will be escalated by the annual CPI as calculated from the 
previous calendar year (January to December). 
 
 

3.4 DETAILS OF CATCHMENTS AND FACILITIES 

(a) Jindabyne CBD 
 

Two separate parking facilities are levied for within the Jindabyne CBD.  The 
district is divided into two separate catchments determined by the proximity of a 
given development to either of these facilities.  The location of a given 
development within one of these catchments will determine which facility is to 
be levied for and the rate applicable. 
 
These facilities are: 
 

i. Thredbo Terrace Carpark 
 

This existing carpark is located to the east of Thredbo Terrace at the rear 
of the Jindabyne Town Shopping Centre.  Contributions towards this 
facility will be received from developments located within the original 
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Town Shopping Centre or fronting Thredbo Terrace. This facility was 
provided by Council in 1987 and provides parking for 67 cars and 7 
coaches. 
 
Contributions collected not only repay the Council for past expenditure for 
the car park but also assist with funding (i.e. design work) for the 
proposed road connection link between the town centre car park (at the 
front of the shops) and the Thredbo Terrace car park at the rear. The car 
park itself needs some significant capital works (signage, access steps, 
safety barriers, etc) that can be funded out of the contributions which may 
assist in making them more usable. In this plan no additional costs have 
been added for these proposed items. 
 
Attachment 1 provides details of the calculation of costs applicable to the 
facility.  Results are as follows:- 
 
• $4,251 per car parking space,  and 
• $28,625 per coach bay. 

 
ii. Kalkite Street Carpark 

 
Council is proposing to construct a public carpark on vacant land it owns 
on the corner of Snowy River Avenue, Kalkite Street and Park Road.  It is 
envisaged this facility will provide parking for 57 cars. 
 
Contributions towards this facility will be received from developments 
within the Jindabyne CBD fronting Snowy River Avenue, Gippsland 
Street, Kalkite Street or Park Road. 
 
Attachment 2 provides a preliminary design sketch and estimated cost of 
the facility.  The estimated cost per parking space is: 
 
• $3,281 per car parking space. 

 
(b) Berridale CBD 

 
Existing public parking facilities in Berridale are considered adequate to cater 
for anticipated growth within the town.  Much of the land these facilities are 
constructed on was dedicated to Council from properties now forming part of 
the CBD.  In such cases, generally no provision of additional car parking or 
contributions will be sought from future development of this land. 
 
(c) Adaminaby CBD 
 
There are no current proposals for Council to provide additional public parking 
facilities within the town and there is little reserve capacity within existing 
facilities.  Future development within Adaminaby CBD will be required to 
provide additional parking on site. 
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4 SCHEDULE A 

4.1 CALCULATION OF UNIT RATE THREDBO TERRACE CARPARK 
HISTORIC COSTS:
 
 Year Constructed:  1987 
 
 Construction Cost 
 (Contract Price):  $282,580 
 
 Land Cost:   Assumed nil (land dedicated to Council) 
 
 Total Cost = Construction Cost + Land Cost 
 
   = $282,580 + 0 
  
   = $282,580 
 
 
DISTRIBUTION OF HISTORIC COSTS BETWEEN CAR AND BUS PARKING:
 
 Total Area of Carpark             4187.5 m2

 
 Area Used for Carparking  2612.5 m2 

 (Car Parking Area + 1/2 ailse width) 
 
 Area Used for Bus Parking  1575 m2 

 (Bus Parking Area + 1/2 aisle width)
 

Therefore, pro-rata share of Historic Costs for Car Parking = 
 
 Total Cost X Car Parking Area
          Total Area 
 
 = $282,580   X  2612.5
     4187.5 
 
 = $176,296 
 
Pro-rata share of Historic Costs for Bus Parking = 
 
 Total Cost X Bus Parking Area
         Total Area 
  

 = $282,580 X 1575
     4187.5 
 
 = $106,284 
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CALCULATION OF BASE UNIT RATE (HISTORIC COSTS):
 
 Unit Rate =  Cost  
    No. Of Parking Spaces/Bays 
 
 Base Unit Rate (Historic Cost) for Car Parking  
 
   =  $176,296 
     67 spaces 
 
   = $2631  /   car parking space 
 
 Base Unit Rate (Historic Cost) for Bus Parking  
  
   =  $106,284 
          bay 
    = $17,714  /   bus parking bay 
 
 
ADJUSTMENT OF BASE UNIT RATE FOR BUILDING PRICE INDEX(1987 - 1997): 
 
Rawlinson Building Price Index (Sydney) 
 
 Index June 1987 81.94 
 Index June 1994 97.27 
 
ABS Cost Index for Materials used in Building other than Houses 
(Groups Index, Weighted Avg.) 
 
 Index June 1994 108.4 
 Index June 1998 114.5 
 
Therefore, Total Percentage Increase= 
 
      [   (97.27 - 81.94)     +    ( 114.5 - 108.4)  ]   X     100%  
      [    81.94                       108.4           ] 
 
 = 24.3% 
 
Therefore, Conversion Factor   = 1.243 
 
Unit Rate as at April 1999        = Base Unit Rate X Conversion Factor 
 
Unit Rate as at April 1999 for Car Parking =  $2,631 X 1.243 =  $3270/car parking 
space 
 
Convert Unit rate to July 1 2008 dollars = $3270 x 1.30   =  $4,251 
 
Unit Rate as at April 1999 for Bus Parking = $17,714 X 1.243 = $22,019/bus parking 
bay 
 
Convert Unit rate to July 1 2008 dollars = $22,019 x 1.30 = $28,625 
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5 SCHEDULE B 

5.1 CALCULATION OF UNIT RATE OF KALKITE STREET CARPARK 

 
Estimate of Cost:

Estimated Construction Cost
 

Site Preparation Item   $5,000
Lopping and Removal of Trees Item   $15,000
Gravel Pavement 1820 sq.m $20 $36,400
Ashphalt Wearing Surface 1820 sq.m $30 $54,600
Concrete footpath crossing Item   $2,000
Drainage - Pits 4 ea. $750 $3,000
Drainage - 300 dia. RCP 60 m $55 $3,300
Drainage - Concrete dish drain 164 m $40 $6,560
Revegetation & Landscaping Item   $5,000
Contingencies (10%) Item   $13,000
   Total $143,860
 
 
Land Cost  = Assumed nil  (Land dedicated to Council) 
 
Total Cost = Construction Cost + Land Cost 
 
  = $143,860 +  0 
 
  = $143,860 
 
Calculation of Unit Rate 
 
Unit Cost =  Total Cost  
   No. Of Car parking spaces 
   
  = $143,860
   57 Spaces 
 
  = $2524 / Car Parking Space 
 
 
Convert Unit rate to July 1 2008 dollars =  $2524 x 1.30 =  $3281 
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1 SUMMARY 
This document serves as an Appendix to 'Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008' and provides: 
 
• A summary of development contributions relating to the provision of 

suitable open space land, public art and its embellishment within the 
Snowy River Shire 

• A brief outline of the methodology used to assess and define the value of 
the contributions. 

 
 The structure of this appendix is as follows: 
 

• Immediately following this summary is a list of the catchment areas 
referred to in this appendix, followed by a table stating the contributions 
applicable within each catchment. 

• This is followed by a justification for the levying of contributions and a 
brief outline of the methodology adopted within this appendix. 

• A series of Attachments provides further information, including details of 
facilities, cost estimates and calculations. 

 

2 RELEVANT CATCHMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS  

2.1 RELEVANT CATCHMENTS 
This appendix applies to the following catchments: 
 
• Jindabyne 
• East Jindabyne 
• Willow Bay 
• Tyrolean Village 
• Kalkite 
• Berridale 
• Adaminaby 
• Dalgety 
• Shire within 10km of Jindabyne PO 
• Shire outside 10km of Jindabyne PO 
 
These catchments are defined in the maps which are in Part C of the overall 
2008 Contributions Plan Document. This Appendix is an attachment to that 
document. 
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2.2 DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS SUMMARY: 
Developer contributions are to consist of two components: 
 
(a) At least 6% of land to be subdivided for urban purposes is to be 

dedicated to Council for Open Space. Unless otherwise agreed by 
Council this is to be quality open space, accessible and fairly level, 
centrally located and landscaped to an approved plan 
 

(b) Costs of open space and public art embellishments in this appendix.  For 
proposed contribution rates see table 1 below 

 
Contributions Table 

 
All other 

Catchments 
including 

rest of Shire 
@ $119 per 

ET 

East 
Jindabyne & 

Tyrolean 
Village 

Catchments 
@ $149 per 

ET  

Type of 
Dwelling/ 
Premises 

 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

(ET) 
 

Unit of 
Measure for 
Contribution

 

Jindabyne 
Catchment 
@ $124 per 

ET 
 

  

Subdivision 1 lot $124 $149 $119 

Dwellings  - 1 
bedroom 0.57 bedroom $71 $85 $68 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $88 

 
$106 

 

 
$84 

Dwellings - 3 or 
4 bedrooms 1 3 or 4  

bedrooms $124  
$149 

 
$119 

Dwellings - > 4 
bedrooms 

1 plus 0.29  
per extra 
bedroom 

>4 

Base of 4 
plus per 
extra b’r 

$124 + $36 
per b/r > 4 

 
$149 + $43 
per b/r > 4 

$119 + $35 
per b/r > 4 

Lodges, resorts 
& motels 

0.29 per 
room room $36 $43 $35 

Child Care 
Centres 

1 per 20 
children > 

20 

Per 20 
children > 20 $124 $149 $119 

1 per 20 
day 

students 

20 day 
students $124 $149 $119 Educational 

Establishments 1 per 6 
boarders 6 boarders $124 $149 $119 

Camping 
Grounds 

0.29 per 
site site $36 $43 $35 

Tourism 
facilities 

0.29 per 
motel type 

room or 
individual 

assessment 

0.29 per 
motel type 

room or 
individual 

assessment 

$36 $43 $35 

Notes: 
1. These charges are based on the calculations in Schedules B and C. 
2. When determining contributions payable for a particular development, consideration will be given to 

any contributions previously paid with respect to the subject land. Generally, development of an 
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existing residential lot receives a credit towards development contributions otherwise payable, 
equivalent to the contributions payable on one lot. 

 

3 OUTLINE OF METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This appendix contains the procedures for administration, assessment and 
settlement of contributions and accountability, as well as a schedule of the 
specific rates for contribution. The appendix also contains the methodology for 
determining the contribution rates and the manner and timing of expenditure of 
the funds collected.  
 
Attached to the appendix are various supplementary documents, which provide 
further discussion of it’s operation and administration.. Included in the 
attachments are worked examples of the manner in which contributions will be 
determined for certain types of development. 
 

3.2 TITLE 
This appendix is called “Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 – 
Appendix 7: Open Space and Public Art 
 

3.3 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this appendix is to permit Council to levy contributions pursuant 
to Section 94, Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 and 
subsequent amendments for the provision of Open Space within the Snowy 
River Shire. 
 

3.4 AIMS & OBJECTIVES 

(a) to enable the Council to require as a condition of development consent 
contribution or dedication towards the provision and/or embellishment of 
Open Space and Public Art in the Shire; 

(b) to enable the Council to recoup funds which it has spent in the provision 
and/or embellishment of Open Space and Public Art in anticipation of 
development; and 

(c) to ensure that the existing community is not burdened by the provision 
and/or embellishment of Open Space and Public Art required as a result 
of future development. 

 

3.5 DEFINITIONS 
This appendix adopts the definitions contained in Part D of the overall 2008 
Contributions Plan. 
 

3.6 THE LAND TO WHICH THIS APPENDIX APPLIES 
This appendix applies to all that land that is within the catchments listed in 
section 2.1 of this document. 
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3.7 NEXUS 

An increase in the Shire's population and development creates additional 
demand for Council provided services and facilities which should be met by the 
incoming population resulting from increases in density as well as new 
development or redevelopment. All development that results in an increase in 
demand for the provision of open space and its embellishment in the Shire will 
be levied to meet these increased demands. 
 
For Council to be able to levy a contribution as a condition of development 
consent, the contribution must be assessed in accordance with this plan. This 
appendix establishes the nexus between the expected types of development in 
that area and the demand for the provision of Open Space, Public Art and 
embellishment. 
 
In this appendix, nexus is demonstrated in the following terms: 
 
Causal - the need for the facility or service must be a direct result of the 
development being levied: 
Calculations of the relevant contributions have been based on overall growth 
for the catchments of Jindabyne, East Jindabyne, Alpine Sands/Willow Bay, 
Kalkite, Tyrolean Village, Berridale, Adaminaby, Dalgety and the balance of the 
Shire. The growth assessments are shown in Schedule B. 
  
The dedication requirements, facilities and embellishments to be provided in 
each catchment in accordance with this plan are listed in Schedule A and are 
based on catchment growth and projects identified by Council and community.  
 
Spatial - the service or facility must be near enough in physical terms to provide 
benefit to the development: 
Public Art is generally seen as benefiting the whole Shire unless stated 
otherwise. 
 
Temporal - the service or facility must be provided within a period of time to be 
of benefit to the development. 
 
 

3.8 CALCULATION OF BASE CONTRIBUTION RATES 
The formula adopted for calculation of contribution rates in each catchment in 
Schedule B is as follows: 
 
R = (E x Y - B)   + S  
              N            
Where 
R = Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET)  
E = Cost of Facilities for the catchment from Schedule A  
N = No of additional ETs in a catchment from 2008/09 to 2017/18  
B = Balance in Open Space and Public Art  section 94 account 

estimated as at June 30, 2008  
Y = proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 10 

years (see calculation process below) 
S = study/administration charge per ET – as calculated in Schedule C 
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3.9 APPORTIONMENT 
Where the existing population will benefit from new amenities and services the 
cost of providing those amenities and services will be apportioned between 
Section 94 funds and other monies of Council. Apportionment rates are 
included, in the formula for contribution rates. 
 

3.10 OCCUPANCY RATES  
Based on the 1996 Census information and for the purposes of this appendix, 
the following occupancy rates and Equivalent Persons (EP) figures are 
adopted: 
 

Dwelling Size 
Occupancy Rates 
(persons) and 
assumed Equivalent 
Persons (EP) 

Equivalent 
Tenements (ETs) 
assumed in these 
Calculations 

One bedroom 
dwelling 

1.6 0.57 

Two bedroom 
dwelling 

2.0 0.71 

Three/Four bedroom 
dwelling 

2.8 – 3.6 1 

More than four 
bedroom dwelling     

3.2 plus 0.8 per 
bedroom greater 
than 4 

1 plus 0.29 per 
bedroom greater 
than 4 

 
Assumptions related to other types of development are provided in schedule B. 
 

3.11 REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION RATES 
To ensure that the value of contributions reflect the costs associated with the 
provision of public services and facilities, the Council will review the Plan (and 
appendices), and amend the contribution rates on the following basis: 
 
(a) The contribution rates will be reviewed at July 1 each year by reference 

to the Canberra All Groups Index for the previous calendar year (January 
to December), excluding the impact of the GST.  

(b) Annual review of completed works and amendment of schedules as 
necessary 

(c) Major reviews and repeal of Plan when required.  
 

3.12 METHOD & TIMING OF PAYMENT 
A contribution is payable: 
 
(a) in the case of a consent to development being subdivision – before the 

issue of a Subdivision Certificate to the applicant; 
(b) in the case of a consent to development where a construction certificate 

is required – before the issue of a construction certificate to the applicant; 
(c) in the case of Complying development under Division 3 of Part 4 of the 

Act, - prior to commencement of works; 
(d) in the case of a consent to any other development – before development 
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is commenced. 

 

3.13 PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
In accordance with Clause 36(1), Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulation, 1980, copies of the following are available for inspection free of 
charge at Council during office hours. 
 
A copy of the Section 94 Contributions Plan   
The contributions register 
An annual financial statement at the end of each financial year 

 

3.14 SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

(a) A development application that is submitted after the adoption of this Plan 
shall be assessed in accordance with the provisions of this Plan. 

(b) A development application that has been submitted prior to the adoption 
of this Plan but not determined shall be assessed in accordance with this 
Plan.  

(c) Developer contributions payable by way of a condition of a condition of 
consent of a development application that has been determined prior to 
the adoption of this Plan but for which that condition has not been 
satisfied shall be levied contributions in accordance with the provisions of 
this Plan. 
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4 SCHEDULE A 

4.1 COSTING OF WORKS 
 
Open Space Strategy 
A Shire Wide Open Space and Recreational Land Use Strategy was developed 
during 2006 – 07. The all up cost of developing this strategy was $65,000 
(External consultants $45000, staff costs $15000 and communication costs 
$5000). The plan has now been completed and adopted by the Council. The 
plan leads to a number of new facilities and embellishments as indicated 
below. 
 
Open Space Embellishment  
The Open Space and Recreational Land Use Strategy developed in 2006-07 
identified embellishments required in the Shire or for particular catchments.  
 
In addition to the embellishment works identified in the Open Space and Land 
Use Strategy (2007), this plan has adopted the following standards (qualitative 
and quantitative) for the provision of open space facilities. 
 
(a) Local Playground: 

 
A local playground will generally be a minimum of 0.5 hectares in size, 
containing playground equipment, picnic facilities, seating and landscaping. 
One is to be provided for approximately every 500 people and to be located 
within 400 – 500 metres of the majority of residences. 
 
(b) Neighbourhood Parks: 

 
A neighbourhood park should be greater than 0.5 hectares and less than 1.5 
hectares in size. Neighborhood parks contain more features and facilities than 
a local park and generally caters for a more diverse age group. It can be linked 
to the neighbourhood sportsground. One is to be provided for every 2000 
people. 
 
The costs attributable for the provision of Open Space and Recreational 
facilities are comprised of capital cost for construction and/or embellishment of 
the various types of recreation facilities as outlined below, plus the cost to 
acquire lands. For the expected population projections, the following facilities 
will be provided or embellished. 
 

Catchment / location Embellishment Works 
identified in Open Space 

Strategy 

Value of  
Embellishment 

Works  

 
Timing 

See maps below 
 

 
3 new local playgrounds 

 
$100000 

5 years (complete by 
2013) 

See maps below 
 

2 new neighbourhood parks 
 

$60000 
5 years (complete by 

2013) 

Total for Across Shire $160000  
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General location of new playgrounds and neighbourhood parks 
 

 
 
Location of playgrounds to be embellished. 
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Catchment / location Embellishment Works 

identified in Open Space 
Strategy 

Value of  
Embellishment 

Works  

 
Timing 

 

Jindabyne 
 

Embellishment of 
Candlebark Circuit 

 
$1500 

2 years (complete by 
2010) 

Jindabyne 
Embellishment of Mitchell 

Circuit 
$17000 

3 years (complete by 
2011) 

Total for Jindabyne Catchment $18500  

 
50-50 Tyrolean & East 
Jindabyne catchments 

Embellishment of Kokoda 
Memorial Park 

$5500 for each 
4 years (complete by 

2012) 

East Jindabyne 
Embellishment of Baronga 

St/Jerrara Drive 
 

$3800 
4 years (complete by 

2012) 

Total for East Jindabyne Catchment $9300  

 
50-50 Tyrolean & East 
Jindabyne catchments 

Embellishment of Kokoda 
Memorial Park 

$5500 for each 
4 years (complete by 

2012) 

Tyrolean 
Embellishment of Tyrolean 

Village Reserve 
 

$1000 
4 years (complete by 

2012) 

Total for Tyrolean Village Catchment $6500  

 
Public Art 
The cost attributable for the provision of Public Art comprises capital cost and/or 
embellishment. The purchase of Public Art is in accordance with the Council’s Public 
Art Policy. A summary of Public Art purchases in accordance with this policy for the 
last 5 years is as follows: 
 

Year Purpose/Purchase Cost ($) 
2007 Refurbishment Big Trout – 

Adaminaby 
7,100 

2004 Adaminaby Hall Curtain 500 
Spent on hall runners/ some 

contribution towards materials/opening 
of event 

2007 Sculpture Commission – Jindabyne 
Foreshore 

10,000 

2006 “What we treasure” quilt - Shire 1,400 

2004 Painting  by Carmel McCrow 
currently in Council Chambers 

 
750 

2004 4 paintings -  Snowy River Hostel – 
Kevin Hambly 

6,000 

2003 Richard Moffat Sculpture – currently 
in Berridale 

1,500 

2003 “Many Hands” womens quilt DWD 1,000 

Total  $28,250 
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Future projects planned by Council are as follows: 
 

Project Grant Funding Total Cost to Snowy 
River Shire Timing 

Gateway Project Stage 1 Nil $45,000  2008/09 

Gateway Project Stage 2 $20000 $37,000 ($57,000 less 
grant of $20,000) 

2009-2011 

Future Public Art 
Purchases 

Nil $2,000/year over 5 
years from Council 
plus apportioned 
Developer 
Contribution 

2008/09 – 2013/14 

 
Total 

 
$92000 
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5 SCHEDULE B 

5.1 CALCULATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
 

Provision for Open Space Land 
6% of land to be subdivided for urban purposes is to be dedicated to Council. 
Unless otherwise agreed by Council this is to be quality open space, accessible 
and fairly level, centrally located and landscaped to an approved plan. Council 
will not accept land which is steep, hard to maintain, isolated from the proposed 
urban area or otherwise of limited value to residents, unless it is in addition to 
the above and Council specifically accepts the maintenance burden of such 
lands for documented reason (e.g. because it is part of a planned or 
recognised wildlife corridor; there are trade-offs negotiated with the developer 
for community benefit). 
 
The 6% standard is adopted from the Australia Model Code for Residential 
Development (Mark II) which in turn is based on extensive studies. 
 
 
Open Space Strategy Contribution    
The Shire Wide Open Space Strategy will be applicable to all catchments 
across the Shire. The formula adopted for calculation of rates in a catchment is 
as follows: 
 
SC = (E x Y - B)    
              N            
 
Where 
SC = Rate payable per Equivalent Person (ET) for the Open Space Strategy 

Development 
E = Cost of the Strategy from Schedule A ($65000) 
N = No of additional ETs in a catchment from 2007/08 to 2016/17 = 895 

(see below) 
B = Balance in Open Space and Public Art  section 94 account estimated at 

June 30, 2008 = $7001  
Y = proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 10 years 

(assumed to 100% as strategy has to be developed to meet new 
demands) 

 
SC (Strategy Cost)  = ($65000)/ 895  = $64.80 per ET 
 
Open Space Embellishment Costs Contribution 
The formula adopted for calculation of rates for embellishment in a catchment 
is as follows: 
 
R = (E x Y)    
           N            
Where 
R = Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET)  
E = Cost of Facilities for the catchment from Schedule A  
N = No of additional ETs in a catchment from 2007/08 to 2016/17 (see 

below) 
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Y = proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 10 

years (ie number of new ETs divided by total of existing plus new ETs) – 
see calculation below 

 
Equivalent Tenements (ET)  
For the basis of these growth assumptions see Part C of the overall Contributions 
Plan Document. 

 
Catchment 

ETs at June 
2007 

Growth in ETs  
per year over 
next ten years 

Additional ETs 
over next ten 

years 
 

Proportion Of New 
ET compared to 

total ET 

Jindabyne 2954 50 500 0.145 

East Jindabyne  263 5 50 0.160 

Alpine Sands/Willow Bay 116 14.5 145 0.556 

Tyrolean Village 183 3.4 34 0.157 

Kalkite 179 2.5 25 0.123 

Berridale 772 4.3 43 0.053 

Adaminaby 245 2.75 28 0.103 

Dalgety 68 1 10 0.128 

Shire outside 
catchments 1019 6 60 0.056 

Totals – ET 5799  895 0.134 

Calculations of charges for Open Space Facilities: 
 
Therefore, calculate the Contribution Charge as: 
R = (E x Y)  
            N     
Where:  
E    = Cost of Open Space Facilities for the catchment from Schedule A  
Y   = proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 10 years 
(ie number of new ETs divided by total of existing plus new ETs) – from Table 
above  
 
Shire Wide Facilities 
 
R =  $(160000 x 0.134)  =  $23.96/ET 
               895 
 
Jindabyne Facilities 
 
R =  $(18500 x 0.145)  =  $5.37/ET 
               500 
 
East Jindabyne Facilities 
 
R =  $(9300 x 0.160)  =  $29.76/ET 
               50 
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Tyrolean Village Facilities 
 
R =  $(6500 x 0.157)  =  $30.01/ET 
               34 
 
Calculation of charges for Public Art Embellishment Costs Contribution 
 
Assume that Public Art benefits the whole shire. Therefore, calculate the 
Contribution Charge as: 
 
R = (E x Y)  
            N     
Where:  
 
E = Cost of Facilities for the Shire from Schedule A = $120250  
Y = proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 10 years 

(ie number of new ETs divided by total of existing plus new ETs)= 
895/(895+ 5799) = 0.134 

        
R =  $(120250 x 0.134)  =  $18.00/ET for Shire 
 895     
 
Total Contribution Charge/ET for Each Catchment 
 
= Open Space Strategy + Open Space & Public Art Embellishment + Plan 
Charge 
 

Catchment 
Open Space 
Strategy – 
Shire Wide 

($/ET) 

Open Space 
Embellishment 

($/ET) 

Public Art 
Facilities and 

Embellishment 
($/ET) 

Plan 
Charge 

from 
Schedule C 

($/ET) 

Total 
$/ET 

Jindabyne $64.80 $29.33 $18.00 $12.29 $124.42 

East Jindabyne $64.80 $53.72 $18.00 $12.29 $148.81 

Willow Bay $64.80 $23.96 $18.00 $12.29 $119.05 

Tyrolean 
Village $64.80 $53.97 $18.00 $12.29 $149.06 

Kalkite $64.80 $23.96 $18.00 $12.29 $119.05 

Berridale $64.80 $23.96 $18.00 $12.29 $119.05 

Adaminaby $64.80 $23.96 $18.00 $12.29 $119.05 

Dalgety $64.80 $23.96 $18.00 $12.29 $119.05 

Shire Outside 
Catchments $64.80 $23.96 $18.00 $12.29 $119.05 
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Contributions by Catchment and Type of Development 
 

All other 
Catchments 

including rest 
of Shire @ 

$119 per ET  

 
East 

Jindabyne & 
Tyrolean 

Village @ $149 
per ET  

  

Type of 
Dwelling/ 
Premises 

 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

(ET) 
 

Unit of 
Measure for 
Contribution 

 

Jindabyne @ 
$124 per ET  

 

  

Subdivision 1 lot $124 $149 $119 

Dwellings  - 1 
bedroom 0.57 bedroom $71 $85 $68 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $88 

 
$106 

 

 
$84 

Dwellings - 3 or 4 
bedrooms 1 3 or 4  

bedrooms $124  
$149 

 
$119 

Dwellings - > 4 
bedrooms 

1 plus 0.29  
per extra 

bedroom >4 

Base of 4 
plus per extra 

b’r 

$124 + $36 
per b/r > 4 

 
$149 + $43 per 

b/r > 4 

$119 + $35 per 
b/r > 4 

Lodges, resorts & 
motels 

0.29 per 
room room $36 $43 $35 

Child Care 
Centres 

1 per 20 
children > 

20 

Per 20 
children > 20 $124 $149 $119 

1 per 20 
day 

students 

20 day 
students $124 $149 $119 

Educational 
Establishments 1 per 6 

boarders 6 boarders $124 $149 $119 

Camping 
Grounds 0.29 per site site $36 $43 $35 

Tourism facilities 

0.29 per 
motel type 

room or 
individual 

assessment 

0.29 per 
motel type 

room or 
individual 

assessment 

$36 $43 $35 
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6 SCHEDULE C  

6.1 PREPARATION AND REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION PLAN  
Nexus  
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had 
to undertake a contribution study over the whole Council area. The capital 
costs of this study were required in order to identify the types of public facilities 
for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting population, 
the cost of the required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" 
levied as a Section 94 contribution, the actual contribution rates and the 
preparation of the implementation schedules. These works and cost incurred 
are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's Environmental Services 
Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study and any additional studies undertaken in 
the future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers 
under Section 94. The cost of future contribution plans, prepared in response to 
particular developments, should be recouped from the specific area. 
 

 
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement for all catchments 
 
                                                   S      =         (C + R) 
                                                                                        N 
 
                                              = ($5000  + $6000)
                                        895 
 
                                     = $12.29 per ET 
Where  
 
S = Plan review, development & Administration Cost 
C = External ($3000) and Internal costs of 2005/06 study ($500) plus cost of 2007/08 

study ($1500) = $5000  
R = Cost of updates and administration during period 2008/09 – 2017/18 ($6000 

being 10 annual updates plus administration at a cost of $300/ yr to update CPI & 
other factors plus a full review of this plan after 5 – 6 years @ $3000)  

N = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements (as calculated in Schedule B) 
created over next 10 years  
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1 SUMMARY 
This document serves as an Appendix to 'Snowy River Development 
Contributions Plan 2008' and provides: 
 
• A summary of development contributions relating to the provision of 

Sportsfields and Recreation Facilities within the Snowy River Shire 
• A brief outline of the methodology used to assess and define the value of 

the contributions. 
 
The structure of this appendix is as follows: 
 
• Immediately following this summary is a list of the catchment areas 

referred to in this appendix, followed by a table stating the contributions 
applicable within each catchment. 

• This is followed by a justification for the levying of contributions, a brief 
outline of the methodology adopted within this plan and details of the 
facilities for which the levy is being applied. 
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2 CATCHMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS TABLE 

2.1 LIST OF RELEVANT CATCHMENTS 
This appendix applies to the following catchments: 
 
• Jindabyne 
• East Jindabyne 
• Alpine Sands/Willow Bay 
• Tyrolean Village 
• Kalkite 
• Shire outside defined catchments but within 10km of Jindabyne PO 
 
These catchments are defined in the maps in Part C part of the overall 2008 
Contributions Plan Document. This Appendix is an attachment to that 
document. 
 
 

2.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TABLE 
Contributions Payable  

Type of 
Dwelling/ 
Premises 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

(ET) 

Unit of 
Measure for 
Contribution Jindabyne 

East 
Jindabyne, 

Willow Bay & 
Tyrolean 
Village 

Kalkite & 
Shire within 

10 km of 
Jindabyne 

PO 

Subdivision 1 lot $91 $82 $68 

Dwellings  - 1 
bedroom 0.57 bedroom $52 $47 $39 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $65 $59 $51 

Dwellings - 3 
or 4 bedrooms 1 3 or 4  

bedrooms $91 $86 $49 

Dwellings - > 4 
bedrooms 

1 plus 0.29  
per extra 

bedroom >4 

Base of 4 plus 
per extra b’r 

$91 plus $26 
x 0.29 per 

extra 
bedroom > 4 

$82 plus $23 x 
0.29 per extra 
bedroom > 4 

$68 plus $20 
x 0.29 per 

extra 
bedroom > 4 

Lodges, 
resorts & 
motels 

0.29 per room room $26 $23 $20 

Child Care 
Centres 

1 per 20 
children > 20 

Per 20 children 
> 20 $91 $82 $68 

1 per 20 day 
students 

20 day 
students $91 $82 $68 

Educational 
Establishments 1 per 6 

boarders 6 boarders $91 $82 $68 

Camping 
Grounds 0.29 per site site $26 $23 $20 

Tourism 
facilities 

0.29 per motel 
type room or 

individual 
assessment 

0.29 per motel 
type room or 

individual 
assessment 

$26 $23 $20 
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Notes:  

1.  Rural-Residential Estates included in the relevant Jindabyne or East Jindabyne Catchments (see 
maps) are: 

• High Country Estate 1 & 2 
• Lakewood Estate 
• Abington Park 
• Cobbin Estate 

2. Where a new Rural-Residential estate is proposed, is not currently identified in the catchment 
maps in this plan and is located within the 10km residential growth boundary it will be assessed as 
an individual assessment consistent with the principles in the SRSC Contributions Plan 2005 
document. This assessment will result in the Rural Residential Estate being allocated charges 
consistent with one of the three contributions categories in table 1 above. 

3. Shire within a 10 km radius of the Jindabyne Post Office includes areas not included in the 
catchment maps for Jindabyne, East Jindabyne, Alpine Sands/Willow Bay, Tyrolean Village, 
Kalkite or assessed as a Rural-Residential estate.  

4. When determining contributions payable for a particular development, consideration will be given 
to any contributions previously paid with respect to the subject land. Generally, development of an 
existing residential lot receives a credit towards development contributions otherwise payable, 
equivalent to the contributions payable on one lot. 

 

3 OUTLINE OF METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This appendix contains the procedures for administration, assessment and 
settlement of contributions and accountability, as well as a schedule of the 
specific rates for contribution. The appendix also contains the methodology for 
determining the contribution rates and the manner and timing of expenditure of 
the funds collected.  
 
Attached to the appendix are various supplementary documents, which provide 
further discussion of it’s operation and administration.. Included in the 
attachments are worked examples of the manner in which contributions will be 
determined for certain types of development. 
 

3.2 TITLE 
This appendix is called “Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 – 
Appendix 8: Sportsfields and Recreation Facilities” 
 

3.3 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this appendix is to permit Council to levy contributions pursuant 
to Section 94, Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 for the 
provision of Sportsfield and Recreation facilities required as a result of 
population increases within the Shire. 
 

3.4 AIMS & OBJECTIVES  

• to enable the Council to require as a condition of development consent 
contribution or dedication towards the provision of Sportsfield and 
Recreation facilities and to provide a high standard of active recreation 
and sports facilities; 

• to enable the Council to recoup funds which it has spent in the provision 
of Sportsfield and Recreation facilities in anticipation of development; 
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• to ensure that the existing community is not burdened by the provision of 
Sportsfield and Recreation facilities and required as a result of future 
development. 

 
3.5 DEFINITIONS 

This appendix adopts the definitions contained in Part D of the overall 2008 
Contributions Plan. 
 

3.6 THE LAND TO WHICH THIS PLAN APPLIES 
This appendix applies to all that land that is within the catchments listed in 
section 2.1 of this document. 
 

3.7 NEXUS 
An increase in the Shire's population and development creates additional 
demand for Council provided facilities and services which should be met by the 
incoming population resulting from increases in density as well as new 
development or redevelopment. All development that results in an increase in 
demand for Sportsfield and Recreation facilities including urban and rural 
subdivision, residential and rural housing, tourist accommodation and 
education establishments will be levied to meet these increased demands. 
 
For Council to be able to levy a contribution as a condition of development 
consent, the contribution must be assessed in accordance with this plan. This 
appendix establishes the nexus between the expected types of development in 
that area and the demand for Sportsfield and Recreation facilities. 
 
In this appendix, nexus is demonstrated in the following terms: 
 
Causal - the need for the facility or service must be a direct result of the 
development being levied: 
 
A Plan of Management for the Jindabyne Sports Ground was adopted by 
Council on 20 November 2001. In this document the following comments were 
made: 
“The Jindabyne reserve and sporting surfaces are the only public facilities 
available to Jindabyne residents and visitors for 30 kms. There are ovals 
available at NSW Sport and Recreation but access to it is limited, this also 
applies to the oval at the Station Resort. 
 
The developed surface at the reserve is coming under increasing pressure, 
especially through the winter months, and will soon be unable to sustain the 
traffic it receives, due to the increasing population of Jindabyne and the 
increased popularity of sports.”  
 
Calculations of the relevant contributions have been based on overall growth 
for catchments around Jindabyne including East Jindabyne, Alpine 
Sands/Willow Bay, Kalkite, Tyrolean Village. 
 
As shown in Schedule B the predicted growth of catchments serviced by the 
Sportsfields and Recreation Facilities is such that the pressures on the facilities 
will increase.  
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In order to take into account the substantial tourism related developments in 
the Shire, numbers of Equivalent Tenements (ET) have been used as a basis 
for the calculations rather than permanent population growth. 
 
Spatial - the service or facility must be near enough in physical terms to 
provide benefit to the development: 
As indicated above, Jindabyne reserve and sporting surfaces are the only 
public facilities available to the Jindabyne area residents and visitors for 30 
kms. However, contributions for development or embellishment of the facilities 
are adjusted with distance. Jindabyne East, Alpine Sands/Willow Bay and 
Tyrolean Village catchments attract a 10% discount, while Kalkite and the Shire 
within 10 km of Jindabyne PO (but not in the other catchments) attract a 25% 
discount. 
 
Temporal - the service or facility must be provided within a period of time to be 
of benefit to the development:  
A review of the items in the previous Contributions Plan was carried out in 
February 2008. Only those items, clearly required because of growth and 
planned within the next 5 years were included in this Contributions Plan. 
 

3.8 CALCULATION OF BASE CONTRIBUTION RATES 
The formula adopted for calculation of contribution rates in Schedule B is as 
follows: 
 
R = (E  x  Y  - B)    +    S  
               N            
 
Where 
R     = Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Person (ET)  
E     = Total Cost of Facilities and Services from Schedule A 
N    = No of additional Jindabyne Equivalent ETs in relevant catchments from 

2007/08 to 2016/17 
B    = Balance in Jindabyne Sportsfields & Recreation facilities section 94 

account estimated as at June 30, 2008   
Y     = proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 10 years  
S     = Contribution Plan cost per ET – as calculated in Schedule C 
 
Notes:  
1. Jindabyne Equivalent ETs have been calculated based on location. 

Jindabyne East, Alpine Sands/Willow Bay and Tyrolean Village ETs are 
deducted by 10% and Kalkite/Shire within 10 km of Jindabyne PO by 25% 
to convert to Jindabyne Equivalent EPs. 

2. Detailed explanations of the calculations are in Schedule B. 
 

3.9 APPORTIONMENT 
Where the existing population will benefit from new amenities and services 
provided, the cost of providing those amenities and services will be apportioned 
between Section 94 funds and other monies of Council. Apportionment rates 
are included, in the formula for contribution rates. 
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3.10 OCCUPANCY RATES 
Based on the 1996 Census information and for the purposes of this Plan, the 
following occupancy rates and Equivalent Persons (EP) figures are adopted: 
 

Dwelling Size Occupancy Rates (persons) 
and assumed Equivalent 

Persons (EP) 

Equivalent Tenements (ETs) 
assumed in these Calculations 

One bedroom dwelling 1.6 0.57 

Two bedroom dwelling 2.0 0.71 

Three/Four bedroom dwelling 2.8 – 3.6 1 

More than four bedroom 
dwelling     

3.2 plus 0.8 per bedroom greater 
than 4 

1 plus 0.29 per bedroom greater 
than 4 

Assumptions related to other types of development are provided in schedule B. 
 

3.11 REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION RATES 
To ensure that the value of contributions reflect the costs associated with the 
provision of public services and facilities, the Council will review the Plan (and 
appendices), and amend the contribution rates on the following basis: 
 
(a) The contribution rates will be reviewed at July 1 each year by reference 

to the Canberra All Groups Index for the previous calendar year (January 
to December), excluding the impact of the GST.  

(b) Annual review of completed works and amendment of schedules as 
necessary 

(c) Major reviews and repeal of Plan when required.  
 
3.12 PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

In accordance with Clause 36(1), Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulation, 1980, copies of the following are available for inspection free of 
charge at Council during office hours. 
 
• A copy of the Section 94 Contributions Plan.  
• The contributions register 
• An annual financial statement at the end of each financial year. 
 

3.13 SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

(a) A development application that is submitted after the adoption of this Plan 
shall be assessed in accordance with the provisions of this Plan. 

(b) A development application that has been submitted prior to the adoption 
of this Plan but not determined shall be assessed in accordance with this 
Plan.  

(c) Developer contributions payable by way of a condition of a condition of 
consent of a development application that has been determined prior to 
the adoption of this Plan but for which that condition has not been 
satisfied shall be levied contributions in accordance with the provisions of 
this Plan. 
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4 SCHEDULE A  

5 COSTING OF WORKS 
Items currently identified by SRSC employees under this Plan are:  
 
Access to Jindabyne Sports Ground 
 
Access to the reserve is via a locked gate on the lower end of Park Street. 
Pedestrian access is free from all approaches to the reserve except through 
private land. 
 
It was identified from the Plan of Management that because of increasing use 
there needs to be a sealing of the car park and access road from Park Street. 
This is the only item to attract contributions in the current plan.  The cost in the 
2001 Plan of Management was estimated as $50000. For purposes of this plan 
the cost has been escalated to $55000. 
 
The timing of these upgrades is anticipated to be staged over a number of 
years between 2006 and 2009. 
 
Jindabyne Skate Park 
 
This facility has been developed to meet the recreation needs of the Shire’s 
increasing permanent and temporary population. Costs of development up to 
February 2008 have been $260,567. 
 
Banjo Patterson Park Amenities Block 
 
This facility has been developed to support the needs of the Park’s users 
resulting from increasing permanent and temporary population.  Costs of 
development up to February 2008 have been $242,583. 
 
Total Cost of facilities in this Plan = $558,150 
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6 SCHEDULE B 

6.1 CALCULATION OF CONTRIBUTION RATES  
Calculation of Jindabyne Equivalent Tenements (ET)  
Based on the information and calculations in the overall Contribution Plan 
Document (Section 3. Part C.1 – Catchment Growth) the following catchment 
growth figures have been used in the calculations. 
 
 

Catchment 
Equivalent 

Tenements (ET) 
at June 2007 

Growth in 
ETs per 

year  

Conversion 
factor for ETs 
to Jindabyne 

Equivalent ETs 
based on 

proximity to 
Sportsfields 

Jindabyne 
Equivalent 
ETs as at 
June 2007 

 

Additional 
Jindabyne 
Equivalent 

ETs 
2007 - 2016 

 

Jindabyne  2954 50 1 2954 500 

East Jindabyne  263 5 0.90 237 45 

Alpine Sands/ 
Willow Bay 116 14.5 0.90 104 131 

Tyrolean Village 183 3.4 0.90 165 31 

Kalkite & 
General Rural 
within 10 km of 
Jindabyne PO 
but not other  
catchments 

230 = 179 
(Kalkite) + 51 

(based on 5% of 
general rural in 
whole  Shire) 

2.8 0.75 134 21 

   Totals – ET 3594 728 

 
Formula for calculation of Contribution Rates 
 
The formula adopted for calculation of contribution rates is as follows: 
 
  R =  (E  x  Y  - B)    +    S  
                    N            
 
Where 
 
R = Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET)  
E = Total Cost of Facilities and Services from Schedule A = $558150 
N = No of additional Jindabyne Equivalent ETs in relevant catchments from 

2007/08 to 2016/17 =  728  
B = Balance in Jindabyne Sportsfields and Recreation facilities section 94 

account estimated as at June 30, 2008  ($41887) 
Y = proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 10 years = 

728/(728 + 3594) 
 = 16.84%  
S = study cost per Jindabyne Equivalent ET ($21.98) – as calculated in Schedule 

C 
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Calculation of base contribution per Jindabyne Equivalent ET  
 
R = $(558150 x 0.1684 - 41887) + study cost (see Schedule C) 
                       728 
 
    =  $69.20 + study cost of $21.98 per Jindabyne Equivalent ET = $91.18 
 
These base figures are further adjusted downward for East Jindabyne, Alpine 
Sands/Willow Bay and Tyrolean Village (10%) and Kalkite/ Shire within 10 km 
of Jindabyne PO (25%) to take into account their locations with respect to 
Jindabyne.  
 

Contributions Payable  

Type of 
Dwelling/ 
Premises 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

(ET) 

Unit of 
Measure for 
Contribution Jindabyne 

East 
Jindabyne, 

Willow Bay & 
Tyrolean 
Village 

Kalkite & 
Shire within 

10 km of 
Jindabyne 

PO 

Subdivision 1 lot $91 $82 $68 

Dwellings  - 1 
bedroom 0.57 bedroom $52 $47 $39 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $65 $59 $51 

Dwellings - 3 or 
4 bedrooms 1 3 or 4  

bedrooms $91 $86 $49 

Dwellings - > 4 
bedrooms 

1 plus 0.29  
per extra 

bedroom >4 

Base of 4 plus 
per extra b’r 

$91 plus $26 
x 0.29 per 

extra 
bedroom > 4 

$82 plus $23 x 
0.29 per extra 
bedroom > 4 

$68 plus $20 
x 0.29 per 

extra 
bedroom > 4 

Lodges, resorts 
& motels 0.29 per room room $26 $23 $20 

Child Care 
Centres 

1 per 20 
children > 20 

Per 20 
children > 20 $91 $82 $68 

1 per 20 day 
students 

20 day 
students $91 $82 $68 

Educational 
Establishments 1 per 6 

boarders 6 boarders $91 $82 $68 

Camping 
Grounds 0.29 per site site $26 $23 $20 

Tourism facilities 

0.29 per motel 
type room or 

individual 
assessment 

0.29 per motel 
type room or 

individual 
assessment 

$26 $23 $20 
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7 SCHEDULE C  

7.1 NEXUS  
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had 
to undertake a contribution study over the whole Council area. The capital 
costs of this study were required in order to identify the types of public facilities 
for which a contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting population, 
the cost of the required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" 
levied as a Section 94 contribution, the actual contribution rates and the 
preparation of the implementation schedules. These works and cost incurred 
are outside the work normally undertaken by Council's Environmental Services 
Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study and any additional studies undertaken in 
the future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers 
under Section 94. The cost of future contribution plans, prepared in response to 
particular developments, should be recouped from the specific area. 
 
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement 
 
= C + R 
    N 
 
 = $6500 + $9500
          728 
 
= $21.98 per Jindabyne ET 
 
Where  
 
C  = Cost of 2005 study ($5000) and 2008 update ($1500) 
R  = Cost of updates during period 2008/09 – 2017/18 ($9500 being 9 

annual updates at a cost of $500/yr to update CPI & other factors plus a 
full review of this plan after 5 to 6  years @ $5000)  

N  = Estimated number of Jindabyne Equivalent Tenements (as calculated 
in Schedule B) created over next 10 years  
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1 SUMMARY 
This document serves as an Appendix to 'Snowy River Development Contributions 
Plan 2008' and provides: 
•(a) A summary of development contributions relating to the provision of shared 

pedestrian & bicycle pathways in Jindabyne and surrounding villages levied 
within the Snowy River Shire 

•(b) A brief outline of the methodology used to assess and define the value of the 
contributions. 

 
The structure of this appendix is as follows: 
 
Immediately following this summary is a list of the catchment areas referred to in this 
appendix, followed by a table stating the contributions applicable within each 
catchment. 
 
This is followed by a justification for the levying of contributions, a brief outline of the 
methodology adopted within this plan and details of the facilities for which the levy is 
being applied. 
 

2 CATCHMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS TABLE 
2.1 LIST OF RELEVANT CATCHMENTS 
This appendix applies to the following catchments: 
 

• Jindabyne 
• East Jindabyne 
• Alpine Sands/Willow Bay 
• Tyrolean Village 
• Kalkite 
 

These catchments are defined in the maps in Part C of the overall 2008 Contributions 
Plan Document. This Appendix is an attachment to that document. 
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2.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TABLE 
Contributions Payable  

Type of 
Dwelling/ 
Premises 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

(ET) 

Unit of 
Measure for 
Contribution Jindabyne

East 
Jindabyne, 

Willow 
Bay 

Tyrolean 
Village Kalkite 

Subdivision 1 lot $57 $72 $27 $78 

Dwellings  - 1 
bedroom 0.57 bedroom $32 $41 $15 $44 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $40 $51 $19 $55 

Dwellings - 3 
or 4 bedrooms 1 3 or 4  

bedrooms $57 $72 $27 $78 

Dwellings - > 4 
bedrooms 

1 plus 0.29  
per extra 
bedroom 

>4 

Base of 4 
plus per 
extra b’r 

$57 plus 
$17 per b/r 

> 4 

$72 plus 
$21 per b/r 

> 4 

$27 plus 
$8 per 
b/r > 4 

$78 
plus 
$23 

per b/r 
> 4 

Lodges,  motels, 
B & B, holiday 

dwellings & 
similar 

0.29 per 
room room $17 $21 $8 $23 

Child Care 
Centres 

1 per 20 
children > 

20 

Per 20 
children > 20 $57 $72 $27 $78 

1 per 20 
day 

students 

20 day 
students $57 $72 $27 $78 Educational 

Establishments 1 per 6 
boarders 6 boarders $57 $72 $27 $78 

Camping 
Grounds 

0.29 per 
site  site $17 $21 $8 $23 

Tourism 
facilities 

0.29 per 
motel type 

room or 
individual 

assessment 

0.29 per 
motel type 

room or 
individual 

assessment 

$17 $21 $8 $23 

Notes: 
These charges are based on the calculations in Schedule B. 
A percentage discount is also used based on the proximity of the development to the pathway network itself. This 
discount is 25% where the subject development is between 5 and 10kms of the nearest section of the pathway 
network and is 50% where it is greater than 10kms from the nearest section. 
Where development is on land that directly adjoins Lake Jindabyne upon which the pathway is proposed to be sited, 
Council will consider dedication of land as a contribution in lieu. The value of the contribution will be subject of a 
separate assessment. 
The above contribution also includes an administration charge as calculated in Schedule C 
When determining contributions payable for a particular development, consideration will be given to any contributions 
previously paid with respect to the subject land. Generally, development of an existing residential lot receives a credit 
towards development contributions otherwise payable, equivalent to the contributions payable on one lot.  Principles 
for different types of development are outlined in section 2.14 of the overall Contributions Plan Document. 
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3 OUTLINE OF METHODOLOGY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION  
This appendix contains the procedures for administration, assessment and 
settlement of contributions and accountability, as well as a schedule of the specific 
rates for contribution. The appendix also contains the methodology for determining 
the contribution rates and the manner and timing of expenditure of the funds 
collected.  
 
Attached to the appendix are various supplementary documents, which provide 
further discussion of it’s operation and administration. Included in the attachments 
are worked examples of the manner in which contributions will be determined for 
certain types of development. 
 

3.2 TITLE 
This appendix is called “Snowy River Development Contributions Plan 2008 – 
Appendix 9: Jindabyne Area Shared Pathways” 
 
3.3 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this appendix is to permit Council to levy contributions pursuant to 
Section 94, Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 for the provision of 
shared pedestrian & bicycle pathways in Jindabyne and surrounding villages levied 
within the Snowy River Shire. 
 
3.4 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
(a) to enable the Council to require as a condition of development consent 

contribution or dedication towards the provision of shared pedestrian & bicycle 
pathways in Jindabyne and surrounding villages to promote health and safety 
within the community, reduce dependence on motor transport and provide 
pedestrian connectivity between urban areas of the town; 

(b) to enable the Council to recoup funds which it has spent in the provision of 
shared pedestrian & bicycle pathways in Jindabyne and surrounding villages in 
anticipation of development; and 

(c) to ensure that the existing community is not burdened by the provision of 
shared pedestrian & bicycle pathways in Jindabyne and surrounding villages 
required as a result of future development. 

 
3.5 DEFINITIONS 
This appendix adopts the definitions contained in the overall 2008 Contributions Plan. 
 
3.6 THE LAND TO WHICH THIS PLAN APPLIES 
This appendix applies to all that land that is within the catchments listed in section 
2.1 of this document. 
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3.7 NEXUS 
An increase in the Shire's population and development creates additional demand for 
Council provided services and facilities which should be met by the incoming 
population resulting from increases in density as well as new development or 
redevelopment. All development that results in an increase in demand for the 
provision of shared pedestrian & bicycle pathways in Jindabyne and surrounding 
villages including urban and rural subdivision, residential and rural housing, tourist 
accommodation and education establishments will be levied to meet these increased 
demands. 
 
For Council to be able to levy a contribution as a condition of development consent, 
the contribution must be assessed in accordance with this appendix. This appendix 
establishes the nexus between the expected types of development in that area and 
the demand for the provision of shared pedestrian & bicycle pathways in Jindabyne 
and surrounding villages. In this appendix, nexus is demonstrated in the following 
terms: 
 
Causal - the need for the facility or service must be a direct result of the development 
being levied: 
 
A detailed Shared Pathway Strategy to recommend the provision of additional 
facilities for safe cycling within Jindabyne, Kalkite, Tyrolean and East Jindabyne was 
adopted by Council on 18 December 2001. This strategy, which was developed after 
community consultation as well as research and surveys identified a network of 
pathway facilities to be developed over a period of up to10 years.  
Schedule A summarises the costs for the proposed pathway strategy. This summary 
is based on the detailed listing of proposed facilities and costs in Schedule D while 
Maps showing these pathways are included in Schedule E.  
 
Growth assessments for the relevant catchments (Jindabyne, East Jindabyne, Alpine 
Sands/Willow Bay, Kalkite and Tyrolean Village) are outlined in Schedule B. 
This pathway strategy will benefit both existing and future developments so the costs 
are apportioned between the two. 
 
Spatial - the service or facility must be near enough in physical terms to provide 
benefit to the development: 
Contributions are calculated for pathways in each particular catchment. Where a 
development is between 5 & 10 km of the nearest section of pathway it will receive a 
discount of 25% and 50% if greater than 10 km. 
 
Temporal - the service or facility must be provided within a period of time to be of 
benefit to the development: 
The Shared Pathway Strategy indicated that it could be completed within 6 years 
from adoption. Even if this period is extended, this Contributions Plan takes a 
conservative approach in that it takes into account development growth over 20 
years. 
 
Where development is on land that directly adjoins Lake Jindabyne upon which the 
pathway is proposed to be sited, Council will consider dedication of land as a 
contribution in lieu. The value of the contribution will be subject of a separate 
assessment. 
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3.8 CALCULATION OF BASE CONTRIBUTION RATES 
The formula adopted for calculation of contribution rates in each catchment in 
Schedule B is as follows: 
 
R = (E x Y - B)   +    S  
              N            
 
Where  
 
R  Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET)  
E  Cost of Facilities for the catchment from Schedule A  
N  No of additional ETs in a catchment from 2008/09 to 2017/18  
B  Balance in Shared Pathways section 94 account estimated as at June 30, 

2008  
Y  Proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 10 years (see 

calculation process below) 
S  Study cost per ET – as calculated in Schedule C 

 
3.9 APPORTIONMENT 
Where the existing population will benefit from new amenities and services provided 
the cost of providing those amenities and services will be apportioned between 
Section 94 funds and other monies of Council. Apportionment rates are included, in 
the formula for contribution rates. 
 
3.10 OCCUPANCY RATES 
Based on the 1996 Census information and for the purposes of this Plan, the 
following occupancy rates and Equivalent Persons (EP) figures are adopted: 
 

Dwelling Size Occupancy Rates 
(persons) and assumed 
Equivalent Persons 
(EP) 

Equivalent Tenements 
(ETs) assumed in 
these Calculations 

One bedroom dwelling 1.6 0.57 

Two bedroom dwelling 2.0 0.71 

Three/Four bedroom 
dwelling 

2.8 – 3.6 1 

More than four 
bedroom dwelling     

3.2 plus 0.8 per bedroom 
greater than 4 

1 plus 0.29 per bedroom 
greater than 4 

 
Assumptions related to other types of development are provided in schedule B. 
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3.11 REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTION RATES 
To ensure that the value of contributions reflect the costs associated with the 
provision of public services and facilities, the Council will review the Plan (and 
appendices), and amend the contribution rates on the following basis: 
 The contribution rates will be reviewed at July 1 each year by reference to the 

Canberra All Groups Index for the previous calendar year (January to 
December), excluding the impact of the GST.  

 Annual review of completed works and amendment of schedules as 
necessary 

 Major reviews and repeal of Plan when required.  
 

3.12 METHOD AND TIMING OF PAYMENT 
A contribution is payable: 
 in the case of a consent to development being subdivision – before the issue 

of a Subdivision Certificate to the applicant; 
 in the case of a consent to development where a construction certificate is 

required – before the issue of a construction certificate to the applicant; 
 in the case of Complying development under Division 3 of Part 4 of the Act, - 

prior to commencement of works; 
 in the case of a consent to any other development – before development is 

commenced 
 
3.13 PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
In accordance with Clause 36(1), Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulation, 1980, copies of the following are available for inspection free of charge at 
Council during office hours. 
 A copy of the Section 94 Contributions Plan   
 The contributions register 
 An annual financial statement at the end of each financial year 

 

3.14 SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
A development application that is submitted after the adoption of this Plan shall be 
assessed in accordance with the provisions of this Plan. 
 
A development application that has been submitted prior to the adoption of this Plan 
but not determined shall be assessed in accordance with this Plan.  
 
Developer contributions payable by way of a condition of a condition of consent of a 
development application that has been determined prior to the adoption of this Plan 
but for which that condition has not been satisfied shall be levied contributions in 
accordance with the provisions of this Plan. 
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4 SCHEDULES 
SCHEDULE A – COSTINGS OF WORKS 
The total cost of works for stage 1 of the pathway networks in all catchments has 
been determined from details provided in the Jindabyne Shared Pathway Strategy – 
Stage 1 as adopted by Council on the 18 December 2001.   
 
These detailed descriptions and estimated costs of works are shown in Schedule D, 
while maps outlining the pathways for each catchment are in Schedule E. 
 
From Schedule D, these costs have been calculated to total $876,129 as at 
November 2007 and are outlined for the relevant catchments in the table below. 
These costs have escalated to June 30, 2008 costs by a factor of 1.015.  
 

Catchment Value of Works as at end 
November 2007 

Value of Works as at 
June 30, 2008 

Jindabyne $646,289 $655,983 

East Jindabyne and 
Willow Bay $118,010 $119,780 

Tyrolean Village $14,570 $14,789 

Kalkite $97,260 $98,719 

Total $876,129 $889,271 
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SCHEDULE B – CALCULATION OF CONTRIBUTION RATES 
The formula adopted for calculation of rates in a catchment is as follows: 
 
R = (E x Y - B)   +    S  
              N            
Where 
 
R Base Contributions rate payable per Equivalent Tenement (ET)  
E Cost of Facilities for the catchment from Schedule A  
N No of additional ETs in a catchment from 2008/09 to 2017/18  
B Balance in Shared Pathways section 94 account estimated as at June 30, 

2008 ($68502 – apportioned across catchments)  
Y  proportion of cost to be met by new development over the next 10 years (see 

calculation process below) 
S study cost per ET ($13.77) – as calculated in Schedule C 
 
Calculation of Equivalent Tenements (ET) 
 
For the basis of these growth assumptions see Part C of the overall Contributions 
Plan Document. 
 

 
Catchment 

ETs at 
June 2007 

Additional ETs 
over next 

twenty years 
 

Number of ETs 
after twenty 

years 

Proportion Of 
New ET 

compared to 
total ET 

Jindabyne 2954 1002 3956 0.253 

East Jindabyne 263 60 323 0.186 

Alpine Sands/Willow 
Bay 116 225 341 0.660 

Tyrolean Village 183 68 251 0.271 

Kalkite 179 50 229 0.218 

Totals – ET 3695 1305   

 
The proportion of works to be funded by section 94 contributions is calculated as 
follows: 

 50% of funds to be provided by RTA as indicated in Jindabyne Shared 
Pathway Strategy Stage 1.  Therefore cost of facilities (E) factored by 
0.5 in calculation. 

 Proportion of Developer Contributions calculated as: 
Y = New ETs/(existing + new ETs) for Catchment.   
For example, for Jindabyne  -  Y = 500/(500 + 2954)  = 0.145 

 Balance in Shared Pathways Account ($68502)for each catchment 
apportioned according to the number of ET in each catchment as per 
the following table  
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Catchment Value of Works Proportion of 
Works 

Apportioned 
balance in 

Shared Pathways 
account 

Jindabyne $655,983 0.738 $50,531 

East Jindabyne and 
Willow Bay $119,780 0.135 $9,227 

Tyrolean Village $14,789 0.017 $1,139 

Kalkite $98,719 0.111 $7,604 

Total $889,271  $68502 

 
Jindabyne Catchment  
 
R = (E x Y - B)   +    S  
            N            
 
R = $(655,983 x 0.5 x .253 - 50531)  + study cost/ET = $32.39 + $14.56/ET  = $56.95 
                1002 
 
East Jindabyne and Willow Bay Catchments  

 
R =  $(119,780 x 0.5 x .429 – 9227)  + study cost/ET = $57.77 + $14.56/ET = $72.33 

                285 
 
Tyrolean Village Catchment 
 
R =  $(14789 x 0.5 x .271 – 1139)  + study cost/ET = $12.72 + $14.56/ET = $27.28 
                68 
 
Kalkite Catchment  
 
R = $(98719 x 0.5 x 0.218 – 7604)   + study cost/ET = $63.13 + $14.56 /ET = $77.69 
                  50 
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The recommended rates for various development categories are provided in the 
following table 
 

Contributions Payable  

Type of 
Dwelling/ 
Premises 

Equivalent 
Tenements 

(ET) 

Unit of 
Measure for 
Contribution Jindabyne

East 
Jindabyne, 

Alpine 
Sands, 
Willow 

Bay 

Tyrolean 
Village Kalkite 

Subdivision 1 lot $57 $72 $27 $78 

Dwellings  - 1 
bedroom 0.57 bedroom $32 $41 $15 $44 

Dwellings - 2 
bedrooms 0.71 2 bedrooms $40 $51 $19 $55 

Dwellings - 3 
or 4 bedrooms 1 3 or 4  

bedrooms $57 $72 $27 $78 

Dwellings - > 4 
bedrooms 

1 plus 0.29  
per extra 
bedroom 

>4 

Base of 4 
plus per 
extra b’r 

$57 plus 
$17 per b/r 

> 4 

$72 plus 
$21 per b/r 

> 4 

$27 plus 
$8 per 
b/r > 4 

$78 
plus 
$23 

per b/r 
> 4 

Lodges,  motels, 
B & B, holiday 

dwellings & 
similar 

0.29 per 
room room $17 $21 $8 $23 

Child Care 
Centres 

1 per 20 
children > 

20 

Per 20 
children > 20 $57 $72 $27 $78 

1 per 20 
day 

students 

20 day 
students $57 $72 $27 $78 Educational 

Establishments 1 per 6 
boarders 6 boarders $57 $72 $27 $78 

Camping 
Grounds 

0.29 per 
site  site $17 $21 $8 $23 

Tourism 
facilities 

0.29 per 
motel type 

room or 
individual 

assessment 

0.29 per 
motel type 

room or 
individual 

assessment 

$17 $21 $8 $23 
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SCHEDULE C – PREPARATION AND REVIEW OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
PLAN 
 
In order to establish the contribution rates under this plan, the Council has had to 
undertake a contribution study over the whole Council area. The capital costs of this 
study were required in order to identify the types of public facilities for which a 
contribution may be made, the extent of the benefiting population, the cost of the 
required facilities, the proportion which may be "reasonably" levied as a Section 94 
contribution, the actual contribution rates and the preparation of the implementation 
schedules. These works and cost incurred are outside the work normally undertaken 
by Council's Environmental Services Department. It is therefore reasonable to seek 
the recoupment of these costs. 
 
To cover the capital cost of this study and any additional studies undertaken in the 
future, it is reasonable for the Council to levy charges from developers under Section 
94. The cost of future contribution plans, prepared in response to particular 
developments, should be recouped from the specific area. 
 
 
Base Contribution Calculation per Equivalent Tenement 
 
=  C + R
        N 
 
=  $7000 + $12,000
            1305 
 
=  $14.56 per ET 
 
Where  
 
C = Cost of 2005 study ($5000) and current 2008 study ($2000) 
 
R = Cost of updates during period 2008/09 – 2017/18 ($12000 being 9 annual 
updates at a cost of $1000 / yr to update CPI & other factors plus a full review of  this 
plan after 5 years @ $3000)  
 
N = Estimated number of Equivalent Tenements (as calculated in Schedule B)  
created over next 20 years  
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SCHEDULE D – OUTLINE OF PATHWAYS PROGRAM AND DECEMBER 
2007 COSTS 

Village Road Intersection Length 
(m) Type 

Recommend-
ation for both 

Sides 

Cost     
Option 

1 

Cost   
Option 2 

where 
applicable 

Scheduled 
Completion 

Date 

Jindabyne Cobbon 
Cres 

Banjo 
Paterson Cr to 
Townsend St 

709 on-
road linemarking $1000  2010 

Jindabyne Cobbon 
Cres 

Banjo 
Paterson Cr to 
Townsend St 

709 on-
road 12 logos $2,200  2010 

Jindabyne Cobbon 
Cres 

Banjo 
Paterson Cr to 
Townsend St 

709 on-
road 

Erect 6 
signposts $1,500  2010 

Jindabyne Cobbon 
Cres 

near 
Townsend St 
to dirt road 

  

Erect 4 signs 
and Signpost 
as route to 

Dam Wall for 
Mountain 

Bikes 

$1200  2010 

Jindabyne Existing 
Cycleway entire section   

trim 
overhanging 

tree limbs and 
remove 
bollards 

$8000  2008 

Jindabyne Barry Way 

Snowy 
Mountains 
Grammar 

School 

  refuge 
crossing $5,900  2010 

Jindabyne Old Town 
Centre 

Kosciuszko 
Rd   refuge 

crossing $5,900  2010 

Jindabyne Nuggets 
Crossing 

Kosciuszko 
Rd   refuge 

crossing $5,900  2010 

Jindabyne 
Banjo 

Paterson 
Cres 

Cobbon Cr to 
Kosciuszko 

Rd 
886.8 on-

road 
Erect 8 

signposts $1,950  2010 

Jindabyne 
Banjo 

Paterson 
Cres 

Cobbon Cr to 
Kosciuszko 

Rd 
886.8 on-

road 12 logos $2,200  2010 

Jindabyne Munyang 
St 

Park Rd to 
Kosciuszko 

Rd (e side of 
Kosciuszko 

Rd) 

390.5 on-
road 10 logos $1,800  2010 

Jindabyne Munyang 
St 

Park Rd to 
Kosciuszko 

Rd (e side of 
Kosciuszko 

Rd) 

390.5 on-
road linemarking $450  2010 

Jindabyne Munyang 
St 

Park Rd to 
Kosciuszko 

Rd (e side of 
Kosciuszko 

Rd) 

390.5 on-
road 

Erect 2 
signposts $520  2008 

Jindabyne Townsend 
Cres 

Banjo 
Paterson Cr to 

Cobbon Cr 
778.3 on-

road linemarking $900  2008 

Jindabyne Townsend 
Cres 

Banjo 
Paterson Cr to 

Cobbon Cr 
778.3 on-

road 6 logos $1000  2010 
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Village Road Intersection Length 
(m) Type 

Recommend-
ation for both 

Sides 

Cost     
Option 

1 

Cost   
Option 2 

where 
applicable 

Scheduled 
Completion 

Date 

Jindabyne Townsend 
Cres 

Banjo 
Paterson Cr to 

Cobbon Cr 
778.3 on-

road 
Erect 6 

signposts $1,500  2010 

Jindabyne Gippsland 
St 

Munyang St to 
Park Rd 1808.4 on-

road linemarking $2,200  2008 

Jindabyne Gippsland 
St 

Munyang St to 
Park Rd 1808.4 on-

road 26 logos $4,500  2010 

Jindabyne Gippsland 
St 

Munyang St to 
Park Rd 1808.4 on-

road 
Erect 14 
signposts $3,900  2010 

Jindabyne Gippsland 
St near 88   

Erect 
signposting 
directing to 
fence and 

mountain bike 
ride to dam 

wall 

$420  2010 

Jindabyne Kurrajong 
St 

Bent St to 
Park Rd 99.75 on-

road linemarking $200  2008 

Jindabyne Kurrajong 
St 

Bent St to 
Park Rd 99.75 on-

road 4 logos $800  2010 

Jindabyne Kurrajong 
St 

Bent St to 
Park Rd 99.75 on-

road 
Erect 2 

signposts $600  2010 

Jindabyne Park Rd 

Sportsground 
entrance (DP 

238614 to 
Thredbo Tce 

623.7 on-
road linemarking $800  2008 

Jindabyne Park Rd 

Sportsground 
entrance (DP 

238614 to 
Thredbo Tce 

623.7 on-
road 10 logos $1,800  2010 

Jindabyne Park Rd 

Sportsground 
entrance (DP 

238614 to 
Thredbo Tce 

623.7 on-
road 

Erect 6 
signposts $1,500  2010 

Jindabyne Park Rd 
Barry Way to 
Sportsground 

entry 
283 on-

road linemarking $450  2008 

Jindabyne Park Rd 
Barry Way to 
Sportsground 

entry 
283 on-

road 5 logos $890  2010 

Jindabyne Park Rd 
Barry Way to 
Sportsground 

entry 
283 on-

road 
Erect 2 

signposts $500  2010 

Jindabyne Bent St Kurrajong St 
to childcare 66.5 on-

road 2 logos $700  2010 

Jindabyne Bent St Kurrajong St 
to childcare 66.5 on-

road linemarking $100  2008 

Jindabyne Thredbo 
Tce 

Kosciuszko 
Rd to Snowy 

River Ave 
329.5 on-

road linemarking $450  2008 

Jindabyne Thredbo 
Tce 

Kosciuszko 
Rd to Snowy 

River Ave 
329.5 on-

road 8 logos $1,500  2008 

Jindabyne Snowy 
River Ave 

Kalkite St to 
Thredbo Tce 303.8 on-

road linemarking $450  2008 

Jindabyne Snowy 
River Ave 

Kalkite St to 
Thredbo Tce 303.8 on-

road 6 logos $1200  2010 
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Village Road Intersection Length 
(m) Type 

Recommend-
ation for both 

Sides 

Cost     
Option 

1 

Cost   
Option 2 

where 
applicable 

Scheduled 
Completion 

Date 

Jindabyne Snowy 
River Ave 

Kalkite St to 
Thredbo Tce 303.8 on-

road 
Erect 2 

signposts $600  2010 

Jindabyne Sportsgrou
nd path 

Park Rd e to 
Park Rd w 
(Including 

Kirwan 

199.5 off-
road 

construct path 
2.5m wide 

local material 

$25,60
0  2012 

Jindabyne Barry Way 
path 

Close  
connection) 
Kosciuszko 

Rd to Park Rd 

482 off-
road 

construct path 
2.5m wide 

local material 

$56,00
0  2012 

Jindabyne Kosciuszko 
Rd path 

SP 36808 to 
Barry Way 

southern side 
914.37 off-

road 

construct path 
2.5m wide 
concrete 

$170,0
00 

$        
91,437 2013 

Jindabyne Kalkite St 
Path 

Park Rd to 
Kosciuszko 

Rd 
221.7 off-

road 

construct path 
2.5m wide 
concrete 

$4250
0 

$        
22,170 2012 

Jindabyne Kalkite St 
Path 

Kosciuszko 
Rd to existing 

path 
70 off-

road 

install 
crossing at 

Kalkite St I/s 
Kosciuszko 

Rd 

$6,200  2009 

Jindabyne Kalkite St 
Path 

Kosciuszko 
Rd to existing 

path 
70 off-

road 

construct path 
2.5m wide 
concrete 

$13,10
0 

$         
7,000 2009 

Jindabyne Park Rd 
Path 

Thredbo 
Terrace to 
Bogong St 

515 off-
road 

along existing 
northern side 
path widen 

existing path 

$125,2
00 

$        
51,500 2013 

Jindabyne Kosciuszko 
Rd path 

Gippsland St 
to Thredbo 

Tce 
565 off-

road 

construct path 
2.5m wide 
concrete 

$110,5
00 

$        
56,500 2013 

Jindabyne Kosciuszko 
Rd path 

Banjo 
Paterson Cres 
through open 

space or 
Munyang St 

282.6 off-
road 

construct path 
2.5m wide 
concrete 

$62,00
0 

$        
28,260 2013 

Jindabyne Bowling 
Club 

from the 
Lakeside 

where existing 
path to link 
with Banjo 

Paterson Cres 
needs neg 

199.5 off-
road 

construct path 
2.5m wide 

local material 

$23,50
0  2012 

Jindabyne Kosciuszko 
Rd path 

shopping 
centre link 
nuggets 

crossing from 
Thredbo Tce 
along past 31 

and 32 
Kosciuszko 
Rd southern 

side to I/s 
number 2 
shown on 
map as A 

199.5 off-
road 

construct path 
2.5m wide 
concrete 

$38,50
0 

$        
19,950 2013 

Jindabyne 
Nuggets 
Crossing 
Shopping 

   
Replace 

existing racks 
with Bicycle 

$1200  2010 
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Village Road Intersection Length 
(m) Type 

Recommend-
ation for both 

Sides 

Cost     
Option 

1 

Cost   
Option 2 

where 
applicable 

Scheduled 
Completion 

Date 

Centre Parking 6 U 
rails 

Jindabyne Old Town 
Centre    

Bicycle 
Parking 6 U 

rails 
$1200  2010 

Jindabyne 

Snowy 
Shire 

Council 
Office 

   
Bicycle 

Parking 6 U 
rails 

$1200  2009 

Jindabyne Post Office    
Bicycle 

Parking 6 U 
rails 

$1200  2009 

Jindabyne 

Near 
Snowline 
Caravan 

Park along 
cycleway 

   
Bicycle 

Parking 6 U 
rails 

$1200  2010 

Jindabyne Bowling 
Club 

Existing 
Cycleway at 
beginning of 

cycleway 

  
Bicycle 

Parking 6 U 
rails 

$1200  2010 

Jindabyne Lake 
Foreshore   Off 

road 

2.5m path – 
scoping study  
for connection 
of Jindabyne 

to Kalkite 

$43,00
0  2013 

     Total $788,7
80   

         

Tyrolean Rainbow 
Drv 

Jindabyne Rd 
to DP589260 345 on-

road linemarking $550  2010 

Tyrolean Rainbow 
Drv 

Jindabyne Rd 
to DP589260 345 on-

road 6 logos $620  2010 

Tyrolean Rainbow 
Drv 

Jindabyne Rd 
to DP589260 345 on-

road 
Erect 2 

signposts $510  2010 

Tyrolean Adams 
Ave 

Rainbow to 
Foreshore 

area 
253 on-

road linemarking $390  2010 

Tyrolean Adams 
Ave 

Rainbow to 
Foreshore 

area 
253 on-

road 2 logos $390  2010 

Tyrolean Adams 
Ave 

Rainbow to 
Foreshore 

area 
253 on-

road 
Erect 2 

signposts $610  2010 

Tyrolean Foreshore 
link 

from the I/s of 
Rainbow 

Drive along 
the foreshore 

to link with 
East 

Jindabyne 

  
Undertake 
detailed 
survey 

$11,50
0  2013 

     Total $14,57
0   
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Village Road Intersection Length 
(m) Type 

Recommend-
ation for both 

Sides 

Cost     
Option 

1 

Cost   
Option 2 

where 
applicable 

Scheduled 
Completion 

Date 

East 
Jindabyne 

Jindabyne 
Rd 

from Camira 
Ave to Jerrara 

Rd 
  

Undertake 
detailed 
survey 

$10,20
0  2013 

East 
Jindabyne Jerrara Drv 

Kosciuszko 
Rd to Camira 

Ave 
1882 on-

road linemarking $2200  2010 

East 
Jindabyne Jerrara Drv 

Kosciuszko 
Rd to Camira 

Ave 
1882 on-

road 16 logos $2,800  2010 

East 
Jindabyne Jerrara Drv 

Kosciuszko 
Rd to Camira 

Ave 
1882 on-

road 
Erect 12 
signposts $3,100  2010 

East 
Jindabyne 

Camira 
Ave 

Jerrara Drv to 
Cul de Sac 658.2 on-

road linemarking $910  2010 

East 
Jindabyne 

Camira 
Ave 

Jerrara Drv to 
Cul de Sac 658.2 on-

road 8 logos $1,300  2010 

East 
Jindabyne 

Camira 
Ave 

Jerrara Drv to 
Cul de Sac 658.2 on-

road 
Erect 6 

signposts $1,700  2010 

East 
Jindabyne 

Camira 
Ave 

link to 
Jindabyne 

Road 
20 off-

road 

construct path 
concrete 2m 

wide 
$2,350  2012 

East 
Jindabyne 

Rushes 
Bay Ave 

Jerrara Drv to 
Cul de Sac 572.6 on-

road linemarking $950  2010 

East 
Jindabyne 

Rushes 
Bay Ave 

Jerrara Drv to 
Cul de Sac 572.6 on-

road 8 logos $1,450  2010 

East 
Jindabyne 

Rushes 
Bay Ave 

Jerrara Drv to 
Cul de Sac 572.6 on-

road 
Erect 4 

signposts $1050  2010 

East 
Jindabyne 

Kunama 
Drv 

Jerrara Drv to 
link with 

Alpine Sands 
522 off-

road 

construct path 
2.5m wide 

local material 

$59,50
0  2013 

East 
Jindabyne 

Pathway to 
Rushes 

Bay 
   detailed 

survey 
$1150

0  2013 

East 
Jindabyne 

Pathway to 
Tyrolean    detailed 

survey 
$1900

0  2013 

     Total $118,0
10   

         

Kalkite Foreshore Entire Section  Off 
road 

Construct 
2.5m path 

$32,60
0  2013 

Kalkite 

Connection 
to 

playground 
from 

Kalkite Rd 

 130 Off 
road 

Construct 
2.5m path 

$19,50
0  2013 

Kalkite Magnolia 
Ave entire section 162 off-

road 

construct 
2.5m path in 

concrete 

$32,00
0 

$        
16,200 2013 

Kalkite Rosemary entire section 58.9 on-
road linemarking $100  2009 

Kalkite Rosemary entire section 58.9 on-
road 2 logos $410  2009 

Kalkite Rosemary entire section 58.9 on-
road 

Erect 2 
signposts $550  2009 

Kalkite Oleander 
Circ entire section 59.4 on-

road 2 logos $400  2009 
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Village Road Intersection Length 
(m) Type 

Recommend-
ation for both 

Sides 

Cost     
Option 

1 

Cost   
Option 2 

where 
applicable 

Scheduled 
Completion 

Date 

Kalkite Oleander 
Circ entire section 59.4 on-

road linemarking $100  2009 

Kalkite Oleander 
Circ entire section 59.4 on-

road 
Erect 2 

signposts $500  2010 

Kalkite Banksia 
Ave entire section 116 on-

road linemarking $250  2009 

Kalkite Banksia 
Ave entire section 116 on-

road 4 logos $700  2010 

Kalkite Banksia 
Ave entire section 116 on-

road 
Erect 2 

signposts $550  2010 

Kalkite 

Pathway 
linking 

Oleander 
to Banksia 

Oleander Circ 
to Banksia St 72.5 off-

road 

construct 
2.5m path in 

concrete 

$17,50
0  2013 

     Total $105,1
60   

     Totals    

 Jindabyne less half of 
possible option 2 savings   $646,289    

 East Jindabyne & Willow 
Bay   $118,010    

 Tyrolean Village   $14,570    

 Kalkite less half of possible 
option 2 savings   $97,260    
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